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Abstract

A supernova remnant (SNR) is a prominent candidate as an accelerator of galactic cosmic rays (CRs). In a
widely accepted theory of diffusive shock acceleration (DSA), a particle is accelerated by diffusing back and
forth across shock waves. The information on ongoing particle acceleration in shock waves of SNRs is accessible
through observations of nonthermal radiation. The spectral cutoff shape of accelerated electrons is determined
by diffusion and cooling and appears in the X-ray and TeV gamma-ray energy ranges, respectively, through
synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton (IC) scattering. To measure the cutoff shape precisely and explore
the corresponding diffusion coefficient and acceleration efficiency, we systematically analyze young SNRs that
emit nonthermal X-rays and TeV gamma-rays to obtain a unified understanding of particle acceleration in SNRs.

The nonthermal (synchrotron) X-ray spectrum provides us with a powerful means of studying the nature of
particle (electron) acceleration in a shock wave formed at the surface of an SNR. If energy loss of synchrotron
cooling is efficient, the electron spectrum becomes steeper (E−3) than predicted by the standard DSA (E−2),
and exponentially drops off (exp(−(E/E0)2)) above the maximum energy of E0 in the case of Bohm diffusion,
where the diffusion coefficient, D, is proportional to the particle energy (D ∝ Eα with α = 1). In this thesis,
the relevant synchrotron model is applied to 11 young SNRs. We measure the cutoff energy parameter (ε0)
in the synchrotron X-ray spectrum and estimate the Bohm factor (η) by a theoretically predicted relation of
ε0 ∝ v2

shη
−1, with vsh being shock velocity. The η parameter is defined as a mean free path of an electron over

its gyroradius and is indicative of acceleration efficiency (i.e., η = 1 indicates the most efficient acceleration
derived from the minimum diffusion coefficient). We apply the method to the nonthermal X-ray spectra of
11 SNRs using broadband spectroscopy taken with Chandra and NuSTAR. The obtained ε0 values and shock
speeds from previous studies show variations that depend on SNRs and even on regions within each SNR.
Six of 11 SNRs can be spatially resolved to investigate the ε0–vsh relation, resulting in different behaviors of
acceleration as follows: one behavior is well-reproduced through the theoretical prediction with a constant η
(Kepler’s and Tycho’s SNRs), another behavior is determined based on the surroundings, in particular, magnetic
field orientation (SN 1006) and ambient density (Cassiopeia A), and our cooling-limited assumption might not
be applicable in the inner regions of the northwest rim of RX J1713.7−3946 and G1.9+0.3. With all 11 SNRs
together, the η parameter tends to have a smaller value as the SNR evolves and becomes older. This evolution
of acceleration efficiency could be related to turbulent production, which is expected to be self-generated by the
accelerated particles.

We also apply the IC scattering model to the TeV gamma-ray observations of five SNRs. We found that in the
same way as we derived the Bohm factor using X-ray observations, the gamma-ray spectrum was also utilized
for estimating η in the leptonic scenario. Compared to the η parameters estimated by using X-ray observations,
slightly higher values of η are obtained due to the smaller cutoff energies of electrons. The difference can be
attributed to the different sizes of regions for spectral extraction between X-ray and gamma-ray observations.
In addition, we should address the issue of the application of the IC (leptonic) model, in which gamma-rays are
emitted from high-energy electrons, to the gamma-ray spectra that might contain hadronic components radiated
from accelerated protons.

We construct a model for accelerated electrons in non-Bohm diffusion (α , 1). The difference of α shows an
apparent distinction in the cutoff shape of the electron spectrum as exp(−(E/E0)α+1), particularly in the higher
energies. We derive the corresponding synchrotron and IC models to apply to nonthermal observations in
X-rays and TeV gamma-rays, respectively. The models with different α values are not significantly distinguished
due to the limited statistics of the present spectra in the higher energies. With deeper observations and/or a
combination of X-ray and gamma-ray spectra with better spatial resolution, the α parameter would be more
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constrained and provide feedback to theoretical studies of particle diffusion and turbulent generation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Astrophysical phenomena have attracted our attention and puzzled us for ages. Observations of electromagnetic
(EM) waves, which are commonly employed in astronomy, have been utilized to explore ongoing astrophysical
events far away from the Earth. Detected EM waves divide phenomena in the Universe into two types based
on radiation mechanisms: a thermal process, which is characterized by a temperature in Maxwell distribution,
and a nonthermal process, the energy distribution of which is described by a power-law form. Today, multi-
wavelength EM observations range from radio to even TeV gamma-rays, allowing us to investigate the nature of
the nonthermal Universe. In addition to classical means of observing EM radiation, recent successes in detecting
neutrinos and gravitational waves have introduced a new era characterized by multi-messenger observations.

One unsolved astrophysical problem is the origin of cosmic rays (CRs), namely, nonthermal particles filling
the Universe with energies ranging over 10 orders of magnitude from ∼ 109 eV to ∼ 1020 eV. The power-law
energy spectrum with the slope of −2.7 to −3.1 produces a bulk energy concentrated in a small number of high-
energy CRs. Even after more than 100 years since the discovery in 1912, two simple questions regarding CRs
remain unanswered — where do they come from and how do they obtain their energies? Many observational
experiments have contributed to revealing that the CR energy spectrum has characteristic breaks at ∼ 1015 eV
(“knee”) and ∼ 1018 eV (“ankle”). Recent improvements in instruments have updated the properties of the CR
energy spectrum. Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS), which is a CR detector onboard International Space
Station, has confirmed another spectral break and nonuniversal energy spectra of CRs (The AMS Collaboration,
2015b, 2014). Grand-based telescopes have revealed dipolar and hotspot-like features in the map of arrival
directions of ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs) (The Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2017; The Telescope
Array Collaboration, 2018). Whereas progress has been made in producing more precise measurements of CRs
in the vicinity of the Earth, multi-wavelength observations can shed light on the physics of particle acceleration
at the sources.

The galactic cosmic rays with energies below the knee are believed to originate from supernova remnants
(SNRs) in our galaxy. Electrons accelerated up to GeV and TeV energy ranges have been probed through
detection of synchrotron photons in radio and X-ray energy bands, respectively. After the launch of Fermi,
high-energy protons have also been confirmed by observing π0-decay features around the sub-GeV energy
band. Recently, nonthermal particles in keV, MeV, and PeV can be accessible using the latest detectors: keV
electrons were implied by the detection of X-ray nonthermal bremsstrahlung in W 49B (Tanaka et al., 2018),
MeV particles (possible protons) were detected by neutral Fe line emission at 6.4 keV (Nobukawa et al., 2018),
and PeV particles (possible protons) were found in the power-law spectrum in TeV gamma-rays without any sign
of exponential cutoff (Abramowski et al., 2014).

Theoretical studies have been conducted accompanied by observations. A well-accepted theory of particle
acceleration is diffusive shock acceleration (DSA). Based on the original idea proposed by Fermi (Fermi, 1949),
it has been constructed that a particle stochastically gains energy by diffusing back and forth across a shock
wave in an SNR (Axford et al., 1977; Krymskii, 1977; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978; Bell, 1978). Although
DSA successfully produces high-energy particles and power-law energy distribution, many facets of this process
remain ambiguous. Particularly the mechanisms of the start (“injection”) and end (“maximum energy”) of the
process of DSA are not fully understood. The attainable maximum energy is determined by an acceleration
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

efficiency characterized by diffusion of particles. Because particles diffuse by being scattered with a turbulent
magnetic field, the diffusion and turbulence are strongly related. The mechanism of turbulent production also
remains unknown, and producing observational constraints is difficult. It has been theoretically predicted that
the turbulence is self-generated by the cosmic ray, and instability of CR streaming enhances the field. This
idea has been demonstrated by numerical calculations, including particle-in-cell simulations (e.g., Reville et al.
(2008); Caprioli and Spitkovsky (2014a)).

The motion of cosmic ray is characterized by diffusion during the process in which a particle becomes cosmic
ray, wherein the particle is accelerated at SNRs, escapes from the remnants at one moment, and propagates
in the interstellar medium (ISM). The first step (acceleration) can be tested by EM observations and theories.
Direct measurements of CR help to unveil the third step (identifying the properties of the propagation of the
CR). As previously outlined, considerable progress has been made in measurements of CR near the Earth, EM
observations of sources, and theories. However, we should address some gaps between them. One example is a
spectral index: the directly measured CR shows that the energy spectrum of galactic cosmic rays approximately
follows ∝ E−2.8, whereas the energy spectrum predicted by DSA is ∝ E−2. To fill the gaps, the diffusion of
particles plays an important role. The diffusion coefficient at 1 TeV is roughly 1029 cm2 s−1 in ISM, while it
is expected to be 1024 cm2 s−1 around the SNR shock, assuming Bohm diffusion. In addition, an interesting
constraint on the escaping CR was lately reported by Abeysekara et al. (2017). They found “TeV halos” extended
up to a radius of 20 pc around two nearby pulsars with a diffusion coefficient at 1 TeV of 1027 cm2 s−1. After
this new detection of a lower diffusion coefficient than that in the ISM, much attention has been drawn to the
diffusion of particles around accelerators.

The diffusion in the vicinity of the SNR shock is a major factor in both the maximum energy achieved by
the SNRs and the physics of particle acceleration. The attainable maximum energy would answer the critical
question of the origin of galactic cosmic rays; whether the SNRs are indeed capable of accelerating particles
up to the PeV energy band (“PeVatron”). Although PeVatron candidates have been reported in a few SNRs
on the galactic plane (Abramowski et al., 2014; H. E. S. S. Collaboration, 2018a), most young SNRs have
exponential cutoffs in their energy spectra in TeV (Funk, 2015), implying parental particles with a maximum
energy of at most 100 TeV, substantially lower than the knee. The ambiguity concerning the maximum energy is
mainly due to the uncertainty regarding the diffusion coefficient, which is difficult to estimate from theoretical
studies. Regarding the acceleration mechanism, certain characteristic parameters are used to determine the
acceleration such as a shock speed, cutoff energy, and acceleration efficiency that is dependent on the diffusion
coefficient. These parameters have been measured in individual SNRs, but are not investigated in a unified
manner. Turbulent magnetic fields, which represent another important factor in acceleration theory, are also
poorly understood because practically no observational constraints exist. The turbulence is strongly connected
to the diffusion of particles, and therefore is fundamental to the theory of DSA.

The scientific objective of this thesis is to place observational constraints on the diffusion coefficient at the
very site of particle acceleration, namely, the shock wave of an supernova remnant. The diffusion in the SNR
shock has been widely accepted to be Bohm-like, where a mean free path of a particle is proportional to its
gyroradius. However, this validity has not been observationally verified, although the diffusion type is crucial in
determining the relevant turbulent spectrum. We perform a systematic analysis of young SNRs at the relatively
young stage at which the acceleration is believed to be most effective and the maximum energy is expected
to be achieved. This is quite meaningful in two respects; the origin of galactic cosmic rays, particularly the
origin of the knee, and the physics of the particle acceleration. The remainder of this thesis is organized as
follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview of galactic cosmic rays, particle acceleration in SNRs, and models that
are applicable to accelerated electrons in SNRs. Instruments used for imaging and spectral analyses of X-ray
and TeV gamma-ray observations are introduced in Chapter 3. The systematic studies of young SNRs in X-rays
and gamma-rays are presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively, based on the assumption of Bohm
diffusion. Chapter 6 demonstrates non-Bohm diffusion regimes through a combination of nonthermal X-ray
and gamma-ray observations. A summary and conclusions are provided in Chapter 7.



Chapter 2

Review

2.1 Cosmic Ray

The origin of cosmic rays (CRs) have puzzled us since the discovery in 1912 via balloon experiments by Victor
F. Hess. Based on the fact that the strength of ionizing radiation increased at the higher altitude, he concluded
that it was cosmic origin, and referred to “cosmic rays (CRs)” (see, e.g., Hess (2018) which is a translated
version of the original paper). The following experiments found they were not electromagnetic waves, but
energetic charged particles. After over a hundred years have passed since the discovery of CRs, lots of questions
remain unanswered.

(Blumer et al., 2009)

Figure 2.1: CR energy spectrum (taken from Blümer et al. (2009))

Many experiments and measurements, including balloon missions, space satellites, and ground-based
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4 CHAPTER 2. REVIEW

detectors, revealed some physical properties of CRs. The old-fashioned results, up to one decade ago, are as
follows. The CRs composite of 90% protons, 10% helium nucleon, and a small amount of the other elements
including heavier nucleon and electrons. The CR energies range from ∼ 109 eV up to ∼ 1020 eV with energy
density of ∼1 eV cm−3. The energy spectrum, shown in Figure 2.1, is overall described with a power-law
function with some characteristic features. The spectral breaks are confirmed at ∼ 3 × 1015 eV (“knee”) with
the spectral index of s = 2.7 changing to 3.11, ∼ 1017.5 eV (“second knee”), and ∼ 1018.5 eV (“ankle”) with
s = 3.1 to 2.7 (see, e.g., Blümer et al. (2009) and references therein). At the ultra-high-energy regime above
1018 eV, the energy spectrum has an exponential cutoff (“Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) cutoff”) because the
CR with such high energy decays due to interacting with Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB).

Recent improvements of new instruments for measuring the CR provided us with more precise and detailed
natures of the CR and completely updated the old-fashioned picture of our understanding of the CR. With
some developed measurements, such as Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer (AMS) onboard the International Space
Station and Payload for Antimatter Matter Exploration and Light-nuclei Astrophysics (PAMELA), the energy
spectrum below the knee turned out to deviate from the single power-law distribution. For instance, the energy
spectrum of CR protons in 1 GeV to 1.8 TeV measured by AMS showed a spectral hardening at ∼330 GeV with
the spectral index of s = 2.848 changing to 2.716 (The AMS Collaboration, 2015b). The similar features have
been reported in spectra of other CR nucleon such as CR helium (e.g., The AMS Collaboration (2015a)). Atkin
et al. (2018) pointed out that there exists new knee, corresponding to spectral steepening around 10 TV, and this
feature is universal for all the CR nuclei spectra obtained with the NUCLEON experiments. Besides, an excess
of CR positrons was confirmed (The AMS Collaboration, 2014). These new features are not fully understood,
and it is not conclusive whether they are originated from the sources, CR propagation, and/or re-acceleration.

The origin of the cosmic rays — where do they come from? — is still unsettled. The CRs with energies up to
knee are likely galactic origin because gyroradii of these CRs are small enough to reside in our galaxy. Galactic
supernova remnants (SNRs) are expected to play an important role in the observed galactic CRs, although
problems regarding the new spectral features, which were brought with the new instruments, are yet untangled.
The SNRs as the source of galactic CRs are summarized in Section 2.2.

The origin of the CRs above the knee, on the other hand, is more ambiguous. Because of the larger gyroradii,
the CRs with energies above the ankle, referred to as ultra high energy cosmic rays (UHECRs), are considered
as extragalactic origin. The ground-based telescopes for measuring the CRs, such as Pierre Auger Observatory
and Telescope Array (TA), recently unveiled new features of UHECRs with the accumulated statistics that have
been observed over a decade (see, e.g., Verzi et al. (2017) for a review). The Pierre Auger Collaboration (2017)
reported the existence of a dipole structure (“Auger dipole”) in energies above 8 × 1018 eV with an amplitude
of 6.5% and a position of (αJ2000, δJ2000) = (100±10◦, −24+12

−13
◦) at a confidence level of 5.2 σ. TA detected a

hotspot-like feature (“TA hotspot”) with a radius of 20◦at a position of (48.4◦, 44.5◦) at a confidence level of
6.2σ (The Telescope Array Collaboration, 2018). Both these discoveries are consistent with the extragalactic
origin for UHECRs in terms of the arrival directions.

1The spectral index s is defined as dN/dE ∝ E−s , where dN/dE and E indicate the differential energy spectrum and the CR energy,
respectively.
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2.2 SNR paradigm

The galactic supernova remnants have been prominent candidates for accelerating the cosmic rays with energies
up to the knee. It is referred to as “SNR paradigm” to interpret the galactic CRs as particles being accelerated in
SNRs via diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) and propagating in the Universe to reach the Earth. This section
briefly presents an overview of SNR paradigm (see Reynolds (2008) for a review).

2.2.1 Supernova remnant

Supernova is one of the most energetic astrophysical phenomena, with kinematic energy of ∼ 1051 erg. It is
triggered at the very last stage of a star’s lifetime after consuming out its nuclear fuel. There mainly exist two
types of supernovae (SNe); 1. thermonuclear explosion (or Type Ia SN) which is an explosive nuclear reaction
in a white dwarf, blowing the entire star away, and 2. core-collapse explosion which is an explosion of a
massive star (> 8 M⊙), leaving a central compact object (CCO), a neutron star or a black hole, at the explosion
center. The leftover of the supernova explosion, known as a supernova remnant, is expanding and evolving in
the interstellar medium (ISM).

The material ejected by SNe expands in the ambient ISM with the initial velocity of ∼10000 km s−1, forming
a supersonic wave at the surface because the sound speed in the typical ISM is given by cs ∼ 10 km s−1. This
is called forward shock or blast-wave shock. The ejecta freely expands at the early phase (ejecta-dominated
or free-expansion stage), and the forward shock sweeps up the ambient medium. The forward-shocked matter
pushes the ejecta back, and another shock (reverse shock) is formed. The reverse shock compresses and heats
the ejecta. At the boundary of the forward-shocked ISM and the reverse-shocked ejecta, another physical jump
(known as contact discontinuity) is created. Therefore the interior of SNR has a laminar structure, as shown in
Figure 2.2. Once the mass of the forward-shocked ISM and the ejecta become comparable, the forward shock
decelerates. This moment is the beginning of the second stage (i.e., Sedov-Taylor phase). The behavior of the
forward shock in Sedov-Taylor stage is described with self-similar solutions,

R ∝ t2/5, (2.1)
V ∝ t−3/5, (2.2)

where R, V , and t are a position of the forward shock (a radius from the explosion center), a speed, and an
evolutional age after the SNe, respectively. Hydrodynamical models to reproduce the trajectoriy of SNR shocks
have been developed (see, e.g., Truelove and McKee (1999); Laming and Hwang (2003)). The properties
strongly depend on initial parameters, such as a number density of ISM, density profile, ejecta energy, and ejecta
mass. An example with one parameter set is illustrated in Figure 2.3.

2.2.2 SNR paradigm

The idea of SNR paradigm has been well accepted for decades since it was first proposed by Baade and Zwicky
(1934). This is because SNRs are acceptable for the origin of the galactic CRs in terms of energy budget and
energy spectrum. The CR energy density, UCR ∼ 1 eV cm−3, can be attainable if about 10% of the total energy
of SNe is transferred to the accelerated particles. The well-studied theory of particle acceleration (diffusive
shock acceleration) predicts a power-law distribution, that is consistent with the observed energy spectrum of
the CRs.

The accelerated particles in the local sources (i.e., SNRs) have been indirectly detected through electromag-
netic (EM) emission in different wavelengths. Table 2.1 summarizes previous observations of EM radiation
from SNRs to diagnose the accelerated particles with different energies from keV to TeV.

In the 20th century, synchrotron radiation in the radio band had been detected from the galactic SNRs,
indicating the existence of electrons accelerated up to the GeV regime (see, e.g., the updated version of Green
catalog in Green (2019)). A breakthrough in X-ray astronomy was provided by ASCA, which provided us with
the spectroscopic information up to 12 keV. The observations of SN 1006 with ASCA found the central region
dominated by thermal line emissions and the bilateral limbs dominated by nonthermal radiation, suggesting that
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Figure 2.2: Interior structure of SNR. The forward-shocked ISM and the reverse-shocked ejecta are separated
by the physical boundary (contact discontinuity).

Table 2.1: EM radiation diagnostics of CRs in SNRs

Electron Proton
Particle
energy

Radiation Reference Radiation Reference

keV X-ray nontermal
Bremsstrahlung

Tanaka et al. (2018) — —

MeV Neutral Fe line emis-
sion

— Neutral Fe line emis-
sion

Sato et al. (2014);
Nobukawa et al.
(2018)

GeV Synchrotron radio Green (2019) π0

-decay gamma-ray
Ackermann et al.
(2013)

TeV Synchrotron X-ray Koyama et al. (1995) π0

-decay gamma-ray
Aharonian et al.
(2004)

Inverse Compton
gamma-ray

Aharonian et al.
(2004)

PeV — — π0

-decay gamma-ray
Abramowski et al.
(2014)

the nonthermal emission originated from the synchrotron X-ray emitted by multi-TeV electrons (Koyama et al.,
1995).

In the 2000s, TeV gamma-ray astronomy has begun after the completion of new technology to detect gamma-
rays on the ground with Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescopes (IACTs). High Energy Spectroscopic
System (H.E.S.S.), which is one IACT in the southern hemisphere, revealed a TeV gamma-ray morphology
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Figure 2.3: Evolution model of SNR (taken from Tsuji and Uchiyama (2016)). Time evolutions of the shock
radii (top panel) and the shock speeds (bottom panel) are calculated for (Mej, Eej, n) = (1 M⊙, 1051 erg,
0.01 cm−3). The solid and dashed lines indicate the quantities of the blast-wave shock and the reverse shock,
respectively. In the bottom panel, the dashed line is the reverse shock speed at the pre-shock ejecta frame, and
the dotted line is the reverse shock speed at the ambient rest frame.

of SNR RX J1713.7−3946 (Aharonian et al., 2004). Despite the controversial matter of the particle type for
radiating such high energy gamma-rays in this remnant (i.e., electrons in a leptonic scenario or protons in
a hadronic scenario), the accelerated particles up to the multi-TeV band were confirmed. Years later, Fermi
detected the π0 bump, which is a characteristic feature accompanied by the interaction between CR protons and
the interstellar nuclei (the hadronic scenario), in GeV gamma-ray spectra of SNR IC 443 and W 44 (Ackermann
et al., 2013). This was the very first evidence of accelerated protons in SNRs. With deeper TeV gamma-ray
observations by H.E.S.S., the power-law spectrum without an exponential cutoff was taken from a few SNRs in
the galactic plane (Abramowski et al., 2014), implying the energy of the parental protons likely reaches the PeV
regime. These objects are considered as “PeVatron” (an accelerator of PeV particles) candidates and important
for the study of the knee in the CR energy spectrum.

Developed X-ray observations also updated our understanding of particle acceleration in SNRs. Using
Suzaku observations, neutral Fe line emissions at 6.4 keV were found in some old SNRs, suggesting that the line
emissions are attributed to protons in the MeV band (Sato et al., 2014; Nobukawa et al., 2018). The hard X-ray
spectroscopy with Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR) detected a hard tail in the spectrum above
∼14 keV from SNR W 49B, implying that it is nonthermal bremsstrahlung emitted from spectral-flattened (due
to ionization loss) electrons in sub-MeV (Tanaka et al., 2018).
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Propagation of the CRs is quite crucial in SNR paradigm because the CR energy spectrum is modified when
propagating in the interstellar space due to energy loss and/or escape from the galaxy. For example, assuming
a simple leaky-box model2, the spectral index appears larger (i.e., the spectrum gets steepened) because of
diffusion for the CRs to travel from the acceleration site to the Earth. The observed CR-proton spectrum in the
vicinity of the Earth, n(E), can be described with

n(E) ∼ Q(E)τesc(E) ∝ E−(s+α), (2.3)

where Q(E) ∝ E−s is an injected spectrum from the source, and τesc(E) ∝ E−α is the timescale of CRs to escape
with the diffusion coefficient of D(E) ∝ E−α. Therefore compared to the original spectrum in the acceleration
site, the spectrum obtained around the Earth is steepened by a term of α, which is sometimes presumed to be
1/3 for Kolmogorov diffusion (The AMS Collaboration, 2016; Verzi et al., 2017).

Although SNR paradigm seems well adopted and is supported by many observational facts, some funda-
mental issues should be addressed here.

SNRs as the galactic CR accelerators — (i) Energy transfer rate: the efficiency to transfer SNe energy to
particle acceleration, expected to be ∼10% accounting for the energy budget, is uncertain. (ii) Maximum energy
(PeVatron): some PeVatron candidates were recently found by H.E.S.S., but most of SNRs show TeV spectra
with exponential cutoffs. (iii) New spectral features: it remains veiled to explain the newly found spectral breaks
in the CR spectrum with AMS.

SNRs as ideal laboratories to demonstrate DSA — SNR plays an important role as an ideal laboratory
to test the theoretical studies about particle acceleration in terms of physical interests. (i) Injection problem:
seed particles injected to Fermi acceleration cycle and process of injection are unknown. (ii) Nonlinear effect:
the CRs around the shock cause pressure gradient, making the shock modified and the nonlinear effect non-
negligible. (iii) Maximum energy: the attainable maximum energy is limited by cooling, dynamical age, or
escape. (iv) Magnetic field amplification: regardless of the observational evidence of the amplified magnetic
field (e.g., Uchiyama et al. (2007)), the mechanism is not well established. (v) Turbulent generation: the pressure
gradient due to CR streaming itself makes the magnetic field turbulent, but details regarding this process are
not well understood.

2A standard model for the galactic CRs which the CRs confined in the galactic plane gradually leak (escape) into the outside of the
galaxy.
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2.3 Particle acceleration

The idea of particle acceleration in a shock wave was first realized by Enrico Fermi — Fermi acceleration
(Fermi, 1949). Shock waves are ubiquitous in astrophysical objects, such as supernova remnants or intercluster
medium. Diffusive shock acceleration (DSA) is a theory of particle acceleration that utilizes Fermi acceleration
and applies for astrophysical shocks (Axford et al., 1977; Krymskii, 1977; Blandford and Ostriker, 1978; Bell,
1978; Malkov and Drury, 2001; Longair, 2011). The physics regarding DSA is shortly introduced in this section.

2.3.1 Shock wave

A shock wave is defined as a discontinuous plane propagating with a supersonic speed (Figure 2.4). For
hydrodynamical parameters (velocity vi, density ρi, pressure pi, and temperature Ti) of the upstream (i = 1) and
downstream (i = 2) flows, conservation laws of mass flux, momentum flux, and energy flux should be satisfied.
Then jump conditions (also known as Rankine-Hugoniot relations) are obtained as

ρ2

ρ1
=

v1
v2
=

(γ + 1)M2
1

2 + (γ − 1)M2
1
≈ 4, (2.4)

p2

p1
=

2γM2
1 − (γ − 1)
γ + 1

≫ 1, (2.5)

T2

T1
=

[2γM2
1 − (γ − 1)][(γ − 1)M2

1 + 2]
(γ + 1)2M2

1
≈ 5

16
M2

1, (2.6)

where the last term of each equation is calculated for the ratio of specific heats of γ = 5/3 and Mach number of
M1 ≫ 1. Note that for such a strong shock (M ≫ 1), the compression ratio σ (= ρ2/ρ1 = v1/v2) is 4.

2.3.2 Diffusive shock acceleration

In diffusive shock acceleration, a particle is accelerated by diffusing back and forth across a shock wave,
producing a power-law energy distribution of accelerated particles. Let assume that one particle with energy of
E in the upstream rest frame crosses the shock front, and moves into the downstream. Since the downstream
speed seen in the upstream rest frame is given by V = v1 − v2, one can obtain the energy of the downstream
particle (E ′) by Lorentz transformation,

E ′ = E
(
1 +

V
c

cos θ
)
, (2.7)

where θ denotes the angle between the momentum direction of the particle and the shock normal. In the
downstream region, the particle is randomly reflected by magnetic field (see Section 2.4.1 for details), changes
its direction, and crosses the shock to go back to the upstream region. By inverse-Lorentz transformation of
the particle from the downstream system to the upstream system, the particle energy in the upstream (E ′′) is
derived as

E ′′ = E ′
(
1 +

V
c

cos θ
)
. (2.8)

Using Equation 2.7 and Equation 2.8, one can derive energy gain of one-round crossing the shock,

∆E
E
=

E ′′ − E
E

= 2
V
c

cos θ. (2.9)

Note that the second-order term was ignored here. The angle-averaged one-round energy gain can be described
as

∆E
E
= 2

V
c

∫ π/2

0
cos θ · p(θ)dθ = 4

3
V
c
, (2.10)
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(1) upstream (2) downstream
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⇢1
<latexit sha1_base64="PWxkBL97uCbWrjWPkJBrucfM43g=">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</latexit>

⇢2
<latexit sha1_base64="MSrzH1MYTwvk+SiYTqaeNQcdVfA=">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</latexit>

T2
<latexit sha1_base64="U/wJ09615TuFeEDduDlWtoLw4OM=">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</latexit>

T1
<latexit sha1_base64="tPgwuqGRBC5QzXh+vzGn7wuj8y0=">AAA443ic5RtLbxvHeZw2TcI+YqeXID10UUMCZYvykBJtuYCAVJGS1m2ch2VbjtcyyNWSYsXHmqQUOyx9LdDcjKI9FD20QA9Ff0Yv/QM95CcUPSZALwXc7/tmZmdnd5aP1SpqWi1I7s7OfPO95nvNqB60W4Mh55+de+FrX3/xGy+9/Erhm9/69ndePX/htTuD3lHf8297vXavv1uvDfx2q+vfHraGbX836Pu1Tr3t360fvoXv7x77/UGr190ZPgn8B51as9tqtLzaEJp6F954j7msznzWZC3WZSO4ewS/NdaHq8aesEtszApshz1kZfh14X2X7af2E5cLsBqMw93CnJcD1w7N0WE9+HZYBeCU2XW4e5dmc+aGWZBwNwHiAcAtUMsWK7JttgTtG/R2Cyi8BJi3YfYGG8JbF36RNg+o3Qbq8PshPI3hTR8obAK0IUDYg+cajAvguQaQXPiMqE8H7jz4HkOfSqTtChtAG/Z0ARecWb9TWI4N/JDvQwldY+URVqsgiU2Cty1pRYia2vzhbxOXPBjRJyktE51lyVnFTZRWHfg0JHh90JFCjOuTMENOLxE+WiLOBJk4E6Vix7sALXsAowQ0jo257gM1l2HcdH3gFn0YAd1m6wNqVXj67DHgZc7nABaz0GqfL0rrZcA9zo8HUi9dkg7yAvu3iSeO5M4uYCDWMq7gY5KZDzAHAKVN/BK8qszJKzusceqbLDzNxtVsmCU1bRSDGpdFvE1oW1JGBbmCstjMPjsCDh0RrV3Aw89kKe8Cjw7lugtolQSAWQ+eD6X0g4idF/qY7KusiRgR5Y3gBmrQmFb8tB5H0u9k5Mu9Jf+X9xvvvcFZY4Gz5689P//8wvPXM/uQj9iPgN5rEVul7F6Ugn12E7D2iY59WrlJDpl2x7GsJ85W2FW4slqgaN9qhKfJFRTteZ16ViX3C6diqypW6xS3SoWEt5jNR5dhVtMDvwO97yRoz+63lZe7AZ8DCc+mAXoczjCW+pBmc2yrKN0GR2dbjVmXipR2MWF1lqRcvzxbmYeltGmL3Z/PKg8/lMak1WnyOGqVzsqDJ/XOgXl+wt4CGGepgRUD+1Jow89aA+MRQ/4a6IGHQl414HLIWnGKhv3wt06yUZ5yI0GxiU0T7jpw1aD/gKwPYiS84F4i8iqSp0h6TxfGPoK2Id0fwrsALozQHgMNNktYiWFSl/huSX2dRT/TfHlypIrY3NRIM8qtA8BGZH5xfSpPyRDWaP4iUIdcqsuoxLbebFIWHmI6Neac2lJEW0UGNQLJ7kEPD76rMqNCShX/BT80vRrnSVozicpkq02b46tCUapGqWjACWOV6OyHEH2K/hrzDtHkhTobSIni8zwrB+9QKzoAoU0xbQPG9CmvTY8+0zi1KTkt4ghzZdm16+RaPlnD47hvxnTOtKurEzQwjea8qa1kpLZuoXbnDKQ1Df+FWHSvtXQ+SZo5UDmSzQj85+PUNGibxpudE2SSmvZimO8ssawZk/6Y85i1BjNu2YvELbegRzfnyMVev8B8a21CvpVX/CvyOlseVobrCuCwwtZnqGloD59HnG6vRUyS4DthpDKbJDFKnS7HxYQkF3OUiD0enKQRq7lqhH1+nOdaikZUQSOqUmPS9CFfbajL2lQ83l0OI5RXJlquRYjaFmNYlIECzBGi+fVOmJWPmK4+q4hWx6yCD1dIRkuRGDgK/aqEYouenVT5CfspKtycLhPDQ/gWGX9avGyHuxnWIQREF+AcGfUIG0RtvdPg7sjIErXFxPSnFohOWKXL5gdukkxLEX+Q1QdEayzHwE/06JfIWkTfbFBPF3DHaM+nfi5pVpMy2TLZKRELOKAjDmhbIYwlD0gfa1QL8IkPA4LkUSQZrxJghRR7NcFqidjTC7M0L6LD6bUk0eYRBUjPOIw09LqM454cUZNWPhmxlJmuELsUecdHO3KV4T7cEYw/Dlu0xoj9lUsyvtHPoo6huCe44RC+A+J7Eb6fUBX5gHimOIc8qsPbIKzJqTwxkGtiI4aByE2uJ9bsI+i/JuOWSpgZrZEs96S1C2S2ILDcpz3FBtCKFkfI0YNfX8ZmyZ0lxGs7UeVTb/876oiCthJdycoOQuyRH0RqB/Cs9PgI4JxWzadH66/JbPV7rDWqrNCs86hWrD+erMqj5x/HnmerKeqsdRTDy17JEfGN5rsfykVHqfNkAqhhV8lnV2nN7pMMhTURHF0nKkxfI3TLTfBqbUL8EaXUzPPtdXezR7YqgIldmbzRdaDITqnNW8ehpns8nfkpiBXiXdLXnYaPj+I/W05pcmqWCGGe+MAu+5K0sclqjdBhHRNpXb4BXNH6jict9slLnnUNWdOkqmj5WpbT2MHIw9qkyWk2m1OXNmcV1mKV8pXZbI6KwNXJgNlqjbqf8txfbuUxj9jYBu//yZrlZ5UqBi/nt5LxHEXFQioi2gXNVtWFG3NHK/GMsBTujQq9WpBR78dyHc4yg7mvXkp44f+9WCh/vrv0ZggziIxGrN+iAXXpK8YzdXLBlycgZ6NwI2aFXDYKbbE6kanPWCJGOMs4xYLNVsecnz/z1SzFp5jQgg3otyzf6/rORriL506hapXscr5UVSdSNc5ET7QaVyZ7rXN67Xv0SdqofE3tWjFO3KIe4ZtueNbWbjOTpxxvyswkWV0NwtVr0qYqD1EbiRUTHFFgb8uqxjJ7Kn1KOuQk39ReTWEGzNJPhmWxDQFBCE54ilJxRVnJbHz5alGmJTWPBj0FqyeqRU/PkC7TPgd0mj1aw8rf/k46tzedopOf2zs9G1ylPO3klAl811Ioq2SkIl/La/63Q5dqbj71xxpzNHZFS6z7NoA/WKU8CPmkrbVpq6NWW58tLcJdQCsP8wOMIeKVPpfoRTpbpNdjS5sDaw3r5ZPGYZU/fSzienSi8bazSYHMG+enJ6BRUcuhqs66Jn0zsfpxhfNQ8hjJNSUuwi4USfcLMreyWZ+kZZvGE31mykaDrkGbu0grJ+B1lOpfkBd6DLNclufVSzRbOae5nJTZSnK2KJ8rskVwukKcFrrcMtZP6vXw/EW+wunPSd6U5c1FJv/e71049xuAj7m7J1dsF7DxAPsa7W7cpwwXvdcyfD6mfj1asR3o+UBaBbF31Jbr3KX17BM3PLI4TXi6L1u7pB24Y4WjBTQ8o0Qaxv/O/8w/53/jf+H/4P9OhTUiGAPad+nIPdgFP3j46q9ev/WvqaNUrhGOmojzELi/TriifwuoRfzPAI0//uS3n9/64YcLo0X+R/5PwP8P/DP+V6Cge/yF96cP/A9/l7qn6ITUPuNbfKv2fb7LD/k9/imz7x2m0zUEjWpQ9DqUeyX2fcpjmPNnAAWsM2cw18+5xxv8Ln/K3+Zd/uz4C36PZtmiiLjNRP3sXcmvW5LbPcrQjqXOK27qyEL4fcwDxe7iACw0tv0AcpJVpqutuF56tPO4DX4IZ6tTXVWcjRtIKn2q33wCuqcrICZVdh+R/XKYfffWofVVjq+m5M2dykp5daXyQeXim5typb3Mvgf0o/W8xt5kP2bvs9vMq75YvVxdq1bX/fVP15+t/1p0feGcHPNdZvyt//4/PB/Now==</latexit>

M1
<latexit sha1_base64="7XGsLzBXhCIaVoHQFRiwlCW88Do=">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</latexit>

M2
<latexit sha1_base64="sBnR+fmcfbFJvVWB/8JEENF+wJ8=">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</latexit>

Shock
Figure 2.4: The schematic picture of the shock wave in its rest frame. The parameters of v, T , ρ, and M indicate
velocity, temperature, density, and Mach number of flow, respectively. The subscripts of 1 and 2, respectively,
denote the quantities in the upstream and downstream regions.

where p(θ) = 2 sin θ cos θ indicates a probability of the particle to cross the shock between θ and θ + dθ.
The particles gain energies by diffusing back and forth across the shock many times, and at the same time

escape from this cycle by diffusion and convection. After n cycles, the particle with the initial energy of E0 is
accelerated up to En, which can be written as

En = E0

(
1 +

4
3

V
c

)n
∼ E0 exp

(
4
3

V
c

n
)
. (2.11)

The diffusion flux for the particles to travel from the upstream to the downstream is f1 = Nv/4, where N is the
number density and v (≈ c) is the speed of the particle. The convection flux for the downstream particles to
escape from the acceleration cycle is given by f2 = Nv2. Since the probability for the particle to escape from
the acceleration cycle per one-round trip is f2/ f1 = 4v2/c, the probability for the particle to remain near the
shock after n-times cycles is given by

Pn(E) =
(
1 − 4v2

c

)n
∼ exp

(
−4v2

c
n
)
. (2.12)

Finally using Equation 2.11 and Equation 2.12, the differential energy spectrum is obtained to be

dN
dE

∝ PnE−1 ∝ E−σ+2
σ−1 . (2.13)

For the standard shock compression of σ = 4, the spectral index of the accelerated particles is 2.
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2.3.3 Acceleration timescale

This subsection briefly summarizes timescale of particle acceleration via DSA (e.g., Malkov and Drury (2001)).
The acceleration timescale, τacc, is roughly given by ∆t

(
E
∆E

)
. Since the diffusion length of a particle is

described with Di

vi
(the subscripts i =1 and 2 denote the upstream and the downstream, respectively) with D

being a diffusion coefficient of the particle, the typical time for the particle to stay upstream and downstream,
defined as ∆t, is 4D1

v1c
+

4D2
v2c

. Therefore the acceleration timescale is derived as

τacc =
3
V

(
D1

v1
+

D2

v2

)
. (2.14)

Bohm diffusion is widely accepted for particles around the SNR shock in DSA. Let us assume the equal diffusion
coefficient upstream and downstream; D1 = D2 = crgη/3 with gyroradius of rg = E

ZqB where Z is a charge
number and q is a electric charge, and the so-called Bohm factor of η, which indicates a deviation of the mean
free path of the particle from the gyroradius. For the shock with its velocity of vsh = v1 = 4v2, one can obtain

τacc =
20
3

crg
v2
sh
η. (2.15)

2.3.4 Maximum attainable energy

Equation 2.15 gives the acceleration timescale of DSA. The acceleration is limited by the following four cases:
dynamics, energy loss (cooling), age, and escape. In each framework, a practical form of maximum energy
attainable via DSA can be obtained as follows.

Dynamics-limited: the acceleration timescale, given by Equation 2.15, should at most be smaller than
characteristic dynamical timescale (i.e., τacc ≤ τdyn = R/V with the radius R and the shock speed V of the
system). Hence, the dynamically limited maximum energy attainable via DSA is described as

Emax, dyn =
3
20

Zq
cη
vshRB ∼ 0.46

Z
η

(
vsh

104 km s−1

) (
R

10 pc

) (
B

10 µG

)
PeV. (2.16)

In order to accelerate particles up to the knee (a few PeV), the shock speed, the system size, and/or the strength
of magnetic field should be large. Since the former two parameters cannot be larger by an order of magnitude,
the magnetic field may be a key parameter for the maximum energy. Indeed the amplification of magnetic field
by over an order of magnitude has been confirmed both observationally and theoretically.

Cooling-limited: the accelerated particle loses its energy due to radiation (see Section 2.5 for details). An
electron, in particular, quickly and effectively loses the energy because of its light mass. The timescale of
radiation process is presented in Section 2.5. Here we assume synchrotron cooling for the energy loss of an
electron. Since the timescale of synchrotron radiation is described as τsynch = 9(mc2)4/4q4B2E , governing
τacc = τsynch gives

Emax, synch =

√
27

80q3c
(mc2)2η− 1

2 B− 1
2 vsh ∼ 73η−

1
2

(
vsh

3000 km s−1

) (
B

10 µG

)−1
2

TeV. (2.17)

Age-limited: for the age-limited case it is presumed that the acceleration is ongoing during the age of the
source. This is especially applicable to a proton of which energy loss due to radiation is not strongly effective.
The maximum energy in the age-limited case is obtained by assuming τacc = τage;

Emax,age =
3
20

q
c
τagev

2
shBη−1 ∼ 43η−1

(
vsh

3000 km s−1

)2 (
τage

103 yr

) (
B

10 µG

)
TeV. (2.18)

Escape-limited: at late times, because the shock is decelerated, the particle is expected to escape from the
source. With ℓ being the distance between the upstream particle and the shock front, the particle is assumed to
escape freely for larger ℓ. If ℓ is small, the particle is confined around the shock and accelerated by DSA. Ohira
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et al. (2010) derived the escape-limited maximum energy by governing D1/v1 ≈ ℓ, where D1/v1 indicates the
diffusion length,

Emax, esc =
3q
4c
ℓvshBη−1 ∼ 69η−1

(
vsh

3000 km s−1

) (
ℓ

1 pc

) (
B

10 µG

)
TeV. (2.19)
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2.4 Diffusion and turbulence

In the acceleration theory (DSA), a particle moves diffusively. The mean free path of the particle due to Coulomb
collision becomes large in hot and rarefied plasma such as supernova remnants. Therefore an astrophysical shock
is called a collisionless shock in this context, and the particle collides with magnetic field instead rather than
with matters. This section summarizes diffusion in Section 2.4.1, and turbulent magnetic field in Section 2.4.2.
The review by Blandford and Eichler (1987) and the textbook by Kulsrud (2005) were helpful for preparing
materials in this section. See also, e.g., Blasi (2018); Gabici (2018).

2.4.1 Diffusion

Charged particle in regular magnetic field

In a regular magnetic field with no perturbation, a charged particle is in a helical motion along the field direction.
The equation of motion of the charged particle is described with

dp
dt
= q

(
E +

v
c
× B

)
, (2.20)

where p, v, E, B, and c are momentum of the particle, speed of the particle, an electric field, a magnetic field,
and the speed of light, respectively. Let assume that the magnetic field is oriented to the z-axis. Ignoring the
electric field, the motion of particle is given by

pz = const.
vx = v0 cos(Ωt),
vy = v0 sin(Ωt)

(2.21)

where Ω = qB0/γmc indicates Larmor frequency. Lamor radius rL is given by vγmc/qB0. If the magnetic
field does not affect the energy of the particle, the relativistic particle moves with the averaged speed of c/3 in
the z-axis.

Charged particle in irregular B-field

In an irregular magnetic field that has fluctuation (δB) in addition to a regular field (B0), a charged particle
interacts with the field and changes its direction due to being scattered by the field. Let assume Alfvén wave
propagating in z-axis, δB ≪ B0, and δB ⊥ B0 (Figure 2.5). The speed of Alfvén wave is described as

vA =
B√
4πρ

= 20
(

B
1 µG

) ( n1

1 cm−3

)−1/2
km s−1. (2.22)

Note that the Alfvén wave frequency is much smaller than the gyro frequency of ion (Ωp = qB/mpc). Thus
one assumes that Alfvén wave seen from a relativistic particle is static in first-order approximation. Ignoring
the electric field of Alfvén wave, the equation of motion can be described with

dp
dt
= q

v
c
× (B0 + δB) . (2.23)

The particle changes its direction of p∥ (= p cos θ = pµ) due to the effect of δB in addition to B0 that
contributes to the x and y components of the particle momentum. The equation of motion in the z-axis is
written as

dp∥
dt

=
q
c
|v⊥ × δB| . (2.24)

Suppose that δB has a wave vector of k, a frequency of ω, and a phase of ψ, and the position of the particle is
z = z0 + vzt. Then,

|v⊥ × δB| = 1
2
v⊥δB {cos [(kvz − ω +Ω)t + (kz0 + ψ)] − cos [(kvz − ω −Ω)t + (kz0 − ψ)]} . (2.25)
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✓
<latexit sha1_base64="xlGUh1g/63BNvNADHdKUM/z3dP8=">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</latexit>

p
<latexit sha1_base64="vmFtBADlgR/OWQ/RcqlczfiOuS4=">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</latexit>

pk
<latexit sha1_base64="6tYMqCVg92OfKGtTjObbOBl+wK4=">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</latexit>

p?
<latexit sha1_base64="PQDi6LG27+p1FrUYr854H9g3pI4=">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</latexit>

p?
<latexit sha1_base64="PQDi6LG27+p1FrUYr854H9g3pI4=">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</latexit>

(3? = ⌦t)
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Figure 2.5: A charged particle in an irregular B-field. B0 is along the z-axis, and the pitch angle of particle is
given by θ. The turbulent magnetic field, δB, is on the x–y plane with a phase of Ψ and wave vector of k.

Here, the first term is averaged out in time, but the second term is not if kvz − ω − Ω ≈ 0. Integrating
Equation 2.25 over time for the particle with the speed of vx to pass through the wave pocket with a length of
L ≈ 2π/k, Equation 2.24 yields

∆p∥ =
1
2

qv⊥δB
c

2π
kvz

cos(kz0 − ψ),

= πp sin θ
(
δB
B0

)
cosψ ′. (2.26)

We assumed ψ ′ = kz0 − ψ and Ω = kvz . The change of the momentum parallel to the mean field is

dp∥ = d(p cos θ) = −p sin θdθ, (2.27)

which should correspond to Equation 2.26. Therefore the change of the pitch angle is described as

dθ = −π
(
δB
B0

)
cosψ ′. (2.28)

When we ignore terms of order unity, dθ ∼ ± δB
B0

, where the sign represents the phase. This indicates the change
of the pitch angle in a single interaction. It should be noted that this interaction occurs when k is comparable
to Ω

vµ : the characteristic wavenumber can be defined as

kres =
Ω

vµ
. (2.29)

This is referred to as resonance scattering. The scattering of the charged particle with the irregular magnetic
field can be summarized as follows. As illustrated in Figure 2.6, the resonance scattering is realized for Larmor
radius as large as a wavelength of the magnetic field, and the pitch angle changes by roughly δB/B0 with a
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<latexit sha1_base64="d6Jq6w48iYpswphiJsjybo2WTTM=">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</latexit>
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Figure 2.6: Schematic picture of the wave-particle interaction (see also Kulsrud (2005)). The particle is
scattered with the field (resonance scattering) when rL ∼ 1/k.

random sign per scattering. If Larmor radius of particle is much smaller than the wavelength of the field (i.e.,
rL ≪ λ ∼ 1

k ), the particle surfs adiabatically. On the other hand, the particle hardly feels the field in the case of
rL ≫ λ ∼ 1

k .
We expand the single wave-particle interaction to many times interactions. It is presumed that timescale (τ)

for the particle passing through the wave pocket is comparable to wave period: τ = 2π/Ω, assuming vA ≪ vz .
In the interval of time t, t/τ times interactions occur. The averaged change of the pitch angle is obtained as

⟨
(∆θ)2

⟩
=

t
τ
× π2

2

⟨(
δB
B0

)2
⟩
=

tπΩ
4

⟨(
δB
B0

)2
⟩
. (2.30)

Thus the diffusion in the pitch angle is characterized by

Dθ =

⟨
(∆θ)2

⟩
2t

=
π

8
Ω

⟨(
δB
B0

)2
⟩
. (2.31)

The field is not represented by a single wave, but many waves with a power spectrum:⟨(
δBk

B0

)2
⟩
≡ kW(k). (2.32)

Here W(k) is a wave spectrum norimalized by energy per unit of wave number. The subscript k represents the
resonance condition. The total energy contained in the turbulent magnetic field can be obtained as⟨(

δBtot

B0

)2
⟩
=

∫
dk
k

⟨(
δBk

B0

)2
⟩
=

∫
dkW(k). (2.33)

Transport equation of the particles with distribution function being f is given by

∂ f
∂t
+ µv

∂ f
∂z
=

∂

∂µ

[
(1 − µ2)Dθ

∂ f
∂µ

]
. (2.34)
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Suppose that the state is stationary (i.e., ∂ f /∂t = 0), and that the distribution is quasi-isotropic (i.e., f = f (0) +
f (1)µ , where f (0) indicates an isotropic distribution and f (1)µ represents an anisotropic (but small) distribution).
Integrating Equation 2.34 over µ from −1 to +1, one obtains diffusion equation:

∂

∂z

[
v2

2

∫ 1

−1
dµ′µ′

∫ µ′

−1

dµ
Dθ

∂ f (0)

∂z

]
= 0. (2.35)

In Equation 2.35, the spatial diffusion coefficient D is describes as

D =
v2

2

∫ 1

−1
dµ′µ′

∫ µ′

−1

dµ
Dθ

. (2.36)

Dθ is independent on µ for an isotropic scattering. Then Equation 2.36 yields

D =
1
3
v2

Dθ
. (2.37)

Approximately, Dθ ∼ Ω ∼ v/rL if we assume that particles are isotropized for one gyration. In a quasi-linear
theory,

Dθ ≈ Ω
(
δB
B0

)2
≈ v

rL

(
δB
B0

)2
, (2.38)

using Equation 2.31. Therefore the spatial diffusion coefficient can be obtained as

D =
1
3

rLv
(

B0

δB

)2
= DBohmη, (2.39)

where DBohm = rLv/3 is known as the coefficient in the Bohm diffusion, and η ≡ (B0/δB)2 is the so-called
Bohm factor. Recalling Equation 2.32 and assuming that the wave spectrum has a form of W(k) ∝ k−p, the
spatial diffusion coefficient is described as

D ≈ 1
3

rLv
1

kW(k) ∝ kp−2 ∝ E−p+2. (2.40)

Here we recalled that rL ∝ k−1 for the resonance scattering, and the Lamor radius is proportional to the energy
of the particle (rL ∝ E). When the diffusion coefficient is defined as D ∝ Eα, the energy dependence (i.e., the
α parameter) and the index of the wave spectrum (p) are related as

α = −p + 2. (2.41)

For example, typical diffusion regimes with α = 0, 1, 1/3, 1/2, and 2 are referred to as constant, Bohm,
Kolmogorov, Kraichnan, and wave damping.
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2.4.2 Turbulence

Hydrodynamics, in realistic cases, is turbulent, making it very complicated to characterize its properties. The
hydrodynamical motion is described by a flow and a wave, which are related to each other (i.e., the flow produces
the wave and vice versa). The hydrodynamics is complex of these flows and waves, and therefore it consists
of irregular motions, known as turbulence. See, e.g., Landau and Lifshitz (2013); Schekochihin and Cowley
(2007) for details.

Hydrodynamical treatment

The hydrodynamical equations are as follows. Here it is assumed that the hydrodynamic is incompressible,
which density is independent on pressure and temperature. The equation of motion of a complete fluid, also
known as Euler’s equation, is

∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −1

ρ
∇P +K , (2.42)

where u, ρ, P, and K are speed, density, pressure of the fluid, and external force, respectively. The equation of
motion of a viscous fluid is described as

∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −1

ρ
∇P +

1
ρ

(
χ +

1
3
η

)
∇(∇ · u) + η

ρ
∆u +K, (2.43)

where χ and η denote viscous rates depending on pressure and temperature. The basic equations of hydro-
dynamical motion consist of three equations: equation of motion (defined above), equation of continuity, and
equation of state.

Reynolds number (Re) is indicative of viscosity:

Re =
LU
ν
=
ρLU
η

. (2.44)

Here ν is defined as η/ρ. Reynolds’s experiments found the transition from laminar flow to turbulent flow:
laminar flow has relatively slow and stable fluid flux. As Re increases, instability is produced due to external
disturbance, producing more turbulent flow.

The velocity and pressure of the turbulent flow are defined as

u = U + û; ⟨û⟩ = 0, (2.45)
P = P + P̂;

⟨
P̂
⟩
= 0, (2.46)

where the background average flow is described with U and P, and the disturbance flow is described with û and
P̂. Substituting them to Equation 2.43 and taking the average, the equations of motion of the background and
turbulent flows are, respectively,

∂U
∂t
+ (U · ∇)U + ⟨(û · ∇)û⟩ = −1

ρ
∇P + ν∆U +K, (2.47)

∂u
∂t
+ (U · ∇)û + (û · ∇)U + (û · ∇)û − ⟨(û · ∇)û⟩ = −1

ρ
∇P̂ + ν∆û. (2.48)

Kolmogorov turbulence The turbulent fluid consists of various eddies at large and small scales. Starting
from laminar flow, the turbulent energy is turned over from the first disturbance to the second disturbance via
eddies, and this process is repeated until the fluid becomes fully turbulent. The large eddies posses laminar
structure such as disturbance or eddy flow. The small eddies lose the characteristic structure and are spatially
homogeneous and isotropic. This behavior was first predicted by Kolmogorov in 1941 (Kolmogorov, 1941)
for large Reynolds number: i) Kolmogorov’s hypothesis of local isotropy — turbulent motion at small scale
is statistically isotropic. ii) Kolmogorov’s first similarity hypothesis — turbulent motion at small scale is
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universally and uniquely described with energy transfer rate ϵ and ν. iii) Kolmogorov’s second similarity
hypothesis — turbulent motion at subrange scale (i.e., intermediate range between large and small eddies) is
universally described with energy transfer rate ϵ and independent on ν.

The turbulent energies are transferred from larger eddies to smaller eddies. Larger eddies, including the
largest-scale eddy as large as the size of the system (L), contain most of the injected energy, referred to as “energy
containing” or “energy production” range. Since the larger eddies are unstable, they are broken up to transfer the
energies to smaller eddies. This energy cascade lasts until Re becomes sufficiently small and the eddy motions
become stable. The intermediate range is called “inertial subrange”, and the energy spectrum has a characteristic
power-law form with a spectral slope of −5/3, namely, E(k) ∝ k−5/3, which is known as Kolmogorov’s −5/3
spectrum. In the smallest eddies, referred to as “dissipation range”, the energies are dissipated and transferred
to heat. The parameters of each range are summarized in Table 2.2 based on Kolmogorov’s theory. The entire
energy spectrum of the turbulence is given by

E(k) = Cϵ
2
3 k−

5
3 fL fη, (2.49)

fL =

[
kℓ0(

(kℓ0)2 + CL

)1/2

] p0+
5
3

, (2.50)

fη = exp
[
−β

{(
(kℓ0)4 + C4

η

)1/4
}]
, (2.51)

where fL and fη describe, respectively, the functions in the energy containing (production) and dissipation
ranges. Here ℓ0 indicates the largest scale comparable with L. In the inertial subrange, fL ∼ 1 and fη ∼ 1.
Experimentally the constant parameters are obtained as follows: CL ≈ 6.78, Cη ≈ 0.40, C = 1.5, p0 = 2, and
β = 5.2. The schematic spectrum given by Equation 2.49 is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

Magnetohydrodynamical treatment

The magnetohydrodynamical (MHD) equation of motion for an incompressible fluid is described with

∂u
∂t
+ (u · ∇)u = −1

ρ
∇P +

1
c

j × B + ν∇2u +K , (2.52)

where j and B represent current and magnetic field, respectively. The induction equation is given by

∂B
∂t

− ∇ × (u × B) = η∇2B. (2.53)

Elsasser field is defined as z± = u ± δB with fluctuation of magnetic field δB. Substituting this to the equation
of motion, Elasser equations are derived as

∂z±

∂t
+ z± · ∇z± = −∇P +

1
2
(ν + η)∇2z± +

1
2
(ν − η)∇2z± +K, (2.54)

∇ · z± = 0. (2.55)

Kraichnan turbulence The MHD properties of turbulence were first realized by Kraichnan (Kraichnan,
1965). He presumed that Alfvén wave timescale of τA ∼ ℓ

vA
is smaller than the hydrodynamical timescale of

τ ∼ ℓ
δu , and the energy transfer timescale is defined as T ∼ τ2

τA
. In the inertial subrange, the turbulence energy

spectrum is described by E(k) ∝ k−3/2. The parameters of Kraichnan turbulence are presented in Table 2.2.

Astrophysical turbulence

Astrophysical turbulence exists everywhere in the Universe; in our solar system (such as solar wind), our galaxy
(individual astrophysical sources and interstellar medium), and extra galaxies. For instance, Armstrong et al.
(1995) found a Kolmogorov-like spectrum of electron density in the nearby (within 1 kpc from the Earth) ISM,
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Figure 2.7: Turbulence energy spectrum (top) and schematic picture of turbulence (bottom).

raging in over five orders of magnitude from 10−13 m−1 to 10−8 m−1 in wavenumber space. This is interpreted as
the subrange power-law feature seen in Kolmogorov turbulence, and the containing energies are injected from
individual astrophysical sources, such as supernova explosions.

The turbulence in individual sources, however, is not well understood both observationally and theoretically.
In a shock wave of a supernova remnant, which is our interest, the turbulence is believed to be self-generated by
the particle that is accelerated in the shock. The hybrid simulation including a MHD shock and an individual
relativistic particle is computationally difficult and challenging. With the limited computational boxes and time
intervals, Bohm-like turbulence, of which E(k) is proportional to k−1, was shown to grow as the particle is
accelerated via DSA (Caprioli and Spitkovsky, 2014a,b,c). It is also shown that for a strong shock (M ≥ 60)
the diffusion coefficient of the particle becomes smaller than Bohm limit (Reville et al., 2008; Caprioli and
Spitkovsky, 2014c). Although particle acceleration in a shock wave is strongly dependent on the diffusion and
the corresponding turbulence, observational constraints have not been obtained yet.
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Table 2.2: Parameters of turbulence

Hydrodynamical turbulence
Large eddy Inertial subrange Small eddy

Length L ℓ ℓν
Wavenumber kL k kν
Velocity† δuL δuℓ δuν
Time scale‡ L/δuL τℓ ∼ ℓ/δuℓ
Energy δu2

L δu2
ℓ

Energy transport (ϵ) = ⟨u · f⟩ ∼ δu3
L/L ∼ δu2

ℓ/τℓ ∼ δu3
ℓ
/ℓ

Energy dissipation ν

Velocity scaling δuℓ ∼ (ϵℓ)1/3
Length scaling∗ ℓν ∼ (ν3ϵ)1/4 ∼ Re−3/4L
Spectrum E(k) ∼ ϵ2/3k−5/3

Magnetohydrodynamical turbulence
Large eddy Inertial subrange Small eddy

Length L ℓ ℓν
Wavenumber kL k kν
Elasser field δuL z± = u ± δB
Alfvenic velocity vA = B0/

√
4πρ

Alfvenic time scale τA ∼ ℓ∥/vA
Assumption τA ≪ τs ∼ ℓ/δuℓ
Time scale‡ L/δuL τℓ ∼ τ2

s /τA
Energy δu2

L δu2
ℓ

Energy transport (ϵ) = ⟨u · f⟩ ∼ δu3
L/L ∼ δu2

ℓ/τℓ ∼ ℓ∥δu4
ℓ/ℓ2vA

Energy dissipation ν

Velocity scaling δuℓ ∼ (ϵvA)1/4ℓ−1/4
∥ ℓ1/2

isotropy (ℓ ∼ ℓ∥): δuℓ ∼ (ϵvAℓ)1/4
anisotropy (ℓ ∼ 1/k ∥,0, ℓ ∼ ℓ⊥): δuℓ ∼ (ϵvA)1/4k1/4

∥,0 ℓ
1/2
⊥

Spectrum isotropy: E(k) ∼ ϵ2/3k−5/3

anisotropy: E(k) ∼ (ϵvAk ∥,0)1/2k−2
⊥

† Velocity difference between the scale length.
‡ Cascade time scale; time of energy transport.
∗ Viscous dissipation scale.
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2.5 Radiation processes

Nonthermal radiation is a major tool to untangle the nature of astrophysics ongoing far away from us. This
section briefly summarizes four main radiation processes: synchrotron radiation (Section 2.5.1), inverse Comp-
ton scattering (Section 2.5.2), bremsstrahlung (Section 2.5.3), which are emitted by electrons, and π0 decay
(Section 2.5.4), which is originated from protons. The details can be found, e.g., in Rybicki and Lightman
(1986); Longair (2011); Kafexhiu et al. (2014).

2.5.1 Synchrotron radiation

For a charged particle in magnetic field, its direction is bent by the field, emitting electromagnetic wave of which
frequency depends on the particle energy and the strength of the magnetic field. If the particle is relativistic, the
radiation is called synchrotron radiation. The synchrotron radiation mainly arises from a relativistic electron
because of its light mass. Hereafter the energies of an electron and a synchrotron photon are denoted by Ee (or
its Lorentz factor of γe) and ε (or frequency of ω), respectively.

The radiative power of synchrotron radiation is given by

Psynch = −
(

dEe

dt

)
synch

=
4
3
σT cγ2

eUB, (2.56)

with Thomson cross section of σT =
8πr2

0
3 , where r0 =

e2

mec2 is the classical electron radius, and energy density

of magnetic field of UB =
B2

8π . The radiation from a relativistic particle is concentrated within the angle of
∼ 1/γe from the momentum direction due to the beaming effect. The synchrotron radiation power from a single
electron is described with

P(ω) =
√

3
2π

q3B sinα
mec2 F

(
ω

ωc

)
, (2.57)

ωc =
3
2

eB
mec

γ2
e sinα. (2.58)

Here ωc is referred to as the characteristic frequency of synchrotron radiation. Using the modified Bessel
function of K5/3, the function F(x) is given by

F(x) = x
∫ ∞

x

K5/3(ξ)dξ, (2.59)

which is peaked at roughly x = ω
ωc

∼ 0.29.
One can obtain the synchrotron spectrum by integrating the product of Equation 2.57 and the electron

distribution over the electron energy. Assuming that the energy distribution of the electron is power-law,
dNe

dEe
∝ E−s

e , the energy spectrum of synchrotron radiation is described with

J(ω) =
∫ ∞

0
Psynch(ω)dNe (2.60)

≈ ω− s−1
2 . (2.61)

The photon number spectrum of synchrotron radiation is given by Jω−1 ≈ ω−(s+1)/2. Therefore the relation
between the spectral indices of the electron (s) and photon (Γ) is derived as

Γ =
(s + 1)

2
. (2.62)
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2.5.2 Inverse Compton scattering

High-energy electron interacts with an ambient photon, and scatters the photon up to higher energy, which is
called inverse Compton (IC) scattering. In the rest frame of the electron, the energy of the target photon is γeεi,
where εi is the initial photon energy in the observer frame. In Thomson regime (γeεi ≪ mec2 = 0.511 MeV),
the photon energy does not change after the collision. Therefore the up-scattered photon (ε) gains energy by γ2

e

in the process of inverse Compton scattering (i.e., ε ∼ γ2
eεi).

The radiative power of IC scattering, PIC, is given by

PIC = −
(

dEe

dt

)
IC
=

4
3
σT cγ2

eUph, (2.63)

where Uph indicates the energy density of the target photon field. It should be noted that PIC has a similar form
of Psynch, and the ratio is described with only UB and Uph:

Psynch

PIC
=

UB

Uph
. (2.64)

This is used to estimate the B value from the observed flux of synchrotron radiation and inverse Compton
scattering.

In general, the cross section of inverse Compton scattering including Klein-Nishina (KN) regime, where
Thomson limit is not valid anymore, is described as

σKN(εi, ε, γe) =
2πr2

0 mec2

εiγ
2
e

[
2q ln q + 1 + q − 2q2 +

δ2
eq2(1 − q)
2(1 + δeq)

]
, (2.65)

where δe = 4γeεi/(mec2) is a parameter that is indicative of the importance of KN effect, and q = ε
δe (γemec2−ε)

(see, e.g., Blumenthal and Gould (1970) for details, and see also Khangulyan et al. (2014) for analytical
expressions). The IC emissivity is calculated by

ϵIC = c
∫

dγeNe(γe)
∫

dεi n(εi) σKN(εi, ε, γe), (2.66)

where n(ε) indicates the distribution of the target photon field. It is generally presumed that the seed photon
field has Planckian distribution with temperature T ;

n(ε) = ε2

π2ℏ3mec2

[
exp

( ε
kT

)
− 1

]−1
. (2.67)

For the seed photon field, star lights, such as optical or infrared photons, are sometimes used in addition to
Cosmic Microwave Background filling the Universe with T = 2.7 K and Uph = 0.26 eV cm−3.

In Thomson regime, the IC spectrum has a power-law distribution with the same photon index as the
synchrotron spectrum (i.e., Γ = (s + 1)/2). In KN regime, the IC spectrum is suppressed especially at higher
energies due to suppression of the cross section.

2.5.3 Bremsstrahlung

Nonthermal bremsstrahlung arises from a relativistic particle interacting with a thermal population. There are
mainly two types of bremsstrahlung: electron-electron collision and electron-nucleon collision. The energy
loss rate of electron-proton bremsstrahlung emission is

−
(

dEe

dt

)
brems

= 2αcσTnHmec2βγe (ln γe + 0.36) , (2.68)

where α is the fine-structure coefficient.
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The emissivity of electron-electron and electron-nucleon bremsstrahlung is described as

ϵbrems(ε) = 4πn∆e,nHe

∫
dEeNe(Ee)σbrems, (2.69)

with Ne(Ee) being the energy distribution of electrons. Here ∆e,nHe represents a correction factor for the presence
of helium (i.e., ∆eHe = 1.2 and ∆nHe = 1.4). The differential cross section of bremsstrahlung is calculated in, e.g.,
Haug (1975), and omitted here because of its complexity. The bremsstrahlung spectrum repeats the parental
energy spectrum of electron (i.e., Γ ≈ s), because the differential cross section is inversely proportional to the
photon energy and is hardly dependent on the electron energy in the relativistic regime.

2.5.4 π0-decay

Nonthermal radiation is attributed to not only relativistic electrons but also relativistic protons. Relativistic
protons collide with ambient protons in the interstellar matter, which is referred to as pp interaction. The
secondary products of this interaction contain pions (π0), which decay into two gamma-ray photons within a
lifetime of 8.30 × 10−17 s. In the rest frame of π0, the gamma-ray energy resulting from π0 decay is 67.5 MeV
because the rest mass of π0 is 137 MeV.

The approximate formulation of the cross section of pp interaction, σpp, is described as

σpp(Ep) ≈ 30

[
0.95 + 0.06 ln

(
Ep − mpc2

1 GeV

)]
mb, (2.70)

where Ep denotes the proton energy. The π0 emissivity of pp interaction is then calculated by

ϵπ0,pp(Eπ0) = 4πn
∫ ∞

Ep, th

dEpNpσpp(Ep), (2.71)

where n is the number density of the ambient protons, Ep,th is the threshold energy of the proton which is
energetic enough to produce π0 via pp collision (i.e., Ep,th = 2mπ0 c2(1 + mπ0/4mp) ≈ 280 MeV with the pion
mass of mπ0), and Np is the energy distribution of protons. The resulting gamma-ray emissivity is derived as

ϵπ0(ε) = 2
∫ ∞

Emin

dEπ0
ϵπ0,pp(Eπ0)√
Eπ0

2 − mπ0 2c4
, (2.72)

where Emin is given by ε + (mπ0
2c4/4ε) with ε being the produced gamma-ray energy. Above ∼1 GeV, the

π0-decay spectrum obeys the almost same spectrum of protons (i.e., Γ ≈ s). Below ∼100 MeV, the π0-decay
spectrum drops drastically in spite of the spectral parameters of protons. This feature is called π0 bump and
used as a probe of the hadronic radiation.

2.5.5 Broadband nonthermal radiation spectra

Calculation of the nonthermal radiation mentioned previously is implemented in “Naima”3 (Zabalza, 2015).
Figure 2.8 presents these nonthermal radiation spectra, calculated with Naima, from relativistic particles of
which energy distribution is given by

dN
dE

∝ E−s exp
(
− E

Ec

)
, (2.73)

with an exponential cutoff energy of Ec. To produce Figure 2.8, the parameters are set to the following values:
the magnetic field B is 10 µG, the ambient number density n is 1 cm−3, the spectral index s is 2, Ec is 10 TeV
for both electron and proton populations, the total energy of electrons We is 1045 erg, and the total energy of
protons Wp is 1047 erg. The IC spectrum is calculated for the case that the seed photon field is only CMB.

3http://www.github.com/zblz/naima
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Figure 2.8: Radiation spectra of synchrotron emission, inverse Compton scattering, π0-decay, bremsstrahlung,
calculated for s = 2, Ec = 10 TeV (for both electron and proton), B = 10 µG, n = 1 cm−3, We = 1045 erg, and
Wp = 1047 erg, making use of Naima.
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2.6 Spectral model around SNR shock

High-energy electrons, that are accelerated via diffusive shock acceleration at the shock front, are confined
around the shock because of a balance between energy loss and diffusion. Taking the energy loss and diffusion
into consideration, a transport equation of electrons yields a spectral model in the vicinity of the shock wave.
First, we present spectral modification due to energy loss in Section 2.6.1. Second, we give an overview of
Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007), which derived asymptotic expressions of electrons (Section 2.6.2), and the
corresponding synchrotron X-ray (Section 2.6.3) and inverse Compton (IC) gamma-ray (Section 2.6.4) in the
framework of the cooling-limited electron in Bohm diffusion.

2.6.1 Spectral deformation

The energy spectrum of particles accelerated in an SNR is a key factor for both understandings of the origin
of galactic cosmic rays and the acceleration mechanism in the SNR shock wave. The standard DSA predicts
the spectral index, s, appears to be 2 for a strong shock. The particle spectrum in the SNR, however, deviates
from the single power law with s = 2 because of the energy loss and has an exponential cutoff due to balance
between acceleration and diffusion (escape). In the following, we summarize the energy loss rate of radiation
and the spectral deformation due to the loss.

Energy loss

Once a particle is accelerated up to the relativistic regime, it emits nonthermal radiation (Section 2.5) and suffers
from energy loss. An electron, in particular, loses its energy more quickly than a proton does. The energy-loss
rate of an electron is given in Section 2.5: the synchrotron loss is Equation 2.65, the inverse Compton loss is
Equation 2.63, and the bremsstrahlung loss is Equation 2.68. Besides, Coulomb collision between a relativistic
electron and background particles plays an important role in energy loss. The energy loss due to Coulomb
ionization is given by

−
(

dE
dt

)
Cou

=
3
2

cσT
nemec2

β
lnΛ, (2.74)

where Λ is so-called Coulomb logarithm,

Λ = 1.12
√
γe β

2 α√
4πner3

0

≈ 40. (2.75)

Generally, the timescale of energy loss, τ, is described as

τ =
E�� dE
dt

�� . (2.76)

Figure 2.9 presents the timescales of the nonthermal radiation processes, calculated for a typical parameter set
for SNRs with B = 10 µG and ne = nH = 1 cm−3. For young (≲ a few thousand years) SNRs, in which we are
interested in this thesis, sub-MeV and multi-TeV electrons suffer from the energy loss of Coulomb collision and
synchrotron radiation, respectively, because the radiation timescale becomes smaller than the age (i.e., τ ≤ τage).

Spectral modification due to energy loss

Given the injection spectrum of accelerated particles (Q(E)), the particle distribution (N(E)) follows Fokker-
Planck equation:

∂N(E)
∂t

= − ∂

∂E

(
∂E
∂t

N(E)
)
+

1
2
∂2

∂E2

(
d
⟨
(∆E)2

⟩
dt

N(E)
)
− N(E)

τesc
+Q. (2.77)
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Figure 2.9: Timescale of energy losses of synchrotron radiation (shown in blue), inverse Compton scattering
(red), Coulomb collision (green), and Bremsstrahlung (orange). calculated for B = 10 µG and ne = nH =

1 cm−3. Only CMB is taken account for IC scattering timescale. The horizontal grey band indicates the age of
300–3000 yr.

In the right-hand side of Equation 2.77, the first term indicates the energy loss, the second term describes
diffusion in energy space, and the third term represents escaping particles. Assuming that a steady state
(∂N/∂t = 0) and the second and third terms are negligible, Equation 2.77 is reduced to

∂

∂E

(
∂E
∂t

N(E)
)
= Q(E). (2.78)

Q(E) has a power-law form for the standard DSA (i.e., Q(E) ∝ E−s), and the solution of Equation 2.78 is
derived as

N(E) = 1
s − 1

E
dE/dt

Q(E) = 1
s − 1

τ(E)Q(E), (2.79)

where τ indicates the energy-loss timescale using Equation 2.76.
In Equation 2.79, if the timescale of energy loss depends on the energy, the energy distribution is significantly

modified from the injection spectrum. For the synchrotron-limited case (τsynch ≤ tage), since τsynch is proportional
to E−1 by using Equation 2.56 and Equation 2.76, the distribution follows E−(s+1) by Equation 2.79. Thus the
electron with energy above Eb,synch, which gives τsynch = τage and roughly appears in multi-TeV (Figure 2.9),
is described with the synchrotron-steepened power law with the spectral index of s + 1. Since the X-ray
synchrotron is dominantly radiated from TeV electrons, the X-ray synchrotron spectrum is also modified by
the effect of synchrotron energy loss. The corresponding photon index of synchrotron spectrum is given by
Γ = (s + 2)/2 using Equation 2.62. For the Coulomb-collision-limited case (τCou ≤ tage), the electron spectrum
has a form of E−(s−1) because of τCou ∝ E by Equation 2.74 and Equation 2.76. The electron with energy
below Eb,Cou, which gives τCou = τage and roughly appears in sub-MeV (Figure 2.9), is described with the
Coulomb-ionization-flattened power law with the spectral index of s − 1.
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2.6.2 Electron

This section summarizes the derivation of asymptotic expressions of accelerated electrons around the SNR
shock (see Section 2 in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) for details). The general solution is then applied for
our assumption which energy loss of electrons is limited by synchrotron radiation, and diffusion of electrons is
in the widely accepted Bohm regime. In Bohm diffusion, the mean free path of particle is roughly as large as
its gyroradius.

Distribution function

Distribution function, f , is fundamental for describing the behaviour and property of particle distribution. It is
defined in some different ways (see below) depending on the context:

dN = fedE (energy space) (2.80)
dN = fpd3p = fp4πp2dp (momentum space) (2.81)
dN = fxdEdx (coordinate) (2.82)
dN = frdEd3r = fr4πr2dr (coordinates) (2.83)
dN = f d3pd3r (phase − space coordinates) (2.84)

One needs to select an adequate distribution function for each problem.
To connect energy distribution ( fe) and momentum distribution ( fp), Equation 2.80 and Equation 2.81 yield

fp(p) = fe(E) 1
4πp2

dE
dp

. (2.85)

In the relativistic regime, the energy is proportional to the momentum, E ∝ p, one obtains

fp(p) ∝ fe(E)E−2. (2.86)

Therefore, if the energy distribution is given by fe ∝ E−2 in such as DSA, the corresponding momentum
distribution is fp ∝ p−4. In the non-relativistic case, the energy is described with E ∝ p2, Equation 2.85 gives
a relation of

fp(p) ∝ fe(E)E−1/2. (2.87)

General analytical spectrum in higher energies

One-dimensional diffusion-convection equation around a shock wave is described with

∂

∂x
D
∂N
∂x

− u
∂N
∂x
+

1
p2

∂

∂p
[
p2b(p)N

]
= 0, (2.88)

where N , u, D, and b(p) are the momentum distribution function, flow speed, diffusion coefficient of electron,
and energy loss rate, respectively. The first, second, and third terms in Equation 2.88 indicate, respectively,
diffusion, convection, and energy loss.

As shown in Figure 2.10, we consider the rest frame of the shock wave. Subscripts of 0, 1, and 2 denote,
respectively, quantities at the shock front, upstream, and downstream. The boundary condition at the shock
front is given by

u1
p
γs

∂N0

∂p
= D2

∂N
∂x

����
x=+0

− D1
∂N
∂x

����
x=−0

, (2.89)

where γs denotes the power-law index of the momentum distribution (i.e., γs = 3σ/(σ − 1) for the standard
DSA). We assume some convenient expressions as follows. The solution of particle distribution has a form
given by

N1, 2 = K1, 2(x, p) exp
[
S1, 2(x, p)

]
, (2.90)
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Figure 2.10: Diagram of SNR shock (imitating Figure 1 in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007)). x < 0 and
x > 0 indicate the upstream and downstream regions, respectively. Distribution function, N(x), is assumed to
be peaked at the shock front (x = 0), and exponentially drops off.

where S(x, p) is assumed to be proportional to b(p). At the shock front, the functions K(x, p) and S(x, p) should
satisfy conditions:

S0(p) = S1(p)|x=0 = S2(p)|x=0 , (2.91)
K0(p) = K1(p)|x=0 = K2(p)|x=0 . (2.92)

We solve the equations above to obtain S0 and K0, which are respectively given by

S0 = −γ
2
s

u2
1

∫ p

0

dp′

p′2

(√
b1(p′)D1(p′) +

√
b2(p′)D2(p′)

)2
, (2.93)

K0 ∝ p−1/2 exp

[∫
dp

√
D2

∂
∂p

√
b2 +

√
D1

∂
∂p

√
b1

√
b1D1 +

√
b2D2

]
. (2.94)

Here we assume that the ratio of diffusion coefficients upstream and downstream is given by κ, and the ratio of
energy losses upstream and downstream is given by ξ, namely,

D2 = D = κD1, (2.95)
b2 = b = ξb1. (2.96)

Finally Equation 2.90 can be reduced to the distribution at the shock front:

N0 ∝
√

b
p

exp

[
−γ

2
s

u2
1

(
1 +

1
√
ξκ

)2 ∫ p

0

dp′

p′2 b(p′)D(p′)
]
. (2.97)

The spectra upstream F1(p) and downstream F2(p) are obtained by the integrations of N(x, p) over x:

F1(p) =
∫ 0
−∞ dxN(x, p) = ξ

1+
√
κξ

u1p
γsb(p)N0(p), (2.98)

F2(p) =
∫ ∞
0 dxN(x, p) =

√
κξ

1+
√
κξ

u1p
γsb(p)N0(p). (2.99)
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Equation 2.97, Equation 2.98, and Equation 2.99 represent the general spectral forms in the higher energies
where the particles effectively lose their energies. In the lower energies, since the energy loss is negligible, the
particles are simply distributed in the power-law form. Note that one should perform numerical calculations to
obtain the spectral properties of a transition regime between the lower and higher energies. This is beyond the
scope of this thesis, and the results of numerical calculations are taken from Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007).

Spectrum in full-energy band

Now we apply Bohm-type diffusion for D(p) and synchrotron cooling for b(p) in the general expression of the
distribution given by Equation 2.97. This application assumes accelerated electrons because the energy loss
of electrons is dominated by synchrotron radiation in their higher energies. The diffusion coefficient in Bohm
regime is described with

DBohm(p) =
1
3
ηcrg =

1
3
η

c2p
qB

. (2.100)

where η is a constant factor indicating the deviation of mean free path of particle from gyro radius (rg) (a.k.a.,
Bohm factor). The energy loss rate of synchrotron radiation is given by

b(p) = 4
9

q4B2p2

m4c6 . (2.101)

Here we obtain the relation of ξ = κ−2 because of b ∝ B2 and D ∝ B−1.
In the lower energies, the particle distribution which is not effectively cooled by synchrotron radiation can

be predicted from the standard DSA,

N0 ∝ p−γs, (2.102)
F1, 2 ∝ p−(γs+1). (2.103)

Throughout this thesis, we assume γs = 4 for a strong shock with the compression ratio of σ = 4. Since the
cooling length is proportional to p−1, F(p) is steeper than the distribution at the shock front.

In the higher energies, the synchrotron cooling becomes non-negligible. Inserting Equation 2.100 and
Equation 2.101 to Equation 2.97, we obtain

N0 ∝ p
1
2 exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)2
]
, (2.104)

where a cutoff energy parameter, p0, is described as

p0 =

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)−1 (mc)2

γs
√

2q3/27
u1B− 1

2 η−
1
2 . (2.105)

It should be noted that the exponential cutoff shape of the electron spectrum follows a form of exp(−p2) rather
than a simple form such as exp(−p).

In the entire energy band, Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) derived the analytical expression of the electron
spectrum as

N0 ∝ p−4

[
1 + 0.523

(
p
p0

) 9
4
]2

exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)2
]
, (2.106)

in the case of κ =
√

1/11, which represents a random compression of a shock over the obliquity. Assuming the
equal values of D and B in the upstream and downstream regions (i.e., κ = 1), the spectrum is slightly modified
as

N0 ∝ p−4

[
1 + 0.66

(
p
p0

) 5
2
] 9

5

exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)2
]
. (2.107)
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The κ =
√

1/11 case is adopted in this thesis since it is more realistic. In the higher energies (p ≫ p0) in
Equation 2.106, N0 becomes proportional to p1/2 exp(−p2), which is identical to the solution in the higher
energies given by Equation 2.104. The transition function, which describes the part except for the cutoff power
law, was determined by the numerical calculation of Equation 2.88 and requiring a smooth connection between
the lower and higher energy bands. The schematic picture of the spectra in the lower, higher, and entire energies
are illustrated in Figure 2.11.
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Figure 2.11: The electron spectrum in Bohm diffusion. The blue, red, and thick green lines indicate the analytical
expressions in the lower (Equation 2.102), higher (Equation 2.104), and entire energies (Equation 2.106),
respectively. The solid line shows the model in the relevant energy band, while the model in the other energy
band is shown with the dashed line.
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2.6.3 Synchrotron X-ray

Synchrotron emissivity

The synchrotron emissivity is described with

ϵ(ω) =
√

3Bq3

2πmc2

∫
p2dpN(p)R

(
ω

ωc

)
, (2.108)

where characteristic frequency of synchrotron emission (ωc) is 1.5qBp2/m3c3. Integrating the emissivity over
the line of sight and the solid angle, and replacing N(p) to the integrated spectrum of F(p), the spectrum of
synchrotron radiation is given by

J(ω) =
√

3Bq3

2πmc2

∫
dpF(p)p2R

(
ω

ωc

)
. (2.109)

Note that the photon number spectrum is given by dNX/dε = J(ω)ω−1. The function to describe the synchrotron
emission from a single electron can be described in an analytical form of

R
(
ω

ωc

)
=

1.81 exp
(
− ω

ωc

)
√(ωc

ω

)2/3
+

(
3.62
π

)2
. (2.110)

This R function is often described using delta approximation which is peaked around 0.29: R(x) ∝ δ(0.29 − x)
for x = ω/ωc. However, this approximation produces a somewhat different analytical expression compared to
precise derivation, as mentioned in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007).

Spectrum in full-energy band

In the lower energy band, the synchrotron photon spectrum is radiated from the electron in the lower energies,
described by F(p) ∝ p−(γs+1). Therefore the synchrotron spectrum in the lower energies also has the power-law
form:

dNX

dε
∝ ε−

γs
2 . (2.111)

The relation between the spectral index of electrons (s) and that of synchrotron photons (Γ) is given by
Γ = (s + 1)/2 (Equation 2.62) with s = γs − 1 in this case.

In the higher energy band, the synchrotron spectrum is radiated from the electron in the higher energies
(Equation 2.104). When synchrotron X-rays are radiated from cutoff power-law electrons with a spectral index
of s, cutoff momentum of p0, and cutoff slope of β, i.e.,

F(p) = p−s exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)β]
, (2.112)

the synchrotron spectrum is derived as

dNX

dε
∝ ε

− 2s+3β−2
2(β+2) exp

[
−

(
ε

ε0

) β
β+2

]
, (2.113)

where

ε0 = ℏβ

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]1/β

3q
2m3c3 Bp2

0. (2.114)
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Here the cutoff shape slope of the X-ray spectrum (βX) is obtained as βX = β/(β + 2). See Appendix A for
the detailed derivations of Equation 2.113 and Equation 2.114. Because the electron spectrum at the shock
front in the higher energies is obtained to be Equation 2.104 and the integrated spectrum F(p) is described
with N0p−1 ∝ p−1/2 exp

[
−(p/p0)2

]
, applying the spectral index of s = 1/2 and the cutoff slope of β = 2 for

Equation 2.113, the photon spectrum is derived:

dNX

dε
∝ ε−

5
8 exp

−
(
ε

ε0

) 1
2
 . (2.115)

Equation 2.114 and Equation 2.105 yield the cutoff energy parameter in the synchrotron X-ray spectrum as

ε0 =
81mcℏ
16q2γ2

s

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)−2
η−1u2

1. (2.116)

Equation 2.116 suggests that the synchrotron cutoff energy is determined by the shock speed (u1) and Bohm
factor (η), and is independent on the magnetic field strength.

In the entire energy band, Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) obtained the asymptotic solution:

dNX

dε
∝

(
ε

ε0

)−2
[
1 + 0.38

(
ε

ε0

)0.5
]11/4

exp
(
−
√

ε

ε0

)
(κ =

√
1/11), (2.117)

dNX

dε
∝

(
ε

ε0

)−2
[
1 + 0.46

(
ε

ε0

)0.6
]11/4.8

exp
(
−
√

ε

ε0

)
(κ = 1). (2.118)

In the higher energies (ε ≫ ε0) in Equation 2.117 (and Equation 2.118), dNX/dε becomes ε−5/8 exp(−ε1/2),
which is compatible with the expression at the higher energies given by Equation 2.115. The transition function
is determined by the numerical calculation and requiring the smooth connection between the lower and higher
energy bands. Figure 2.12 illustrates the schematic picture of the synchrotron spectrum in the lower and higher
energies, and how these two spectra are connected in the transition energies.
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Figure 2.12: The synchrotron X-ray spectrum in Bohm diffusion. The blue, red, and thick green lines
indicate the analytical expressions in the lower (Equation 2.111), higher (Equation 2.115), and entire energies
(Equation 2.117), respectively. The solid line shows the model in the relevant energy band, while the model in
the other energy band is shown with the dashed line.
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2.6.4 Inverse Compton gamma-ray

Inverse Compton scattering emissivity

The emissivity of inverse Compton radiation from a single electron with Lorentz factor of γ in isotropic photon
field is

ϵIC(ω) = 2ℏcr2
e

∫ ∞

ωth

dω′n(ω′) ω

4γ2ω′

1 − 2
ω2

ω2
c

+
ω

ωc

(
1 + 2 ln

ω

ωc

)
+

ℏ2ω2

2m2c4γ2
(
1 − ℏω

γmc2

) (
1 − ω

ωc

) ,
(2.119)

where ωc = 4ω′γ2(1 − ℏω/γmc2), re is the classical electron radius, and n(ω) is the energy distribution of the
seed photon field (see, e.g., Blumenthal and Gould (1970)). We assume that the target photons have a Planckian
distribution described as

n(ω) = ω2/(c3π2)
exp(ℏω/kT) − 1

, (2.120)

with k and T being Boltzman constant and temperature of the radiation field, respectively.

Inverse Compton spectrum in Klein-Nishina regime

When the Klein-Nishina effect becomes important in the higher energies of electrons, one needs to calculate
the integration of Equation 2.119 over the electron energy in order to obtain the IC spectrum. However, it is too
complicated to obtain an analytical expression. We instead make use of Naima (Zabalza, 2015) to calculate the
IC spectrum in KN regime radiated from the loss-limited electron in Bohm diffusion given by Equation 2.106.
It should be noted that the analytical solution in Thomson regime can be obtained, as presented in the next
subsection.

Figure 2.13 compares the IC spectra in KN regime with different cutoff energy parameters of electrons
and that in Thomson limit. The KN effect is more important for the higher energy of electrons, resulting in a
more suppressed IC spectrum in the higher energies in the case of E0 = 77 TeV. Even if E0 is 7.7 TeV, the IC
spectrum in KN regime is suppressed compared to that in Thomson limit. Hence the IC spectrum in KN regime
is preferred and adopted in this thesis.

Inverse Compton spectrum in Thomson regime

In Thomson limit, the analytical expression for the IC spectrum can be derived as follows. The assumption of
Thomson regime holds when bKN = 4 kT p0

m2c3 ≪ 1. In the lower energy band, the IC spectrum is radiated from the
electron in the lower energies, described by F(p) ∝ p−(γs+1). Therefore the IC spectrum in the lower energies
also has the power-law form:

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−

γs
2 . (2.121)

The relation between the spectral index of electron (s) and that of IC photon (Γ) is given by Γ = (s + 1)/2 with
s = γs − 1 in this case, as described in Section 2.5.2.

The emissivity of IC radiation in Thomson limit and at the higher energies (ω ≫ γ2kT/ℏ) is reduced from
Equation 2.119 to

ϵIC, Thomson(ω) ∝ ω exp
(
− ℏω

4γ2kT

)
. (2.122)

Integrating this emissivity over the electron that is distributed in a cutoff power-law form, Equation 2.112, gives

dNγ

dε
∝ ε

− 2s+3β−6
2(β+2) exp

[
−

(
ε

εγ

) β
β+2

]
. (2.123)
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See Appendix A for the detailed derivations. Applying the spectral index and the cutoff slope of the electron
spectrum in the higher energies i(.e., s = 1/2 and β = 2) for Equation 2.123, the photon spectrum is obtained:

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−

1
8 exp

[
−

(
ε

εγ

)1/2]
. (2.124)

The cutoff energy parameter in the IC spectrum in Thomson regime is derived as

εγ =
kT

m2c2 p2
0 (Thomson limit), (2.125)

=
27(mc)2kT

2γ2
sq3

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)−2
u2

1η
−1B−1 (Thomson limit). (2.126)

In the entire energy band, Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) obtained the analytical solution:

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−2

[
1 + 0.31

(
ε

εγ

)0.6
]25/8

exp

[
−

(
ε

εγ

)1/2]
(κ =

√
1/11), (2.127)

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−2

[
1 + 0.36

(
ε

εγ

)0.7
]15/5.6

exp

[
−

(
ε

εγ

)1/2]
(κ = 1). (2.128)

In the higher energies (ε ≫ εγ) in Equation 2.127 (and Equation 2.128), dNγ/dε becomes ε−1/8 exp(−ε1/2),
which is consistent with Equation 2.124. The transition function is determined by the numerical calculation and
requiring the smooth connection between the lower and higher energy bands.
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Figure 2.13: The IC gamma-ray spectrum in Klein-Nishina regime with E0 of 77 TeV (shown in red), 24 TeV
(green), and 7.7 TeV (orange), and in Thomson limit (blue).
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2.6.5 Summary of leptonic models

Finally, Figure 2.14 illustrates the spectral models of the electron, synchrotron radiation, and inverse Compton
scattering. It should be emphasized that the detailed analytical expressions significantly deviate from the simple
cutoff power-law form, exp(−E), that is shown with the dashed black line in Figure 2.14. Therefore we apply our
models to the observed spectra in the following chapters. We also use simple power-law and cutoff power-law
models, although it is challenging to verify the difference between the physical and conventional models with
the current observational data.
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Figure 2.14: The model spectra of the electron (shown in blue), corresponding synchrotron (red), inverse
Compton in KN regime (green) with E0 = 1 TeV, and inverse Compton in Thomson regime (dashed orange), in
the case of κ =

√
1/11. The x-axis is normalized by the energy which gives a e−1 drop off.



Chapter 3

Instruments

This thesis makes use of observational data taken with Chandra and NuSTAR satellites for X-ray observations
and H. E. S. S. for TeV gamma-ray observations. Both Chandra and NuSTAR are equipt with X-ray reflecting
mirrors, and provide us with imaging spectroscopy. Chandra observes the soft X-ray below 10 keV, while
NuSTAR is the first satellite to detect spatially resolved hard X-ray up to 80 keV. This chapter briefly summarizes
the properties and performances of these X-ray and TeV gamma-ray instruments.

3.1 Chandra X-ray Observatory (Chandra)

Chandra X-ray Observatory (hereafter Chandra) is an X-ray satellite that consists of an X-ray telescope with
the unprecedented angular resolution of 0.5′′ and X-ray spectrometers. It was launched by NASA’s first space
shuttle Colombia on July 23rd, 1999, celebrating its 20th anniversary this year. Chandra is one mission of
Four Great Observatories by NASA together with Hubble Space Telescope (Hubble), Compton Gamma Ray
Observatory (Compton), and Spitzer Space Telescope (Spitzer). It is in an elliptical orbit with the orbital period
of about 63.5 hours at the altitude of 16,000–139,000 km, lowering the background level by staying outside
of the radiation belt for ∼80% of the one period. The schematic picture of Chandra is shown in Figure 3.1.
Its weight is 4,790 kg, and its overall length is 13 m. The onboard instruments are the X-ray telescope named
High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA) and Science Instrument Module (SIM) on the focal plane including
Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS), Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG), and High Energy
Transmission Grating (HETG). The scientific performances were summarized in Weisskopf et al. (2002).

3.1.1 High Resolution Mirror Assembly (HRMA)

The X-ray telescope, HRMA, is shown in Figure 3.1. Four paraboloid-hyperboloid (Wolter-I type) grazing
incidence X-ray mirrors are nested. The diameter is 1.2 m, and the focal length is 10 m. In principle, the
diffraction limit of the spatial resolution of a telescope is given by λ/D with wavelength and telescope aperture
being λ and D, respectively. This gives the limit of about 10−4 arcsec for 1 keV photon and 1.2 m in diameter.
The actual angular resolution of Chandra, however, is about 0.5 arcsec, which is the best resolution for X-ray
observations ever achieved. This is because the incidence angle for X-ray photons to be reflected by the mirror
is very small, and the reflection is strongly affected by the reflection rate and the shape accuracy of the surface of
the mirror. The unprecedented spatial resolution of 0.5′′ was achieved by doubling the aperture size compared
to the older Einstein satellite and the improved surface smoothness by polishing the mirrors. The cons of
achieving the greatest angular resolution are the small effective area due to only four mirrors, of which each
mirror is thicker, and the heavy total weight.

3.1.2 Science Instrument Module (SIM)

Science Instrument Module (SIM) contains ACIS and High Resolution Camera (HRC) on the focal plane, and
transmission gratings (LETG and HETG) behind the telescope. Figure 3.1 illustrates the placement of these
two detectors on the focal plane. SIM is movable in the ±Y and ±Z axis on the focal plane.

37
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HRMA ISIM

Figure 3.1: Schematic picture of Chandra X-ray Observatory (top), HRMA (bottom left), and SIM (bottom
right), taken from Chandra X-ray Center (2018).

Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer (ACIS)

ACIS enables us to obtain images and spectra. Chandra has 10 CCD chips (ACIS), and each ACIS is a CCD
camera with 1024 × 1024 pixels2. As shown in Figure 3.1, there are ACIS-I with 2 × 2 CCD chips and ACIS-S
with 1 × 6 CCD chips on the focal plane. Two tips of ACIS-S (S1 and S3) are backside illumination CCDs
with the observable energy band of 0.4–10 keV, while the others are frontside illumination with 0.5–10 keV. It
is allowed to perform observations using 6 CCDs simultaneously.

Figure 3.2 shows the performances achieved with actual observations with HRMA and ACIS. The on-axis1
effective area is shown in the top left panel of Figure 3.2. The vignetting effect of Chandra observations is
illustrated in the top right panel of Figure 3.2, where the vignetting is defined as the ratio of off-axis effective
area to on-axis one. The larger the off-axis angle (θ) is, the smaller the vignetting ratio is. Also the vignetting
depends on the X-ray energy: the higher the X-ray energy is, the smaller the vignetting ratio is. The bottom
left and the bottom right panels of Figure 3.2 respectively present the encircled energy radius and the encircled
fractional power, which are indicative of point spread function (PSF) of Chandra observations. The PSF, in
general, can be represented by a half power diameter (HPD) or a full width of half maximum (FWHM). The
Chandra’s HPD is about 0.4′′ for the on-axis source.

High Resolution Camera (HRC)

HRC consists of two microchannel plate imaging detectors, HRC-I and HRC-S. The field of view (FoV) of HRC
is large; HRC-I and HRC-S have the FoV of 30 × 30 arcmin2 and 6 × 99 arcmin2, respectively. HRC-S is also

1The position of the optical axis on the detector coordinate
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Figure 4.13: The HRMA/ACIS-I encircled energy radii for circles enclosing 50% and 90%
of the power at 1.49 and 6.40 keV as a function of o↵-axis angle. The ACIS-I surface
is composed by four tilted flat chips which approximate the curved Chandra focal plane.
The HRMA optical axis passes near the aimpoint which is located near the inner corner
of chip I3. Thus the o↵-axis encircled energy radii are not azimuthally symmetric. The
four panels show these radii’s radial dependence in four azimuthal directions – from the
aimpoint to the outer corners of the four ACIS-I chips. These curves include the blurs due
to the ACIS-I spatial resolution and the Chandra aspect error.

6.5. Quantum E�ciency and E↵ective Area 89

Figure 6.4: The HRMA/ACIS predicted e↵ective area versus the energy on a log scale.
The dashed line is for the FI CCD I3, and the solid line is for the BI CCD S3. These
curves include the e↵ects of molecular contamination, as discussed in the text.

6.6. Spatial Resolution, PSF, & Encircled Energy 93

Figure 6.7: The on-orbit encircled broad-band energy versus radius for an ACIS obser-
vation of point source PG1634-706 (ObsID 1269). The curve is normalized to unity at
a radius of 5 arcseconds. We estimate that the statistical uncertainty is 3%, and the
systematic uncertainty due to power beyond 500 is 2%. The e↵ective energy is 1 keV.

S3 or I3 at the nominal focus. The ACIS encircled energy as a function of o↵-axis angle
is discussed in Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2.2 and Figure 4.13).

O↵-axis, the departure of the CCD layout from the ideal focal surface and the increase
of the HRMA PSF with o↵-axis angle become dominating factors. Since the ideal focal
surface depends on energy, observers for whom such considerations may be important are
urged to make use of the MARX simulator to study the impact on their observation.

6.6.1 PSF Anomaly

The Chandra PSF near the aimpoint displays an unexplained enhancement in the pro-
file ⇡ 0.800 from the source centroid (see Section 4.2.3). This anomaly is in ex-
cess of that expected from ray trace simulations, and is preferentially oriented to-
wards the mirror spherical coordinate angle of � = 285� (see the CIAO caveats page
http://cxc.harvard.edu/ciao/caveats/psf artifact.html). This is approximately oriented
towards the spacecraft +Z axis (see Figure 1.2). The asymmetry is illustrated for an ACIS
observation of an LMXB in NGC 6397 in Figure 4.17, and the magnitude of the asymme-
try is illustrated for a number of low-countrate on-axis point sources in Figure 4.18 (see
Section 4.2.3). Figure 6.8 depicts the e↵ect of the anomaly on a number of point sources
in NGC 6397.

6.5. Quantum E�ciency and E↵ective Area 91

Figure 6.6: Vignetting (the ratio of o↵-axis to on-axis e↵ective area) as a function of
energy for several o↵ axis angles in arcminutes.

Figure 3.2: Performances of observation with HRMA/ACIS, taken from Chandra X-ray Center (2018). Top
left: On-axis effective area. Top right: Off-axis vignetting effect, taken from observations of SNR G21.5.
Bottom left: PSF of Chandra (encircled energy radius). Bottom right: PSF of Chandra (on-axis encircled
fractional power).

in charge of a reading system for observations with LETG and HETG.

Transmission grating

Transmission grating provides us with precise spectroscopy by making use of X-ray transmission. Chandra
has Low Energy Transmission Grating (LETG) and High Energy Transmission Grating (HETG) that are placed
just behind HRMA (see Figure 3.1). The energy band of HETG is 0.4–10 keV with the energy resolution of
E/∆E =1000. The energy band of LETG is 0.08–0.2 keV with the energy resolution of E/∆E =1800.
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3.2 Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR)

Nuclear Spectroscopic Telescope Array (NuSTAR) is an orbiting satellite to focus on hard X-ray observations
(e.g., Harrison et al. (2013)). It was launched from Reagan test site located in Kwajalein Atoll on June 13th,
2012. The detectable energy band is 3–79 keV, allowing us to access spatially resolved hard X-ray sky, for
the first time, in particular above 10 keV that the previous X-ray satellites have never seen due to the limited
reflectivity of an X-ray total reflection. NuSTAR is in a circular orbit at an altitude of 600 km. Figure 3.3
illustrates the schematic picture of NuSTAR. Its total weight is about 350 kg. The onboard instruments are
two X-ray telescopes, optics module A (OMA) and B (OMB), and the co-aligned X-ray detectors, focal plane
module A (FPMA) and B (FPMB).

 2 

2. THE NUSTAR OBSERVATORY 
The NuSTAR observatory consists of two co-aligned hard X-ray telescopes pointed at celestial targets by a three axis 
stabilized spacecraft based on Orbital Science’s LeoStar-2 bus which provides power, data handling, storage, and 
transmission, and attitude control (ACS) functions. Spacecraft attitude is determined using three star cameras developed 
by the Technical University of Denmark[3], mounted on the spacecraft bus.  

    
Figure 1 Left – Observatory configuration before on-orbit mast deployment. Right – Photograph of the observatory in the 
stowed configuration before launch. 

 

In the fully deployed configuration the NuSTAR X-ray optics and detector benches are separated by a stiff mast that 
includes a mechanism with the capability of making small adjustments to optimize the location of the optical axis on the 
focal plane detectors. The X-ray optics bench consists of two co-aligned grazing incidence Wolter-I conical 
approximation[5] mirror modules, each with 133 shells coated with multiple layers of W/Si and Pt/C, limiting the highest 
efficient reflectivity to the Pt 78.4 keV K-edge [6,7,8]. The focal plane bench is mounted on the spacecraft bus and consists 
of two independent solid state photon counting detector modules (FPMA & B), each with a 2x2 array of CdZnTe (CZT) 
crystal detectors, surrounded by CsI anti-coincidence shielding. The detectors are passively cooled and operate at 15°C 
[9,10]. 
 

            
Figure 2  Left - Photographs of one of the two optics modules. Each mirror assembly has 133 shells. Right - One of the two 
detector modules with 4 CZT detector crystals. Each detector crystal measures 2cm x 2cm and contains an array of 32x32 
independently discriminated pixels. 
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includes a mechanism with the capability of making small adjustments to optimize the location of the optical axis on the 
focal plane detectors. The X-ray optics bench consists of two co-aligned grazing incidence Wolter-I conical 
approximation[5] mirror modules, each with 133 shells coated with multiple layers of W/Si and Pt/C, limiting the highest 
efficient reflectivity to the Pt 78.4 keV K-edge [6,7,8]. The focal plane bench is mounted on the spacecraft bus and consists 
of two independent solid state photon counting detector modules (FPMA & B), each with a 2x2 array of CdZnTe (CZT) 
crystal detectors, surrounded by CsI anti-coincidence shielding. The detectors are passively cooled and operate at 15°C 
[9,10]. 
 

            
Figure 2  Left - Photographs of one of the two optics modules. Each mirror assembly has 133 shells. Right - One of the two 
detector modules with 4 CZT detector crystals. Each detector crystal measures 2cm x 2cm and contains an array of 32x32 
independently discriminated pixels. 

Figure 3.3: Schematic picture of NuSTAR (top), optics module (bottom right), and focal plane module (bottom
left), taken from NuSTAR Science Operations Center (2016).

3.2.1 Optics module

The optics module is shown in Figure 3.3. 9 days after the launch, the mast was stretched and deployed to
complete the satellite to earn the focal length of 10.14 m. The optics module consists of two Wolter-I type
telescopes that have nested 133 layers of X-ray mirrors coated by W/Si and Pt/C multi layers.
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Stray light

With NuSTAR observations, stray-light X-ray happens to be observed because of the 10 m separation between
the optics module and the focal plane module, and its openness to the sky window. As illustrated in Figure 3.4,
the X-ray from bright sources located within a radius of 5◦ from the target point is sometimes directly detected
in the focal plane module through the aperture. This non-focused X-ray (stray light) is observed together with
the focused X-ray that has passed through the optics module, and non-uniformly distributed in the focal plane
module. Since the sky windows seen from FPMA and FPMB are different, the stray-light patterns on the
detectors are also different (Figure 3.4). The stray-light contamination could be a serious problem for faint
and extended X-ray sources such as SNRs. The detailed analysis to deal with the stray light is discussed in
Section 3.2.3.
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Figure 9. Left: a schematic of the observatory that illustrates how far off-axis sources can directly shine on the detectors through the aperture stop, producing the
“Aperture” background. In this example, rays from the source are shielded from striking the left (A) detector plane by the optics bench, but other rays from the same
source have an unimpeded path through the aperture stop to shine on a corner of the right (B) detector plane. Right: the location of sources on the sky, as visible from
the detector plane, that produce the “Aperture” background for telescopes A (top) and B (bottom). The images are weighted (darker) by the number of detector pixels
a given source shines on. The crosses give the approximate position of the source shown in the left panel.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

1.1 × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 (50–100 keV). This flux falls below
that reported by RXTE and Swift.

5.2. Comparison to and Implications Regarding
Previous Results

As mentioned in Section 1, Petrosian et al. (2006) first
suggested the existence of significant IC emission at hard
energies in the Bullet cluster based on a joint analysis of XMM-
Newton and RXTE spectra. The uncertainty in the measurement
of (3.1 ± 1.9) × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 (50–100 keV) is too
large to justify a claim of detection. However, a more recent
analysis (Ajello et al. 2010) using a Swift BAT spectrum found
a flux of (1.6 ± 0.5) × 10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 (50–100 keV),
roughly consistent with that from Petrosian et al. (2006).
Both fluxes are only barely in conflict with our conservative
upper limit, but our most likely IC flux of (0.58 ± 0.52) ×
10−12 erg s−1 cm−2 (50–100 keV) is clearly inconsistent with
these previous measurements (all above uncertainties are given
at the 90% confidence level)

The origin of the discrepancy has two potential explanations:
either the spectra from the various instruments disagree; or
the approach to modeling the spectra disagree. While even
minor calibration differences between the characterization of
the telescope responses and of the backgrounds can significantly
affect results, a comparison of the RXTE, Swift, and NuSTAR

spectra fit to 1T or 2T models implies these are not responsible.
None of the instruments on these satellites reliably detect
emission above 30 keV from the Bullet, and below this energy
there is no compelling excess above a reasonable thermal-only
model in Figure 2 of Petrosian et al. (2006), the lower left panel
of Figure 5 of Ajello et al. (2010), or Figure 5 of this paper. At
higher energies, the background dominates the count rate and
its treatment becomes crucial, where even small fluctuations can
result in a false IC signal. It is beyond the scope of this paper to
evaluate the backgrounds from the other two missions, but no
causes for worry are evident in the analyses of the RXTE and
Swift data.

If the spectra are all consistent with each other, we must
attribute the conflicting conclusions to differences in how
the spectra are modeled. In principle, there should be no
difference, since 1T, 2T, and T+IC models are each tried
in all three analyses. The crucial distinction between them
is the minimum energy used in the fits: 1 keV (Petrosian
et al. 2006), 0.5 keV (Ajello et al. 2010), or 3 keV (this
work). The lower end of the energy range matters because the
thermal gas of the Bullet cluster is decidedly not isothermal
(Markevitch et al. 2002), and the fraction of the emission any
temperature component contributes strongly varies with energy,
with low temperature components dominating at soft energies
but essentially disappearing from the hard band. Merging
clusters, especially those like the Bullet where one subcluster
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Figure 11. Stacked images in the 7–15 keV band for the blank sky fields (left panels) compared to the best-fit model of the spatial distribution of the “Aperture”
background (right panels) for telescopes A (top panels) and B (bottom panels). The data include other background components not included in the model, although
they are subdominant in this energy band. Excluded RAW (native) pixels display as white, and detectors 0–3 are arranged counterclockwise with detector 0 in the top
right of the focal planes. The gradient spans a linear scale from 0 to 4 counts (white to black), and the data have been smoothed by a Gaussian kernel of width 3 pixels
for clarity.

model predicts a distribution somewhat following the vignetting
function; however, the blank sky fields show no evidence of such
a spatial modulation. Observed ghost ray patterns produced by
bright sources near to but outside the FOV show an additional
halo farthest from the source, likely due to reflections off the
back sides of the mirrors. The extra contribution due to this
halo from CXB sources outside the FOV may act to compensate
for the drop in flux from higher off-axis sources within the
FOV. Empirically, the spatial shape of the “fCXB” is consistent
with a flat distribution, although due to its relative faintness it
is difficult to discern otherwise. We assume a flat distribution
hereafter for simplicity, which is feasible because we are fitting
stacked spectra from many fields, so variations due to cosmic
variations are reduced.

The “Solar” component has only recently been recognized as
originating from the Sun through reflections off the observatory
structure. No study of its likely spatial distribution has been
undertaken, and in any case the distribution may vary with
Sun angle. To allow for spatial variations, we treat the “Solar”
continuum and associated 3.5 keV and 4.5 keV lines as if they
had an instrumental origin and thus should only vary between
detectors and not within them. Although this treatment amounts
to a very coarsely defined spatial model, this component

is typically only important below 5 keV where sources are
brightest. We note, however, that X-ray emission from the Sun
is highly variable and that during flares this component can
dominate up to 10 keV; such periods are not currently handled
by the background model described here, since the spectrum
itself is likely to evolve from the quiescent one we include. When
data are split between the periods that the spacecraft is and is not
illuminated by the Sun, the correlation between the soft emission
and a solar origin is clear, as shown in the examples in Figure 12,
the four panels of which also demonstrate its variability.

In contrast, the components of the background with an instru-
mental origin should not depend on position within the FOV, as
long as the detectors are all uniform and identical. Consisting of
single CdZnTe crystals, each individual detector should be very
close to uniform, which agrees with the lack of spatial fluctua-
tions across any given detector in the stacked high energy images
of the blank sky fields. The detectors are not identical, however,
and the variation between them in thickness and charge transport
properties lead to slight differences in overall background level
and line strengths. For any given observation, the overall level
and strengths depend on the orbital history through the SAA
and other higher radiation zones. Since all the detectors share
this history, the relative strengths of the internal components
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Figure 3.4: Left: Schematic structure of NuSTAR telescope, and how stray light is detected without passing
through the optics. Right: Non-uniform distribution of stray light detected in an observation of the blank sky.
The top left and right panels show the observation and model of FPMA, respectively. The bottom left and right
panels show the observation and model of FPMB, respectively. They are taken from Wik et al. (2014).

3.2.2 Focal plane module

NuSTAR has the two X-ray detectors, FPMA and FPMB, which are co-aligned with the optics module, respec-
tively, OMA and OMB. Both FPMA and FPMB are solid-state photon-counting detectors, which consist of
2 × 2 CdZnTe (CZT) crystal with a thickness of 2 mm. The FoV of each detector is 12.45 × 12.45 arcmin2.

The scientific performances achieved with NuSTAR are presented in Figure 3.5. NuSTAR has a larger
effective area up to ∼80 keV compared to the other X-ray instruments (top left panel in Figure 3.5). The top
right panel of Figure 3.5 presents the vignetting effect of NuSTAR. The effective area of different off-axis angles
is shown in the bottom left panel of Figure 3.5. The PSF of NuSTAR is predominantly determined with the
optics module, while a few percent errors arise from the motion of the deployed mast or reconstruction of the
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Table 4
Focal Plane Parameters

Focal Plane Parameter Value Focal Plane Parameter Value

Pixel size 0.6 mm/12.′′3 Max. processing rate 400 events s−1 module−1

Focal plane size 12′ × 12′ Max. flux meas. rate 104 counts s−1

Hybrid format 32 pix × 32 pix Time resolution (relative) 2 µs
Energy threshold 2 keV Dead time fraction (at threshold) 5%

Figure 4. Change in effective area as a function of off-axis angle resulting from
vignetting in the optics. The curves show the vignetting function for different
incident energies. Due to the tightly nested low-graze-angle design and the
change in reflectance of the shells as a function of energy, the vignetting is
strongly energy dependent above 15 keV.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

the key focal plane parameters. A two-by-two array of detectors
(Figure 5), each with an array of 32 × 32, 0.6 mm pixels (each
pixel subtending 12.′′3), provides a 12′ FoV. In NuSTAR, each
pixel has an independent discriminator and individual X-ray
interactions trigger the readout process. On-board processors,
one for each telescope, identify the row and column with the
largest pulse height and read out pulse height information from
this pixel as well as its eight neighbors. The event time is
recorded to an accuracy of 2 µs relative to the on-board clock.
The event location, energy, and depth of interaction in the
detector are computed from the nine-pixel signals (see Rana
et al. 2009; Kitaguchi et al. 2011 for details). The depth-of-
interaction measurements allow an energy-dependent cut to be
made to reduce internal detector background.

Since the detectors do not employ an integrating CCD-style
readout, pulse pileup will not occur until source fluxes of
∼105 counts s−1 pixel−1. The processing time per event is
2.5 ms, limiting the rate at which events can be read out to
between 300 and 400 events s−1 module−1. For each event, the
live time since the previous event is recorded to an accuracy
of 1 µs, so that fluxes can be measured to 1% accuracy even
for incident count rates of 104 cps. Harrison et al. (2010) give
a detailed description of the operation of the custom ASIC
readout.

The focal plane detectors are placed inside a CsI anti-
coincidence shield. Events resulting in a simultaneous energy
deposition in both the surrounding anti-coincidence shield and
the detector are rejected on board by a processor as background.
The opening angle of the shield is large (15◦ FWZI), greatly
exceeding the sky solid angle blocked by the optics bench; thus,
to limit diffuse background impinging on the detector, a series of

Figure 5. Top panel: photograph of a NuSTAR focal plane. The focal plane
consists of a 2 × 2 array of CdZnTe pixel detectors, each with 32 × 32 pixels
0.6 mm in size. The detectors are referred to as Det 0–3. Bottom panel: the
optical axis nominal location is on Det 0, approximately 1′ from the chip gap.
In this view, the detector orientation is shown looking down on the focal plane.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

aperture stops were deployed post-launch simultaneously with
the mast. The aperture stops collimate the detector to a 4◦ FWZI
field, which is partially but not completely blocked by the optics
bench. This results in some stray light, which dominates the
background below 10 keV (Section 5.3).

4.3. The Mast and Metrology System

The NuSTAR mast structure provides the required 10.14 m
separation between the optics and the focal plane detectors. The
mast was engineered by ATK Space Systems from segments
made up of carbon fiber, aluminum, and steel components,
designed to be as isothermal as possible in order to minimize
structural distortions. The 57 bays (see Figure 3) of the mast
were deployed on orbit and locked in place by tensioned
steel cables. Although the mast has a low net coefficient of
thermal expansion, orbital day/night extremes create residual
deflections that result in motion of the optical axis and the X-ray
focal point on the focal plane detectors. Thermal modeling of
the system pre-launch indicated that the deflection would range
from less than 1 mm per orbit in the most favorable orientations
to a few mm in the least favorable.
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highest efficient reflectivity at the Pt 78.4 keV K-edge. The focal length is 10.14 meters for an effective plate scale at the 
focal plane of 20.34!! mm-1. 
 
3.2.1 Effective area 

The effective area of the mirrors was calibrated using the Crab. The phase-averaged integrated spectrum of the nebula  
and pulsar was assumed to be an absorbed power-law of � = 2.1, normalization at 1 keV of N = 8.5 ph keV-1 cm-2 s-1, 
and hydrogen column NH = 2.2 x 1021 cm-2. The reasons for choosing the spectrum and NH can be found in Madsen et al. 
(2014)[2]. The effective are has been reliably calibration between 3 – 78 keV. The Pt K-edge is located at 78.4 keV, but it 
was not possible to reliably correct this edge due to an insufficient data set, and fitting up to this energy has a high 
likelihood of producing residuals. Remaining residuals at the W k-edge at 69.5 keV may also still be evident if the 
source is strong enough. 
 
Because of the mast, which cycles through sunlight and shadow once during each orbit, the optical axis (OA), moves 
across the focal plane in a cyclical pattern. Since the OA track and source track are not the strictly coupled, the source 
will experience a range of off-axis angles with typically variations of 30!!-60!!. Additionally, because of detector gaps, 
the aimpoint of the target is offset by about 1! from the OA location, and so typically an ‘on-axis’ observation is taken 
at an off-axis angle of around 1!–2! .  
 
Figure 6 shows the effective area of 1!, 3! and 5! of FPMA (one module) assuming an infinite focal plane (i.e. without 
PSF losses) and the residuals for all Crab observations within 3!. The residuals are better than +/-2% up to ~40 keV. 
Between 40 – 80 keV, residuals are dominated by counting statistics of the Crab data, but are typically 5 – 10%, so the 
systematic errors are less than that. The scatter in flux is 2-3% (1 sigma). Because the knowledge of the optical axis is 
about ~30!!, it is not uncommon to see flux differences between module A and module B of up to 5% within an 
observation. 
 

For more details on the effective area calibration see Madsen et al., (2014)[2]. 

 

  

Figure 6 Left – Dependence of effective area for one telescope with energy and off-axis angle. Right - 
Residuals to model fit of Crab observations. 

 

3.2.2 Point Spread Function 

The shape of the NuSTAR Point Spread Function (PSF) was derived using a physics based ray-trace model and an 
empirical modification function. Figure 7 shows images of the two PSF from OMA and OMB using a logarithmic scale 
and stretched to highlight faint features. The visible structures are caused by support spiders and gaps in the glass 
between sections, but apart from these there are no significant artifacts or asymmetries. The shape of the PSF is centrally 
sharp, with extended wings. The PSF has a slight energy dependency and shrinks with increasing energy as shown in 
Figure 8. Table 4 summarizes the Half Power Diameters as a function of energy. 
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Figure 1. Diagram of the observatory in the stowed (bottom) and deployed (top)
configurations.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Table 1
NuSTAR Mission Parameters

Mission Parameter Value

Mass 350 kg
Power 600 W
Orbit Low Earth, 650 × 610 km
Orbit inclination 6◦

Orbit lifetime ∼10 yr

anti-coincidence shield reduces background above 10 keV, so
that overall the instrument detection threshold represents more
than two orders of magnitude improvement over collimated or
coded aperture instruments that have flown in this band. Table 2
summarizes the key performance parameters.

3. NuSTAR OBSERVATORY AND MISSION DESIGN

The NuSTAR observatory is pointed at predetermined loca-
tions on the sky by a three-axis stabilized spacecraft based on
Orbital Science’s LEOStar bus. NuSTAR is designed for long
observations (1 day—weeks in duration). The observatory does
not re-orient during periods of Earth occultation, and for a typ-
ical celestial source (55◦ > δ > −55◦) the observing efficiency
is 55%, including occultations and SAA passages; sources at
high latitudes can be observed with close to 90% efficiency.

A four-head star camera system, the Technical University of
Denmark’s µASC (Jorgensen et al. 2004), is used to determine
both instrument and spacecraft attitude. Three of the four units
are mounted on or near the spacecraft bus and are combined
with other spacecraft sensors to provide attitude control and
determination. The fourth unit, mounted to the instrument optics
bench, is combined with a laser metrology system to determine
instrument pointing and alignment (Section 5.4). As a result of
the multi-head tracker design and the lack of thermal constraints,
NuSTAR can perform science observations at any given time
over more than 80% of the sky. For science targets the primary
restrictions are a cone of 39◦ around the Sun and 14◦ around the

Figure 2. Effective collecting area of NuSTAR compared to selected operating
focusing telescopes. For consistency, the CCD imagers on Chandra, XMM,
and Suzaku are used for comparison. For Suzaku, the area reflects that of four
imaging modules, with the current area being lower due to loss of one backside-
illuminated detector plane. NuSTAR provides good overlap with these soft X-ray
observatories and extends focusing capability up to 79 keV.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

full Moon, with other small regions excluded by the requirement
that one spacecraft star tracker be available at all times. NuSTAR
can point closer to (or even at) the Sun and Moon; however,
pointing reconstruction is degraded due to the lack of availability
of the optics bench star camera.

NuSTAR was designed such that one side of the observatory
always faces the Sun, and pointing to a celestial target is achieved
by rotating the observatory about the Sun–Earth vector. This
allows the use of a solar array with a single axis of rotation and
simplifies the thermal design. As a consequence, the observatory
position angle is restricted to 0◦–10◦ from the Sun at any given
point in the year, so that the position angle for a particular target
depends on when during the year it is observed. Science target
observations are generally performed in an inertial pointing
mode, which keeps the position angle fixed. A small slew is
performed every few days to keep the solar array optimally
pointed at the Sun.

4. THE NuSTAR SCIENCE INSTRUMENT

The two co-aligned hard X-ray grazing incidence telescopes
form the core of the NuSTAR instrument. The two optics modules
are mounted, along with one of the star tracker heads, to a
composite, thermally stable bench (see Figure 1). The shielded
focal plane modules are mounted to an aluminum structure that
is attached to the spacecraft. The two benches are separated by a
mast, which was deployed after launch. The mast consists of 57
rectangular structures made stiff after deployment by diagonal
cables that latch as the system is deployed (see Figure 3).
Due to thermal conditions that vary over an orbit and with
aspect angle relative to the Sun, the alignment of the optics
and focal plane benches changes in translation, tip, tilt, and
relative rotation during an observation. These changes move
the location of the optical axis and also the X-ray spot on the
detector by about 3 mm (1′) each. This changes the alignment
and vignetting functions as a function of time. A laser metrology
system, combined with the optics-bench-mounted star tracker,
measure the varying translation, tilt and rotation of the optics
relative to the detectors. These measurements are combined
during data processing on the ground to remove image blurring
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The mast motion is tracked by the combination of a metrology
system (Liebe et al. 2012) and the instrument star camera head.
The metrology system consists of two IR lasers mounted on the
optics bench with their beams focused on two corresponding
detectors on the focal plane bench. The lasers are mounted in
a temperature-controlled Invar structure rigidly mounted to the
optics bench. The star tracker is also mounted to that bench,
which was engineered from carbon fiber structural elements to
provide less than 2′′ of relative deflection with respect to the
optics modules during on-orbit thermal conditions.

The laser beam positions are monitored by silicon position-
sensitive detectors mounted near the focal plane modules. Filters
and baffles mounted at the detectors reject scattered Sun and
Earth light and provide for high signal to noise, producing
∼10 µm (0.′′1) accuracy for each laser spot position. On-ground
analysis of signals from the two detectors, combined with the
star tracker quaternion, separates translational and rotational
deflections in the positions of the two benches and enables both
accurate correction of the position of the X-ray photons on the
focal plane modules and construction of the vignetting function
appropriate for a given observation.

5. IN-FLIGHT CALIBRATION AND
SCIENCE PERFORMANCE

During the first two months on-orbit, the NuSTAR observa-
tory made a series of observations for performance verifica-
tion, as well as for internal calibration and cross-calibration
with other missions. The pre-launch NuSTAR responses were
based on ground calibration data, and they have been adjusted
to reflect on-orbit measurements. In the case of the response
files, required post-launch adjustments are at the 10%–20%
level for both the absolute normalization and relative responses.
These discrepancies are consistent with the overall accuracy
of ground calibration and arise from a combination of statisti-
cal and systematic uncertainties in ground measurements and
simplified models of complex phenomena associated with high-
energy multilayers and the low-energy (E < 10 keV) detector
response. The cost constraints of a small explorer precluded
extensive ground calibrations, and the final response functions
were always planned to be adjusted through in-flight measure-
ments and cross-calibration with other missions. The current
responses, corrected using data from the Crab, have residual
systematic errors of less than 5%, which is acceptable for scien-
tific analysis. A more detailed calibration paper is in preparation
(K. K. Madsen et al. 2013, in preparation). The sections below
briefly present results from cross-calibration and performance
verification.

5.1. Point-spread Function and Optics Response

The PSF of the telescopes is a convolution of the optics and
focal plane detector response combined with residual errors
from the metrology system and attitude reconstruction. The
dominant contributor is the optics, with residual terms arising
from finite detector sampling and imperfect mast motion and
attitude reconstruction at the few-arcsecond level. The PSF has
been measured in-flight using high signal-to-noise observations
of bright point sources. The PSF shape consists of a sharp inner
core with a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 18′′ and
a half-power diameter (diameter of a circle enclosing half of
the X-ray counts from a point source) of 58′′. Figure 6 shows
the encircled counts fraction as a function of diameter for a
circular extraction region (left panel) as measured for telescope

Figure 6. Measurement of the on-axis PSF of module A using data from
observations of the bright point source GRS 1915+105. The top panel shows
the encircled energy as a function of the diameter of a circular extraction region.
The bottom panel shows an image stretched so that features from the mounting
structure are evident, demonstrating the azimuthal symmetry of the response.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

module A (the telescope and focal plane modules are designated
by A and B), from an observation of the accreting Galactic
binary black hole GRS 1915+105. The right panel of the figure
shows a stretched image, demonstrating the azimuthal symmetry
of the response. The PSF for module B is within 2′′ of that of
module A.

The normalization of the NuSTAR effective area in the
2–10 keV band has been verified in flight by simultaneous
observations of the Crab Nebula and its pulsar, and the quasar
3C 273 with XMM-Newton, Suzaku, Swift, and Chandra. Flux
measurements in the 5–10 keV band derived for NuSTAR have
been compared for the indicated calibration observations, as well
as for science targets. We find that the overall normalization
in the 5–10 keV band agrees well with the XMM-Newton
PN, the Suzaku XIS, and Swift with typical cross-calibration
corrections at the 10% level, similar to the cross-calibration
factors among the various soft X-ray observatories. The NuSTAR
relative response also matches nicely with XMM-Newton PN and
MOS, and Suzaku XIS in the 3–10 keV band (see Figure 7). In
a joint observation of the active galaxy IC 4329A with NuSTAR
and Suzaku, the absolute flux in the 3–10 keV band measured
with XIS 0 was (8.30±0.03)×10−11 erg cm−2 s−1, and for focal
plane modules A and B the measured flux was (9.23 ± 0.03) ×
10−11 erg cm−2 s−1 and (8.95 ± 0.03) × 10−11 erg cm−2 s−1,
where quoted errors represent 90% confidence intervals.

The systematic calibration errors between NuSTAR’s A and B
telescopes are at the 3% level, with a 10% normalization uncer-
tainty relative to Suzaku. Direct comparisons with INTEGRAL-
ISGRI and Suzaku-PIN at higher energies are more difficult,
with larger cross-normalization factors and higher uncertainty
in the case of the PIN due to challenges with background
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Figure 3.5: Performances of NuSTAR, taken from Harrison et al. (2013); NuSTAR Science Operations Center
(2016). Top left: Effective area. Top right: Vignetting dependences on off-axis angles. Bottom left: Off-axis
effective area. Bottom right: The PSF of NuSTAR (encircled fractional power), taken from observations of GRS
1915+105.

attitude. The bottom right panel of Figure 3.5 indicates the encircled count fraction observed with NuSTAR.
The FWHM and the HPD are, respectively, 18′′ and 58′′.

The properties of Chandra and NuSTAR are listed in Table 3.1.

3.2.3 Detailed analysis of NuSTAR

NuSTAR has side aperture contamination. Due to the separation between the telescope modules and the detectors
and its openness to the sky window, the X-ray emissions from the outside of the field of view (FoV) can be
detected directly in the FPMs without passing through the optic modules. They are referred to as stray lights.
They come from the region within a radius of 2.5◦ from the center of the FoV. The stray lights are caused by
bright X-ray sources located in the vicinity of the target point and Cosmic X-ray Background (CXB), as well as
Galactic Ridge X-ray Emission (GRXE; Revnivtsev et al. (2006); Krivonos et al. (2007); Yuasa et al. (2012))
when pointing at the galactic plane. This causes complex distributions of the background.

In the following, we present a detailed analysis of NuSTAR observations of supernova remnant (SNR) RX
J1713.7−3946 as an example (see also Tsuji et al. (2019)). Using NuSTAR, we have performed observations
of the NW region of RX J1713.7−3946 twice, in 2015 September (hereafter P1) and in 2016 March (P2) with
exposure times of 50 and 57 ks, respectively. The NuSTAR observations of RX J1713.7−3946 require a cautious
treatment to deal with the stray light and non-uniformly distributed background because the remnant is relatively
faint and extended across the almost entire FoV, and the observations are heavily contaminated by the stray-light
components and GRXE. The extent and location (on the galactic plane) of RX J1713.7−3946 make it one of
the most complicated analyses of NuSTAR: the following statements contain all the tips needed for the detailed
analysis with NuSTAR.
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Table 3.1: Scientific performances of Chandra and NuSTAR

Chandra NuSTAR
Launch July 23rd, 1999 June 13th, 2012
Weight 4,790 kg 350 kg
Altitude 16,000–139,000 km 650–610 km
Total length 13 m
Energy band 0.5–10 keV 3–78.4 keV
Angular resolution (HPD) 0.5′′ 58′′

Angular resolution (FWHM) 0.5′′ 18′′

FoV (8.3 arcmin)2×4 (ASIC-I) (12.45 arcmin)2

(8.3 arcmin)2×6 (ASIC-S)
Sensitivity 4×10−15 erg/cm2/s 2×10−15 erg/cm2/s

(0.4–6 keV, 10 ks, 3σ) (6–10 keV, 1000 ks, 3σ)
Energy resolution (FWHM) 130 eV at 1.49 keV 400 eV at 10 keV

285 eV at 5.9 keV 900 eV at 68 keV
Time resolution 1 ms 0.1 ms
Effective area 110 cm2 at 0.5 keV (FI) 300 cm2 at 3 keV

600 cm2 at 1.5 keV (FI) 800 cm2 at 10 keV
40 cm2 at 8.0 keV (FI) 100 cm2 at 58 keV

Optics
Focal length 10 m 10.14 m
Layers 4 133
Internal radius — 5.44 cm
External rasius 1.2 m 19.1 cm
Layer length 22.5 cm 22.5 cm
Coating Iridium Pt/C (inside), W/Si (outside)

Since RX J1713.7−3946 is located on the galactic plane, there are some bright X-ray sources as possible
stray-light contaminators. For instance, the stray light from HMXB 4U 1700−377 dominates in all the X-ray
energy bands except for P1 observation with FPMA. In addition, there exist stray-light contaminations from
GX 349+2, 4U 1708−40 in P1-FPMA, and 4U 1702−429 in P1-FPMA and P2-FPMB. Figure 3.6 illustrates
the regions contaminated by the stray lights from these X-ray sources. The expected stray-light pattern in the
FoV can be checked using “nuplan”, which is included in nuskybgd-master (nuskybgd toolkit; see below). We
exclude these contaminated regions for the following imaging and spectral analysis.

Another component to cause stray-light contaminations is CXB. In addition to the focused CXB emission
passing through the optics, CXB coming from the outside of the FoV without passing through the telescopes
are detected non-uniformly in the FPMs. It should be noted that we need to take these nonuniform distributions
into account because RX J1713.7−3946 is extended across most of the FoV. In order to deal with this issue, we
use the toolkit named “nuskybgd”2 (Wik et al., 2014).

Thanks to nuskybgd, we can construct the background for any region in which we are interested. The
general usage of nuskybgd is as follows. First, we extract the spectra of “source-free” regions outside the SNR,
where any stray lights from X-ray sources should not be contained. In nuskybgd, the model consists of the
following four components: 1.) “aCXB” to describe the stray-light CXB through the aperture, 2.) “fCXB”
to describe the focused CXB, 3.) “Inst” to describe instrument line emissions and reflected solar X-rays, and
4.) “Intn” to describe instrument Compton scattered continuum emissions. Using nuskybgd_fitab included
in nuskybgd, we can fit the background spectrum by the model above. Based on the best-fit parameters, the
background image and the background spectrum for an arbitrary region in the FoV are respectively produced

2https://github.com/NuSTAR/nuskybgd
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Figure 3.6: Top left: The count map of P1-FPMA. The cyan regions illustrate the expected stray-light patterns
from known X-ray sources in the vicinity of RX J1713.7−3946. The background regions are shown with white
boxes. The contours are taken from the XMM-Newton image in 0.5–8 keV. Top right: Same as the top left for
P1-FPMB. Bottom left: Same as the top left for P2-FPMA. Bottom right: Same as the top left for P2-FPMB.

by using nuskybgd_image and nuskybgd_spec in nuskybgd.
GRXE is not negligible because RX J1713.7−3946 is located on the galactic plane. We use “apec” model

in XSPEC with the electron temperature (kT) of 8 keV for GRXE. Indeed, off-set observations near RX
J1713.7−3946 with Suzaku showed that CXB and GRXE, which is described by apec with kT = 7.4–8.8 keV,
are dominant above 3 keV (Katsuda et al., 2015). Similar to CXB, GRXE has also a focused component
(“fGRXE”) and an unfocused component (“aGRXE”). We assume fGRXE is uniform in the vicinity of RX
J1713.7−3946, and fix the normalization to the value derived from Suzaku observations in Katsuda et al. (2015).
The distribution of aGRXE, however, is not well known yet. Unlike aCXB coming from the flat sky, modeling
aGRXE distribution on the detectors is a difficult task, since it mainly comes from the nonuniform galactic bulge.
Here we assume aGRXE is simply uniform on the focal plane modules, and consider systematic uncertainties
associated with this approximation (see below).

Our background estimation of RX J1713.7−3946 with NuSTAR is as follows. We extract the background
spectra from the regions referred to 0A–2A in FPMA and 0B–1B in FPMB, shown in Figure 3.6. To estimate
the background of FPMA, the spectra of 0A–2A are jointly fitted, tying the normalizations between them based
on the relative brightnesses expected from the known nonuniform distribution. The spectra of 0B–1B are also
jointly fitted to estimate the background of FPMB. Dividing the background region into a few pieces, such
as 0A, 1A, and 2A, helps us to better estimate the background, as recommended in Wik et al. (2014). The
background model consists of aCXB, fCXB, Inst, Intn, aGRXE, and fGRXE. We use nuskybgd for CXB and
the instrumental components, while we add GRXE manually since the modeling of GRXE is not yet developed
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in nuskybgd. When fitting the background spectra, the normalizations of fCXB and aCXB are fixed to the
following values. The normalization of fCXB is fixed to the value defined in the literature (Boldt, 1987). Since
CXB is uniform over the sky, the normalization of aCXB is derived from a high-latitude NuSTAR observation,
where no GRXE is contained. The observation of a symbiotic star T CrB3 with the latitude of 48.18◦ is selected
for this purpose. We fit the background spectra of T CrB, which are extracted from the same region in the
detector coordinate as that of RX J1713.7−3946, using nuskybgd in order to get the level of aCXB. The obtained
normalization is then used for the normalization of aCXB for the observations of RX J1713.7−3946.

The spectra of 0A–2A and 0B–1B are shown with all the components of the background model in Figure 3.7.
The background spectra are well-fitted by our background model. It is notable that the background spectrum of
0B is extracted from the region where aCXB is weakest in FPMB, making the component of aCXB lower. The
free parameters in low energy band and high energy band are, respectively, the normalization of aGRXE and
the instrument emissions. The normalization of aGRXE is roughly obtained to be

∫
nenHdℓ = 7 × 1019 cm−5

for both FPMA and FPMB, based on the assumption of the distance of 1 kpc (Fukui et al., 2003).
In order to construct the background spectrum for the region of interest, we use nuskybgd_spec in nuskybgd

for aCXB, fCXB, Inst, and Intn components. It takes into account the nonuniform distribution of the background,
i.e. the background normalization for the region of interest is weighted by the nonuniform distribution on the
detectors. On the other hand, for fGRXE and aGRXE we simply rescale the normalization by the size of the
source region, assuming the flat GRXE distribution across the FoV. We discuss the validity of this assumption
below.

For P2 epoch, the background is estimated based on the best-fit parameters of the background of P1
observation. Since the emission of RX J1713.7−3946 is extended across the entire FoV of P2, there is no region
to extract for the background estimation. We assume that the background with NuSTAR is approximately stable
over the period of these two observations, P1 (2015 September) and P2 (2016 March). The background of an
arbitrary region in P2 observation is generated in the same procedure as P1, as mentioned above.

Results of imaging analysis with nuskybgd

In Figure 3.8, we present raw count maps, background images, and background-subtracted images of RX
J1713.7−3946 NW in the energy band of 3–10 keV. The background images are constructed using nuskybgd
(nuskybgd_image). We note that GRXE is included in these images, while the other components, namely the
CXB and instrument background, are subtracted.

Results of spectral analysis with nuskybgd

Here we show an example spectrum extracted from the large box (the green box in Figure 3.6) in Figure 3.9. The
background spectrum for this specific region in the FoV is reproduced by nuskybgd_spec in nuskybgd based
on the best-fitted parameters of the background model. It should be noted that we manually generate and add
the spectra of aGRXE and fGRXE, since the treatment of GRXE is not implemented in nuskybgd. Figure 3.9
presents the background, raw, and background-subtracted spectra in the large box.

We take the uncertainty of the background spectrum into consideration as a systematic error. When fitting
the background spectra with nuskybgd_fitab in nuskybgd, the best-fit parameters have about 10% error.
Therefore, we check how much the source spectrum from the region of interest depends on the choice of the
background spectrum, by changing the normalization. If we change the normalization of the total background
spectrum by 10%, the source spectrum changes by 10%. This uncertainty can be used as a systematic error.
It should be noted that the uncertainty of the aGRXE component could be much larger than the statistical
error because we simply assume the uniform distribution of aGRXE, as mentioned above. If we change only
the normalization of the aGRXE spectrum by a factor of 3, the source spectrum changes by 10%. Thus our
assumption on the uniform aGRXE does not largely affect the source spectrum as long as aGRXE is non-
uniformly distributed by a factor of ≤ 3. We note that in fact CXB is also expected to be fluctuated by ∼20%
in the FoV of NuSTAR (Moretti et al., 2009). Changing the normalization of aCXB, we also checked this

3T CrB was observed with NuSTAR in 2015 September with ObsID of 30101046002 and exposure of 80 ks.
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Figure 3.7: Top left: The background spectrum of 0A region with nuskybgd model plus GRXE. The black,
red, blue, green, cyan lines respectively indicate the total background, aCXB, fCXB, Inst, and Intn, included
in nuskybgd. The magenta and orange lines are aGRXE and fGRXE, respectively. The background spectrum
with nuskybgd model plus GRXE. Top right: Same as the top left for the spectrum of 1A. Middle: Same as the
top left for the spectrum of 2A. Bottom left: Same as the top left for the spectrum of 0B. Bottom right: Same
as the top left for the spectrum of 1B.

uncertainty does not have a large effect on the source spectrum, i.e., the spectral parameters changes by less
than 15% for the 20% fluctuation of aCXB.
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1.1.2 Maps (each epoch)

Figure 2: NuSTAR images in 3–10 keV.

2

P1A P1B P2BP2A

Count

Bkg
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Figure 3.8: Top: Raw count maps in the 3–10 keV band. Middle: Background maps produced by nuskybgd.
Bottom: Background subtracted and stray-light excluded images. P1-FPMA, P1-FPMB, P2-FPMA, and P2-
FPMB are shown from the left.
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Figure 3.9: Top left: Background spectrum of P1-FPMA generated by nuskybgd in the region of the large box.
Each component (aCXB, fCXB, Inst, Intn, aGRXE, and fGRXE) is also shown. Top right: Same as the top left
for P1-FPMB. Bottom left: Raw spectra of the large box (P1-FPMA in black and P1-FPMB in red). Bottom
right: Background spectra (shown with asterisks) and background-subtracted spectra (crosses) in the large box.
FPMA and FPMB are respectively presented in black and red.
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3.3 TeV gamma-ray observation

Very-high-energy photons (e.g., radiation in the energy around the TeV range) are direct evidences of accelerated
particles. TeV gamma-ray astronomy has begun since the detection of gamma-ray signal from Crab nebula by
Whipple, a ground-based gamma-ray telescope system, in 1989 (Weekes et al., 1989). When a very-high-
energy photon hits the atmosphere of the Earth, it occurs an air shower (electromagnetic cascade) which emits
Cherenkov light. The ground-based telescope (i.e., Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope (IACT)) collects
the Cherenkov light, and then one can reconstruct the arrival direction and energy of the primary gamma-ray
(Figure 3.10). The sky in the TeV energy band is dominated by individual sources, of which the number has
reached to 225 up to now4. The detection technique of IACT is summarized in Section 3.3.1, and Section 3.3.2
presents a brief overview of H.E.S.S., of which data are used in this thesis.

Figure 3.10: Schematic picture of IACT (see, e.g., https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/).

3.3.1 Imaging Atmospheric Cherenkov Telescope

A photon with energy of ≳ 1 MeV decays into a pair of electron and positron in the atmosphere of the Earth.
These electrons and positrons emit subsequent gamma-rays via bremsstrahlung. This process (the pair creation
and bremsstrahlung) repeats many times and produces an air shower, also known as an electromagnetic cascade.
The particles in the shower radiate Cherenkov light, which is collected by the optical telescopes on the ground
(Figure 3.10). Figure 3.11 illustrates the simulated images of the air shower, the Cherenkov light on the ground,
and the Cherenkov-light image on the detector. The Cherenkov light is detected by more than one telescopes
(stereo observation), allowing to estimate the arrival direction and the energy of the primary gamma-ray with
higher accuracy.

Another component to produce air showers is cosmic ray (e.g., high-energy protons or heavier ions). They
interact with the atmospheric nucleon and generate secondary particles, including Kaon, nucleon, and pion

4http://tevcat.uchicago.edu/
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Figure 3.11: Top: Simulated images of an EM shower (left), Cherenkov light on the ground (middle), Cherenkov
light on the detector (right). Bottom: Same as top panel for a hadronic shower. Both are taken from Hinton
(2018).

which decays into gamma-rays and produces an EM shower. This shower originating from the CR is referred
to as a hadronic shower (or a nuclear cascade). The simulated images of the hadronic shower are shown in
Figure 3.11. It should be noted that the Cherenkov light image on the detector strongly depends on the type of
the shower (i.e., electromagnetic or hadronic). This, therefore, allows us to distinguish the gamma-ray events
from the CR background events.

3.3.2 High Energy Spectroscopic System (H.E.S.S.)

Figure 3.12: Picture of H.E.S.S. site (see, e.g., https://www.mpi-hd.mpg.de/hfm/HESS/).
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High Energy Spectroscopic System (H.E.S.S.) is one of the currently operated IACT, as well as VERITAS
and MAGIC. H.E.S.S. is located in the Khomas Highland of Namibia in southern Africa at an elevation of 1800
m from the sea level. In 2004 H.E.S.S. started its full operation consisting of four telescopes (CT1–4) with
each interval between the telescopes of 120 m (H.E.S.S.-I phase). The detectable gamma-ray energy ranges
from 0.1 to 100 TeV with the FoV of 5◦ in diameter. The energy and angular resolution are respectively 15%
and 0.1◦. The completion of another bigger telescope (CT5) at the center of the former four telescopes in 2012
enabled a hybrid observation, lowering the energy threshold to tens of GeV (H.E.S.S.-II phase). The picture of
the telescopes at H.E.S.S. site is shown in Figure 3.12.

The information of the cosmic gamma-ray is acquired by reconstruction of the air shower based on the
detected Cherenkov light. The analysis process is summarized in Aharonian et al. (2006). The details of the
optics of CT1–4 and the trigger system can be found, e.g., in Bernlöhr et al. (2003) and Funk et al. (2004),
respectively. Hillas parameters (width and length of the Cherenkov image on the detector and the distance
between the image center and the camera center, as shown in Figure 3.13) have been used for the shower
reconstruction. The arrival direction of the primary gamma-ray can be reconstructed by a combination of the
major axis of the Cherenkov image obtained for each telescope. The gamma-ray and hadronic separation can
be made by a comparison of the mean width and length of the Cherenkov-light image. The gamma-ray energy
depends on the intensity of the Cherenkov light (because the gamma-ray deposits its energy in the shower)
and an impact parameter5. Lately the accuracy of reconstruction was greatly improved by a new method using
the simulated templates and comparing them with the observed images (see, e.g., Parsons and Hinton (2014)).
There are two ways of background estimation, ring background model and reflected background model, as
shown in Figure 3.13 (see also Berge et al. (2007)). Ring background model is used for imaging analysis, while
reflected background model is utilized for spectral analysis. Note that reflected background model takes into
accounts “acceptance"6 which varies with the radius from the observation pointing.

(HESS Coll. 2006)

(Berge et al. 2007)

Figure 3.13: Left: Hillas parameters, taken from Aharonian et al. (2006). Right: Ring (top) and reflected
(bottom) background models, taken from Berge et al. (2007).

5Impact parameter indicates the distance between the center of the shower on the ground and the telescope.
6A radial profile of the background event with the center being at the observation pointing.





Chapter 4

Nonthermal X-ray observations of young
supernova remnants: Bohm diffusion

Cutoff energy in the synchrotron spectrum of an SNR contains a key parameter of ongoing
particle acceleration. In this chapter, we systematically analyze 11 young SNRs, including
all historical SNRs, to measure the cutoff energy, thus shedding light on the nature of
particle acceleration at the early stage of SNR evolution. The nonthermal-dominated
spectra in filament-like narrow structures are selectively extracted and used for spectral
fitting because our model assumes that accelerated electrons are concentrated in the
vicinity of the shock front due to synchrotron cooling. The cutoff energy parameter
(ε0) and shock speed (vsh) are related as ε0 ∝ v2

shη
−1 with a Bohm factor of η. Six

SNRs provide us with spatially resolved ε0–vsh plots across the remnants, indicating a
variety of particle acceleration. The observed ε0–vsh relation is nicely reproduced with
the theoretical prediction with a constant value of η (Kepler’s and Tycho’s SNRs). The
estimated η parameters are dependent on the shock obliquity (SN 1006) and on the variable
number density (Cassiopeia A). Our assumption of the cooling-limited electron might not
be applicable to G1.9+0.3 and the inner region in the NW rim of RX J1713.7−3946. With
all SNRs considered together, the systematic tendency of η clarifies a correlation between
η and age of t (or the expansion parameter of m) as η ∝ t−0.46 (η ∝ m4.5) (i.e., η decreases
as the SNR evolves). This is interpreted as the magnetic field becomes more turbulent and
self-generated, as particles are accelerated at a greater rate with time. We also present the
properties of η with different types of supernova explosions and with reverse shock. In
addition, we demonstrate a possibility of PeVatron because the maximum energy achieved
in SNRs can be higher if we consider the newly observed time dependence on η.

53
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4.1 Introduction

Supernova remnants are believed to be prominent accelerators of the galactic cosmic rays with energies up
to a few PeV. However, the acceleration mechanism (i.e., DSA) has some critical problems, including the
inability to detect PeV particles in SNRs. Because nearly all SNRs observed in gamma-rays have a power-law
energy distribution with exponential cutoff energies of at most tens of TeV, whether SNRs are indeed capable
of accelerating PeV particles (“PeVatron”) is questionable. Theoretically, the maximum attainable energy in
DSA is not well constrained because of some unknown physical parameters such as a diffusion coefficient of
the accelerated particle and magnetic field turbulence.

In DSA, which is widely accepted as an acceleration mechanism in SNRs, particles gradually and stochas-
tically gain energies by crossing shock waves forward and backward. A particle changes its direction by being
scattered with a magnetic field. Assuming Bohm diffusion, we can characterize the diffusion coefficient of the
particle using a mean free path that is represented by the product of gyroradius and the so-called Bohm factor (η).
In the case of η = 1 (also known as the Bohm limit), the man free path of the particle takes the minimum value,
and thus the particle is accelerated most efficiently. The diffusion coefficient (or the η parameter) is strongly
related to the turbulent magnetic field that scatters the particle. Theoretical studies and numerical simulations
propose that the turbulence is generated by the instability resulting from the pressure gradient derived from CR
streaming (e.g., Bell (1978); Caprioli and Spitkovsky (2014a)). However, many facets of the mechanism of
turbulent production are poorly understood.

Synchrotron radiation traces electrons accelerated in an SNR shock. The synchrotron X-ray, in particular,
is emitted by multi-TeV electrons. Therefore, observations of synchrotron radiation in the X-ray domain are a
great means for diagnosing the nature of the acceleration of the maximum energy attainable in an SNR. Young
SNRs with ages less than a few thousand years are expected to radiate synchrotron X-rays. The detection of
synchrotron emission has been reported in a few tens of galactic SNRs to date.

One can indirectly estimate η from measuring shock speed and cutoff energy in a synchrotron X-ray
spectrum (e.g., Reynolds (1998); Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007)). A TeV gamma-ray emitter, namely,
SNR RX J1713.7−3946, is recognized as an accelerator producing the most efficient rate (i.e., the acceleration
proceeds in the regime close to the Bohm limit of η = 1 (Tanaka et al., 2008; Tsuji et al., 2019)). Since NuSTAR
was launched in 2012, it has provided us with spatially resolved hard X-ray spectra, thus enabling precise
measurements of the cutoff energy. The young (≲ a few kyr) SNRs are believed to be efficient accelerators.
However, some recent observations with NuSTAR have in fact revealed that the acceleration efficiency η is
significantly variable and dependent on the acceleration site and/or source. Based on observations using
NuSTAR, it has been determined that η is ∼1 in the forward shock and 3–8 in the reverse shock or reflection
shock in Cassiopeia A (Sato et al., 2018). In addition, η is ∼ 20 in the youngest galactic SNR, G1.9+0.3
(Aharonian et al., 2017). For a unified understanding of particle acceleration in young SNRs, the gaps between
G1.9+0.3 (∼190 year), Cassiopeia A (∼330 year), and RX J1713.7−3946 (∼1600 year) must be filled.

In this chapter, we present a systematic analysis and measurement of the cutoff energy in the synchrotron spec-
trum of young 11 SNRs: G1.9+0.3, Cassiopeia A, Kepler’s SNR (Kepler), Tycho’s SNR (Tycho), G330.2+1.0,
SN 1006, RX J1713.7−3946, RCW 86, Vela Jr., HESS J1731−347, and SN 1987A. Most of them are historical,
and thus their ages are well constrained. The dataset of observations analyzed in this thesis, and the data
reduction are presented in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 presents detailed imaging as well as spectral analyses and
results. Our analysis for the first time reveals a variety of instances of particle acceleration in the remnants and
reveals a systematic tendency of acceleration efficiency (Section 4.4). A conclusion is provided in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Observations and data reduction

We systematically analyzed 11 young SNRs using X-ray observations. To reveal a tendency of acceleration
efficiency in the young SNRs, they should be strong synchrotron emitters, and their physical parameters, such as
age, distance, and shock speed, should be well constrained. The following 11 SNRs were selected based on the
aforementioned criteria: G1.9+0.3, Cassiopeia A, Kepler, Tycho, G330.2+1.0, SN 1006, RX J1713.7−3946,
RCW 86, Vela Jr., and HESS J1731−347 in our galaxy, and SN 1987A in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC).
The other candidates that are dominated by synchrotron radiation (e.g., G32.45+0.1 and HESS J1640−465) were
not included because they have large uncertainties regarding their ages and distances. The known parameters
of these 11 SNRs are listed in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Properties of SNRs analyzed in this thesis.

Name Age Distance References
(yr) (kpc)

G1.9+0.3 190±50 ∼8.5 Borkowski et al. (2010)
Cassiopeia A 335±20 3.4 Patnaude and Fesen (2009)

Kepler 415 4±1 Cassam-Chenaï et al. (2004)
Tycho 440 2.3 Williams et al. (2013)

G330.2+1.0 700±300 ∼5 Park et al. (2006)
SN 1006 1010 1.9±0.3 Winkler et al. (2014)

RX J1713.7−3946 1600 ±10 1 Tsuji and Uchiyama (2016)
RCW 86 1835 2.8 Rosado et al. (1996)
Vela Jr. 3000±1000 0.5–0.9 Allen et al. (2015)

HESS J1731−347 2500–14000 3.6±0.4 H. E. S. S. Collaboration (2011)
SN 1987A 30 51.4 Frank et al. (2016)

We utilized archival X-ray observations using Chandra and NuSTAR. The dataset used in the analysis is
summarized in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.

We reduced all the observational data using the following software and calibration: The Chandra data
were processed using CALDB version 4.7.6 in CIAO version 4.9. The NuSTAR data were calibrated and
screened using nupipeline of NuSTAR Data Analysis Software (NuSTARDAS version 1.4.1 with CALDB
version 20180814) included in HEAsoft version 6.19. To screen the NuSTAR data, we used the strictest mode
(SAAMODE = STRICT and TENTACLE = YES cut). The effective observational time reduced by these
processes is shown in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.

Table 4.2: Log of Chandra observations

Name Obs ID Effective time Date RA Dec Roll
(ks) (deg) (deg) (deg)

G1.9+0.3 6708 23.9 2007-02-10 267.2 -27.2 91.8
G1.9+0.3 8521 25.7 2007-03-03 267.2 -27.2 91.8
G1.9+0.3 10111 68.3 2009-07-23 267.2 -27.2 270.0
G1.9+0.3 10112 50.8 2009-07-18 267.2 -27.2 283.2
G1.9+0.3 10928 35.4 2009-07-13 267.2 -27.2 270.2
G1.9+0.3 10930 82.1 2009-07-26 267.2 -27.2 270.0
G1.9+0.3 12689 155.6 2011-07-14 267.2 -27.2 277.3
G1.9+0.3 12690 48.2 2011-05-16 267.2 -27.2 79.2
G1.9+0.3 12691 184.0 2011-05-09 267.2 -27.2 79.2
G1.9+0.3 12692 162.6 2011-05-12 267.2 -27.2 79.2
G1.9+0.3 12693 127.5 2011-05-18 267.2 -27.2 79.2
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Table 4.2: Log of Chandra observations (continued)

Name Obs ID Effective time Date RA Dec Roll
(ks) (deg) (deg) (deg)

G1.9+0.3 12694 159.3 2011-05-20 267.2 -27.2 79.2
G1.9+0.3 12695 39.5 2011-05-23 267.2 -27.2 79.2
G1.9+0.3 13407 48.4 2011-07-18 267.2 -27.2 277.3
G1.9+0.3 13509 55.3 2011-07-22 267.2 -27.2 277.3
G1.9+0.3 16947 38.8 2015-05-04 267.2 -27.2 86.7
G1.9+0.3 16948 39.6 2015-07-14 267.2 -27.2 271.6
G1.9+0.3 16949 9.1 2015-05-20 267.2 -27.2 75.2
G1.9+0.3 17651 111.6 2015-05-05 267.2 -27.2 86.7
G1.9+0.3 17652 26.2 2015-05-09 267.2 -27.2 86.7
G1.9+0.3 17663 56.5 2015-07-24 267.2 -27.2 271.6
G1.9+0.3 17699 19.8 2015-07-17 267.2 -27.2 271.6
G1.9+0.3 17700 14.9 2015-08-31 267.2 -27.2 260.2
G1.9+0.3 17702 36.9 2015-07-15 267.2 -27.2 271.6
G1.9+0.3 17705 9.9 2015-07-25 267.2 -27.2 271.6
G1.9+0.3 18354 29.7 2015-09-01 267.2 -27.2 260.2

(total) 1659.6
Cassiopeia A 4634 148.6 2004-04-28 350.9 58.8 59.2
Cassiopeia A 4635 135.0 2004-05-01 350.9 58.8 59.2
Cassiopeia A 4636 143.5 2004-04-20 350.9 58.8 49.8
Cassiopeia A 4637 163.5 2004-04-22 350.9 58.8 49.8
Cassiopeia A 4638 164.5 2004-04-14 350.9 58.8 40.3
Cassiopeia A 4639 79.0 2004-04-25 350.9 58.8 49.8
Cassiopeia A 5196 49.5 2004-02-08 350.9 58.8 325.5
Cassiopeia A 5319 42.3 2004-04-18 350.9 58.8 49.8
Cassiopeia A 5320 54.4 2004-05-05 350.9 58.9 65.1

(total) 980.3
Kepler 116 48.8 2000-06-30 262.7 -21.5 261.1
Kepler 4650 46.2 2004-10-26 262.7 -21.5 268.8
Kepler 6714 157.8 2006-04-27 262.7 -21.4 89.0
Kepler 6715 159.1 2006-08-03 262.7 -21.5 265.7
Kepler 6716 158.0 2006-05-05 262.7 -21.4 89.5
Kepler 6717 106.8 2006-07-13 262.7 -21.5 264.2
Kepler 6718 107.8 2006-07-21 262.7 -21.5 264.8
Kepler 7366 51.5 2006-07-16 262.7 -21.5 264.2
Kepler 16004 102.7 2014-05-13 262.7 -21.5 92.7
Kepler 16614 36.4 2014-05-16 262.7 -21.5 92.7
(total) 975.1
Tycho 7639 108.9 2007-04-23 6.3 64.1 29.2
Tycho 8551 33.3 2007-04-26 6.3 64.1 29.2
Tycho 10093 118.4 2009-04-13 6.3 64.1 29.2
Tycho 10094 90.0 2009-04-18 6.3 64.1 29.2
Tycho 10095 173.4 2009-04-23 6.3 64.1 29.2
Tycho 10096 105.7 2009-04-27 6.3 64.1 29.2
Tycho 10097 107.4 2009-04-11 6.3 64.1 26.3

((total)) 737.1
G330.2+1.0 6687 50.0 2006-05-21 240.2 -51.6 3.3
G330.2+1.0 19163 74.1 2017-05-02 240.2 -51.6 30.2
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Table 4.2: Log of Chandra observations (continued)

Name Obs ID Effective time Date RA Dec Roll
(ks) (deg) (deg) (deg)

G330.2+1.0 20068 74.1 2017-05-05 240.2 -51.5 30.2
(total) 198.2

SN 1006 N 13743 92.6 2012-04-28 225.8 -41.7 19.9
SN 1006 NE 9107 68.9 2008-06-24 226.0 -41.9 280.4
SN 1006 NE 732 68.1 2000-07-10 226.0 -41.9 280.2
SN 1006 SW 13739 100.1 2012-05-04 225.6 -42.1 9.1
SN 1006 NW 1959 89.0 2001-04-26 225.6 -41.8 30.2
SN 1006 NW 13737 87.1 2012-04-20 225.6 -41.8 31.7
SN 1006 W 13738 73.5 2012-04-23 225.4 -42.0 25.3
SN 1006 W 14424 25.4 2012-04-27 225.4 -42.0 25.3
SN 1006 SE 13741 98.5 2012-04-25 226.0 -42.0 24.6
SN 1006 S 13742 79.0 2012-06-15 225.8 -42.1 289.1

(total) 782.2
RX J1713.7−3946 NW 736 29.6 2000-07-25 258.0 -39.6 282.5
RX J1713.7−3946 NW 6370 29.8 2006-05-03 257.9 -39.6 64.8
RX J1713.7−3946 NW 10090 28.4 2009-01-30 257.9 -39.5 98.6
RX J1713.7−3946 NW 10091 29.6 2009-05-16 257.9 -39.5 53.8
RX J1713.7−3946 NW 10092 29.2 2009-09-10 257.9 -39.6 266.1
RX J1713.7−3946 NW 12671 89.9 2011-07-01 257.9 -39.6 304.5

(total) 236.5
RCW 86 1993 92.0 2001-02-01 220.2 -62.7 80.2

RCW 86 NE 4611 71.7 2004-06-15 221.3 -62.4 295.2
RCW 86 NE 7642 69.2 2007-06-20 221.3 -62.3 299.0

RCW 86 10699 2.0 2009-06-14 220.5 -62.6 304.4
RCW86 13748 36.1 2013-02-14 220.1 -62.7 70.7
RCW 86 14890 26.7 2013-02-03 220.4 -62.2 75.2
RCW 86 15608 29.2 2013-02-05 220.4 -62.2 75.2
RCW 86 15609 37.6 2013-02-10 220.4 -62.2 75.2
RCW86 15610 23.1 2013-02-17 220.1 -62.7 70.7
RCW86 15611 25.9 2013-02-12 220.1 -62.7 70.7

RCW 86 NE 16952 67.2 2015-06-25 221.3 -62.4 293.6
(total) 480.7

Vela Jr. NW 3846 39.5 2003-01-05 132.3 -45.6 30.2
Vela Jr. NW 4414 34.5 2003-01-06 132.3 -45.6 30.2

Vela Jr. NORTH 9123 39.7 2008-08-31 132.3 -45.7 146.2
(total) 113.7

HESS J1731−347 9139 29.2 2008-04-28 263.0 -34.7 81.2
SN 1987A 122 8.6 2000-01-17 83.9 -69.3 327.7
SN 1987A 1967 98.8 2000-12-07 83.9 -69.3 8.6
SN 1987A 1044 17.8 2001-04-25 83.8 -69.3 228.9
SN 1987A 2831 49.4 2001-12-12 83.9 -69.3 3.9
SN 1987A 2832 44.3 2002-05-15 83.8 -69.3 210.3
SN 1987A 3829 49.0 2002-12-31 83.9 -69.3 345.3
SN 1987A 3830 45.3 2003-07-08 83.8 -69.3 158.9
SN 1987A 4614 46.5 2004-01-02 83.9 -69.3 343.0
SN 1987A 4615 48.8 2004-07-22 83.8 -69.3 144.9
SN 1987A 5579 31.9 2005-01-09 83.9 -69.3 335.2
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Table 4.2: Log of Chandra observations (continued)

Name Obs ID Effective time Date RA Dec Roll
(ks) (deg) (deg) (deg)

SN 1987A 5580 23.7 2005-07-11 83.9 -69.3 153.2
SN 1987A 6668 42.3 2006-01-28 83.9 -69.3 316.4
SN 1987A 6669 36.4 2006-07-27 83.9 -69.3 139.9
SN 1987A 7636 33.5 2007-01-19 83.9 -69.3 325.1
SN 1987A 7637 25.7 2007-07-13 83.9 -69.3 153.7
SN 1987A 9142 6.6 2008-01-09 83.9 -69.3 335.2
SN 1987A 9143 8.6 2008-07-04 83.9 -69.3 161.8
SN 1987A 10130 6.0 2009-01-05 83.9 -69.3 339.4

(total) 623.2

Table 4.3: Log of NuSTAR observations

Name ObsID Effective time Date RA Dec PA
(ks) (deg) (deg) (deg)

G1.9+0.3 40001015003 85.4 2013-07-08 267.2 −27.2 327.3
G1.9+0.3 40001015005 121.6 2013-07-14 267.2 −27.2 327.3
G1.9+0.3 40001015007 144.7 2013-07-27 267.2 −27.2 327.3

(total) 351.7
Cassiopeia A 40021002002 270.9 2012-11-23 350.8 58.8 338.3
Cassiopeia A 40021002006 135.6 2013-03-02 350.9 58.8 248.7
Cassiopeia A 40021002008 189.3 2013-03-05 350.9 58.8 248.7
Cassiopeia A 40021003003 197.8 2013-05-28 350.9 58.8 151.2
Cassiopeia A 40021001002 170.1 2012-08-27 350.8 58.8 75.7
Cassiopeia A 40021001004 25.7 2012-10-07 350.7 58.8 33.0
Cassiopeia A 40021001005 184.5 2012-10-07 350.8 58.8 33.0
Cassiopeia A 40021002010 12.4 2013-03-09 350.9 58.8 248.7
Cassiopeia A 40021003002 12.4 2013-05-28 350.9 58.8 151.2
Cassiopeia A 40021011002 235.1 2013-10-30 350.9 58.8 6.8
Cassiopeia A 40021012002 205.8 2013-11-27 350.8 58.8 335.2
Cassiopeia A 40021015002 74.4 2013-12-21 350.9 58.8 312.3
Cassiopeia A 40021015003 136.9 2013-12-23 350.9 58.8 312.2

(total) 1850.9
Tycho 40020001002 338.7 2014-04-12 6.4 64.1 222.9
Tycho 40020001004 262.1 2014-07-18 6.4 64.1 124.2
Tycho 40020011002 146.8 2014-05-31 6.4 64.1 169.1
(total) 672.1
Kepler 40001020002 212.8 2014-10-11 262.7 −21.5 336.2
Kepler 90201021002 106.6 2017-02-07 262.7 −21.5 158.2
Kepler 90201021004 41.4 2017-04-22 262.7 −21.4 156.1
Kepler 90201021006 47.0 2017-10-08 262.6 −21.5 336.4
Kepler 90201021008 35.0 2018-06-04 262.7 −21.4 147.8
Kepler 90201021010 31.3 2018-06-17 262.6 −21.6 6.3
Kepler 10501005002 86.1 2019-03-17 262.7 −21.4 157.2
(total) 560.2

SN1006 NE 40110001002 198.5 2016-03-02 225.9 −41.8 180.0
SN1006 SW 40110002002 204.8 2016-03-08 225.5 −42.0 180.0
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Table 4.3: Log of NuSTAR observations (continued)

Name ObsID Effective time Date RA Dec PA
(ks) (deg) (deg) (deg)

RX J1713.7−3946 NW 40111001002 43 2015-09-27 257.86 −39.52 343.3
RX J1713.7−3946 NW 40111002002 49 2016-03-30 257.93 −39.58 165.6

(total) 92.0
Vela Jr. NW 40101011002 69.0 2015-07-07 132.2 −45.7 40.4
Vela Jr. NW 40101011004 102.1 2015-07-16 132.2 −45.7 44.4

(total) 142.2
SN1987A 40001014002 57.5 2012-09-07 84.0 −69.2 149.1
SN1987A 40001014003 113.3 2012-09-08 84.0 −69.2 149.1
SN1987A 40001014004 198.2 2012-09-11 83.9 −69.2 149.2
SN1987A 40001014006 45.2 2012-10-20 84.0 −69.3 190.5
SN1987A 40001014007 173.2 2012-10-21 83.9 −69.3 190.5
SN1987A 40001014010 160.0 2012-12-12 83.9 −69.3 242.9
SN1987A 40001014013 403.1 2013-06-29 83.8 −69.2 80.1
SN1987A 40001014015 83.5 2014-04-21 83.8 −69.3 13.1
SN1987A 40001014016 379.4 2014-04-22 83.8 −69.3 13.1
SN1987A 40001014018 170.5 2014-06-15 83.8 −69.2 65.0
SN1987A 40001014020 237.4 2014-06-19 83.8 −69.2 70.2
SN1987A 40001014023 397.7 2014-08-01 83.9 −69.2 111.4

(total) 2419.0
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4.3 Analysis and results

4.3.1 Images

The flux images are shown in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3, and Figure 4.4. Note that all the epochs were
combined, the exposure was corrected, and the background was not subtracted. We used merge_obs to produce
the Chandra images. For the NuSTAR images, we created a count map using XSELECT1 and the exposure
map using nuexpomap with no vignetting correction (“vignflag=no” set). Finally, we divided the count map
by the exposure map to generate the flux image using XIMAGE2. In Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3,
we present three-color (red, green, and blue (RGB)) images with Chandra. For SNRs with strong thermal
emissions (i.e., Cassiopeia A, Kepler, and Tycho), the RGB bands were set to be 1.7–2 keV (line emissions from
Si), 6.4–7 keV (Fe), and 4–6 keV (continuum), respectively. For the other SNRs, which are relatively dominated
by nonthermal radiation, the RGB bands were 0.5–1.2 keV, 1.2–2 keV, and 2–7 keV, respectively. These RGB
images helped us to avoid contamination by thermal line emissions and to extract selectively the spectrum from
the synchrotron-dominated (nonthermal) region in which we were interested.

The synchrotron spectrum is a powerful means of exploring the accelerated electrons, although some SNRs
have strong thermal line emissions in addition to the synchrotron component, making it difficult to extract the
pure synchrotron spectrum. In the RGB image, the hard X-ray band (in blue) can be dominated by nonthermal
radiation, whereas the soft X-ray band (in red and green) can be contaminated by thermal line emissions. The
rims or the filament-like structures, which are likely located in the outermost regions, appear bluish in the RGB
images in Figure 4.1, Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3. These regions are expected to contain synchrotron emissions
from electrons accelerated at the forward shock and are thus the best targets for our analysis to study particle
acceleration in SNRs. We defined the regions to extract the spectra along these bluish rims. We also defined
subregions along those regions where the proper motions were measured in the previous works: e.g., Kepler
(Katsuda et al., 2008b) and RCW 86 (Yamaguchi et al., 2016). It should be noted that the great angular resolution
of Chandra enabled us to extract the spectrum from relatively small subregions, but the spectrum with NuSTAR
was integrated over more extended regions. The regions used for spectral analyses using both Chandra and
NuSTAR are indicated by thick-solid lines, whereas those with only Chandra are indicated by thin-solid lines.
The regions for background extraction are indicated by dashed lines.

Note that we show the images of the entire remnants taken with XMM-Newton and Suzaku for RX
J1713.7−3946 and Vela Jr., respectively. These images were kindly provided by Acero et al. (2009) for
RX J1713.7−3946 and Fukuyama et al. (2019) for Vela Jr.

1https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ftools/xselect/
2https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/docs/xanadu/ximage/ximage.html
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Figure 4.1: Three-color flux images using Chandra (left), Chandra images of continuum band (middle), and
NuSTAR images (right) of G1.9+0.3, Cassiopeia A, Kepler, and Tycho from the top. The detailed energy bands
are shown in each panel. Thick-solid regions indicate the regions used for joint fitting using Chandra and
NuSTAR, whereas thin-solid regions indicate regions used for fitting with Chandra. The background regions
are indicated by dashed-line regions.
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4.3.2 Spectrum

To extract spectra, we used specextract and nuproducts for observations using Chandra and NuSTAR,
respectively. The “extended=yes” set was applied to all spectra using NuSTAR except for SN 1987A, which
is spatially compatible with a point-like source. The source and background regions are shown in Figure 4.1,
Figure 4.2, and Figure 4.3. The spectra of different epochs and different detector modules were combined
using addascaspec. Most of the SNRs examined in this thesis showed expanding motions, particularly at the
outermost rims. However, we could safely combine the spectra of different epochs because the extracted regions
were substantially larger than the shifts due to their proper motions.

Note that the background spectrum with NuSTAR does include the uncertainty of non-uniform distribution
due to the stray light and the instrumental components that are mentioned in Section 3.2.3. Thus, the use of
NuSTAR spectra was reduced to a minimum for safety; we used them for G1.9+0.3, Kepler, Vela Jr., and SN
1987A. Because G1.9+0.3 and SN 1987A showed small angular sizes, and the background was extracted from
the surrounding region of the source, the non-uniform distribution of the background did not largely affect the
results. Particularly for Kepler and Vela Jr., which were spatially extended across nearly the entire FoV, careful
treatment with a non-uniform background should be necessary. We simply checked that changing normalization
of the present background by ±10% and 20% resulted in differences in the spectral parameters within 7% and
15%, respectively.

We performed spectral fitting of the broadband X-ray observations (i.e ., Chandra + NuSTAR joint fitting).
For the Chandra and NuSTAR spectra, the energy band was set to be 0.5–7 keV and 3–20 keV, respectively,
unless otherwise mentioned.

We applied the ZA07 model, given by the equations that follow (i.e., the synchrotron radiation from
cooling-limited electron as proposed in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) and as mentioned in Section 2.6),
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for electrons, and
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for synchrotron X-rays (the same as Equation 2.117). In these models, we adopted the κ =
√

1/11 case in which
κ is a ratio of the upstream magnetic field to the downstream magnetic field, κ = Bup/Bdown (Section 2.6).
This indicates an enhancement of the random isotropic magnetic field due to the standard shock compression
with a ratio of σ = 4. The interstellar absorption is considered by the TBabs model in XSEPC. The model is
described with TBabs × ZA07 for the synchrotron-dominated SNRs. For the SNRs which have non-negligible
thermal emission, the thermal model was added (i.e., TBabs × (ZA07 + thermal)), and the parameters of the
thermal components, except for the normalization, were fixed to known values obtained in the previous work.
The thermal model is described using VNEI3 in Cassiopeia A, VNEI + 6.43 keV Gaussian in Kepler (Bamba
et al., 2005; Sun and Chen, 2019), VNEI in Tycho (Sato and Hughes, 2017), Vpshock4 in RCW 86 (Tsubone
et al., 2017), and Vpshock + 6.6 keV Gaussian in SN 1987A (Frank et al., 2016). The details of spectral analysis
for each SNR are presented in Section 4.4.2. Spectral fitting was performed using XSPEC version 12.9.0.

The spectra with the best-fit model are shown in Figure 4.5, and the best-fit parameters are listed in Table 4.4.
The resulting cutoff energy parameters roughly ranged from 0.1 to 2 keV. ε0 ≤ 0.5 keV indicates that the cutoff
started below the energy channel of Chandra. However, it should be emphasized that the ε0 parameter did
not exactly correspond to the cutoff energy εc, which yielded a e−1 drop-off, and εc ∼ 10ε0 approximately
(Zirakashvili and Aharonian, 2007). Because the observed ε0 ranged from 0.1 to 2 keV, εc was roughly 1–20
keV, which appeared in the energy bands we were observing. In addition, we measured the ε0 parameter
separately using only the Chandra and NuSTAR spectra, showing the consistent results with the joint fit.

3Variable non-equilibrium ionization (https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/node193.html).
4Variable plane-parallel shocked plasma model (https://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/xanadu/xspec/manual/node212.html).
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Figure 4.5: Spectrum of the typical region of each SNR with the best-fit model. For Cassiopeia A and Tycho,
the fitting is performed in higher X-ray energy band (see the text for details), and the spectrum is shown from
the softer band.
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Table 4.4: Best-fit parameters of spectral analysis (continued)

Name Region X-ray data†
NH ε0 χ2 d.o.f(

1022 cm−2) (keV)
Table 4.4: Best-fit parameters of spectral analysis

Name Region X-ray data†
NH ε0 χ2 d.o.f(

1022 cm−2) (keV)
G1.9+0.3 whole CN 6 ± 0.04 1.2 ± 0.1 902.2 585
G1.9+0.3 N CN 5.4 ± 0.1 1.2 ± 0.1 697.3 477
G1.9+0.3 E CN 6 ± 0.1 1.4 ± 0.1 654.2 492
G1.9+0.3 S CN 5.7 ± 0.1 0.9 ± 0.1 573.5 479
G1.9+0.3 W CN 6.2 ± 0.1 1.1 ± 0.1 641.5 480

Cassiopeia A N1 C 0.8 (fixed) 0.47 ± 0.03 280.0 200
Cassiopeia A NE1 C 0.8 (fixed) 0.96 +0.08

−0.07 301.7 232
Cassiopeia A E1 C 0.8 (fixed) 0.47 +0.09

−0.07 96.8 102
Cassiopeia A SE1 C 0.8 (fixed) 1.9 +0.5

−0.34 158.8 178
Cassiopeia A S1 C 0.8 (fixed) 0.39 ± 0.03 209.3 173
Cassiopeia A NW1 C 0.8 (fixed) 0.68 +0.05

−0.04 278.4 226
Kepler SE CN 0.52 (fixed) 0.53 +0.02

−0.01 1067.7 507
Kepler E C 0.52 (fixed) 0.44 ± 0.04 157.7 142
Kepler SE1 C 0.52 (fixed) 0.74 +0.12

−0.1 116.5 109
Kepler SE2 C 0.52 (fixed) 0.4 +0.05

−0.04 123.0 97
Kepler S C 0.52 (fixed) 0.56 +0.1

−0.08 90.0 74
Kepler W C 0.52 (fixed) 0.33 +0.04

−0.03 239.1 99
Tycho 1 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.1 ± 0.01 289.0 42
Tycho 2 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.11 ± 0.01 316.9 63
Tycho 3 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.29 ± 0.03 142.8 116
Tycho 4 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.35 ± 0.03 209.0 136
Tycho 5 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.25 ± 0.02 890.6 145
Tycho 6 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.34 ± 0.03 273.0 135
Tycho 7 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.29 ± 0.02 224.0 135
Tycho 8 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.33 +0.04

−0.03 126.6 107
Tycho 9 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.37 +0.05

−0.04 165.8 95
Tycho 10 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.17 ± 0.02 693.7 79
Tycho 11 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.32 +0.04

−0.03 119.6 102
Tycho 12 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.31 +0.04

−0.03 158.1 88
Tycho 13 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.25 +0.04

−0.03 66.5 52
Tycho 14 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.24 ± 0.03 312.0 80
Tycho 15 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.28 ± 0.03 1203.6 130
Tycho 16 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.12 ± 0.01 2378.7 128
Tycho 17 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.39 ± 0.03 293.3 178
Tycho 18 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.12 ± 0.01 651.4 75
Tycho 19 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.23 ± 0.02 382.3 108
Tycho 20 C 0.7 (fixed) 0.31 +0.04

−0.03 137.9 98
G330.2+1.0 whole C 2.4 (fixed) 0.65 +0.07

−0.06 356.2 166
SN 1006 NE0 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.16 ± 0.01 217.5 172
SN 1006 fil 1 (NE) CN 0.068 (fixed) 0.4 ± 0.01 526.7 407
SN 1006 E1 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.33 ± 0.01 382.0 279
SN 1006 E2 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.19 ± 0.01 408.1 313
SN 1006 E3 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.16 +0.04

−0.05 266.2 84
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Table 4.4: Best-fit parameters of spectral analysis (continued)

Name Region X-ray data†
NH ε0 χ2 d.o.f(

1022 cm−2) (keV)
SN 1006 S1 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.38 +0.22

−0.11 288.3 181
SN 1006 SW9 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.1 ± 0.01 201.6 128
SN 1006 SW8 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.22 ± 0.01 236.8 213
SN 1006 fil 2 (SW) CN 0.068 (fixed) 0.32 ± 0.01 469.6 297
SN 1006 fil 3 (SW) CN 0.068 (fixed) 0.31 ± 0.01 435.3 347
SN 1006 NW4 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.24 ± 0.01 144.0 146
SN 1006 NW3 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.12 ± 0.01 161.2 118
SN 1006 NW1 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.13 +0.09

−0.05 152.0 110
SN 1006 NW2 C 0.07 (fixed) 0.18 +0.08

−0.05 272.2 124
RX J1713.7−3946 Large box CN 0.75 ± 0.01 1.1 ± 0.06 250.5 149
RX J1713.7−3946 box (a) CN 0.75 ± 0.02 1.9 +0.45

−0.32 151.2 136
RX J1713.7−3946 box (b) CN 0.77 ± 0.02 0.92 +0.14

−0.11 163.7 120
RX J1713.7−3946 box (c) CN 0.83 ± 0.02 1 +0.14

−0.11 150.8 150
RX J1713.7−3946 box (d) CN 0.76 ± 0.02 1.3 +0.2

−0.16 167.0 141
RX J1713.7−3946 box (f) CN 0.49 ± 0.02 0.6 +0.09

−0.08 191.2 131
RCW86 NE2 C 0.33 (fixed) 0.38 +0.02

−0.01 396.4 340
RCW86 NEf1 C 0.33 (fixed) 0.28 ± 0.01 287.6 204
RCW86 NEb1 C 0.33 (fixed) 0.36 ± 0.02 319.8 236
RCW86 NW1 C 0.34 (fixed) 0.24 +0.04

−0.03 77.5 62
RCW86 NW2 C 0.34 (fixed) 0.19 +0.05

−0.04 23.5 26
RCW86 S1 C 0.42 (fixed) 0.36 ± 0.03 221.5 177
RCW86 SW1 C 0.42 (fixed) 0.11 +0

−0.01 628.3 221
Vela Jr. whole S 0.67 (fixed) 0.31 ± 0.01 509.9 265
Vela Jr. reg1 CN 0.67 (fixed) 0.54 ± 0.04 138.5 122

HESS J1731−347 NE1 C 1 (fixed) 0.97 +0.46
−0.26 102.7 86

SN 1987A whole N 0.24 (fixed) 0.69+0.14
−0.11 76.3 64

†

X-ray observation data used for the spectral fitting. C: Chandra. N: NuSTAR. S: Suzaku.
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4.4 Discussion

4.4.1 Cutoff energy v.s. shock speed

The cutoff energy parameter ε0 is the key parameter of particle acceleration in the SNR shock because it
is determined based on a balance between acceleration and synchrotron cooling in the present framework.
Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) derived an important relation between the cutoff energy parameter and the
shock velocity,

ε0 = 1.55
( vsh

3900 km s−1

)2
η−1 keV, (4.3)

which is the same as Equation 2.116 in Section 2.6. We note that the cutoff energy parameter in the electron
spectrum, E0, is also obtained:

E0 = 23.5
( vsh

3000 km s−1

) (
B

100 µG

)− 1
2

η−
1
2 TeV, (4.4)

which is the same as (22) in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) for κ =
√

11
−1

and γs = 4. Equation 4.3 yields
an equation for deriving the Bohm factor,

η = 1.55
( vsh

3900 km s−1

)2 ( ε0

keV

)−1
. (4.5)

Combining the measured cutoff energy parameter and known shock speed, we can estimate the value of η using
Equation 4.5. Table 4.5 lists the obtained η parameter as well as the shock velocity in each region of SNR
analyzed in Section 4.3.2.

Figure 4.6 illustrates the relation between the cutoff energy parameter measured in Section 4.3.2 and the
shock speed in the literature. Each plot shown in Figure 4.6 represents the largest-ε0 region of each SNR,
which is highlighted by the thick line in Figure 4.4 and nearly corresponds to the maximum shock-speed
region. Apparently, varieties of both the cutoff energy parameter and the shock velocity exist. In the following
subsections, we discuss the nature of particle acceleration of individual SNRs (Section 4.4.2) and the systematical
tendency of particle acceleration of young SNRs (Section 4.4.3).

Table 4.5: Properties of particle acceleration

Name Region X-ray data†
vsh

‡
m∗ ε0 η Blow

⋆

(km s−1) (keV) (µG)
G1.9+0.3 whole CN 13000±1000 1.1±0.2 1.23±0.05 14.0±2.8 38
G1.9+0.3 N CN 3600±500 0.4±0.2 1.18±0.09 1.1±0.4 39
G1.9+0.3 E CN 13000±1000 1.1±0.2 1.43±0.09 12.1±2.6 36
G1.9+0.3 S CN 3600±500 0.4±0.2 0.87±0.06 1.5±0.5 43
G1.9+0.3 W CN 13000±1000 1.1±0.2 1.13±0.07 15.2±3.3 39
G1.9+0.3 N-RS⋄ CN 5000±1000 0.4±0.2 1.18±0.09 2.2±1.0 39
G1.9+0.3 S-RS⋄ CN 5000±1000 0.4±0.2 0.87±0.06 2.9±1.4 43

Cassiopeia A NW1 C 4512±483 0.7±0.1 0.68±0.04 3.1±0.8 32
Cassiopeia A S1 C 5479±483 0.7±0.1 0.39±0.03 7.8±1.9 38
Cassiopeia A SE1 C 5157±644 0.7±0.1 1.87±0.34 1.4±0.6 23
Cassiopeia A E1 C 5157±322 0.7±0.1 0.47±0.07 5.7±1.6 36
Cassiopeia A NE1 C 4835±483 0.7±0.1 0.96±0.07 2.5±0.7 28
Cassiopeia A N1 C 4351±322 0.7±0.1 0.47±0.03 4.1±0.9 36
Cassiopeia A RS⋄ (Sato et al., 2018) CN 8000±1000 0.7±0.1 1.15±0.25 5.7±2.6 27

Kepler SE CN 5000±1000 0.6±0.1 0.53±0.01 4.8±2.0 30
Kepler E C 3792±303 0.7±0.1 0.44±0.04 3.3±0.8 32
Kepler SE1 C 5726±910 1.0±0.2 0.74±0.10 4.5±2.0 27
Kepler SE2 C 3375±569 0.6±0.1 0.40±0.04 2.9±1.3 33
Kepler S C 4588±474 0.8±0.1 0.56±0.08 3.8±1.3 29
Kepler W C 3545±568 0.6±0.1 0.33±0.03 3.9±1.6 35
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Table 4.5: Properties of particle acceleration (continued)

Name Region X-ray data†
vsh

‡
m∗ ε0 η Blow

⋆

(km s−1) (keV) (µG)
Tychor 3 C 3200±320 0.6±0.1 0.29±0.03 3.6±1.0 35
Tychor 4 C 3580±358 0.6±0.1 0.35±0.03 3.8±1.1 33
Tychor 6 C 3850±385 0.6±0.1 0.34±0.03 4.4±1.3 33
Tychor 7 C 3920±648 0.6±0.1 0.29±0.02 5.4±2.2 35
Tychor 8 C 3980±418 0.6±0.1 0.33±0.03 4.9±1.5 34
Tychor 9 C 4060±634 0.6±0.1 0.37±0.04 4.6±1.9 33
Tychor 11 C 3240±486 0.6±0.1 0.32±0.03 3.4±1.3 34
Tychor 12 C 3480±538 0.6±0.1 0.31±0.03 3.9±1.6 34
Tychor 13 C 3330±333 0.6±0.1 0.25±0.03 4.6±1.5 37
Tychor 17 C 2000±400 0.6±0.1 0.39±0.03 1.1±0.5 32
Tychor 20 C 3660±366 0.6±0.1 0.31±0.03 4.4±1.3 35

G330.2+1.0 whole C 7000±2000 0.9±0.3 0.83±0.09 6.0±4.1 18
SN 1006 NE0 C 6500±500 0.5±0.1 0.16±0.01 26.3±5.1 24
SN 1006 NE (fil1) CN 5900±500 0.5±0.1 0.40±0.01 9.0±1.7 18
SN 1006 E1 C 4900±500 0.5±0.1 0.33±0.01 7.3±1.8 19
SN 1006 E2 C 5800±500 0.5±0.1 0.19±0.01 17.9±3.6 23
SN 1006 E3 C 7000±1200 0.5±0.1 0.16±0.05 31.7±20.8 25
SN 1006 S1 C 7200±1000 0.5±0.1 0.38±0.11 13.7±7.9 18
SN 1006 SW9 C 5000±800 0.5±0.1 0.10±0.01 26.0±10.1 29
SN 1006 SW8 C 5000±800 0.5±0.1 0.22±0.01 11.4±4.1 22
SN 1006 SW (fil2) CN 5500±500 0.5±0.1 0.32±0.01 9.6±2.0 19
SN 1006 SW (fil3) CN 5900±800 0.5±0.1 0.31±0.01 11.4±3.4 20
SN 1006 NW4 C 5500±500 0.5±0.1 0.24±0.01 12.7±2.9 21
SN 1006 NW3 C 7000±1000 0.5±0.1 0.12±0.01 40.0±14.5 27
SN 1006 NW1 C 3000±1200 0.5±0.1 0.13±0.05 7.0±8.1 26
SN 1006 NW2 C 3000±1200 0.5±0.1 0.18±0.05 5.2±5.6 24

RX J1713.7−3946 NW CN 3900±300 0.7±0.1 1.14±0.06 1.4±0.3 9
RX J1713.7−3946 box (a) CN 3900±300 0.7±0.1 1.90±0.32 0.8±0.3 8
RX J1713.7−3946 box (b) CN 1200±300 0.2±0.1 0.92±0.11 0.2±0.1 10
RX J1713.7−3946 box (c) CN 1400±200 0.3±0.0 1.03±0.11 0.2±0.1 9
RX J1713.7−3946 box (d) CN 2900±200 0.7±0.1 1.26±0.16 0.7±0.2 9
RX J1713.7−3946 box (e) CN 800±300 0.2±0.1 1.44±0.23 0.0±0.0 8
RX J1713.7−3946 box (f) CN 800±300 0.2±0.1 0.60±0.08 0.1±0.1 11
RX J1713.7−3946 whole S 3900±300 0.7±0.1 0.94±0.03 1.7±0.5 9

RCW 86 NE2 C 2500±700 0.3±0.1 0.30±0.01 2.1±1.3 13
RCW 86 NEf1 C 3000±340 0.4±0.0 0.28±0.01 3.2±0.9 13
RCW 86 NEb1 C 1780±240 0.3±0.0 0.36±0.02 0.9±0.3 12
RCW 86 NW1 C 810±150 0.1±0.0 0.24±0.03 0.3±0.1 14
RCW 86 NW2 C 810±150 0.1±0.0 0.19±0.04 0.4±0.2 15
RCW 86 S1 C 800±300 0.1±0.0 0.36±0.03 0.2±0.1 12
RCW 86 SW1 CN 800±300 0.1±0.0 0.11±0.01 0.6±0.5 18
Vela Jr. whole S 2000±600 0.5±0.2 0.31±0.01 1.3±0.8 9
Vela Jr. NW (reg1) CN 2000±600 0.5±0.2 0.55±0.04 0.7±0.5 8

HESS J1731−347 NE C 2000±500 0.5±0.1 0.97+0.46
−0.26 0.4+0.6

−0.3 6
SN 1987A whole N 6711±787 0.9±0.1 0.69±0.11 6.6±2.6 164
SN 1987A whole-RS⋄ N 4767±300 0.9±0.1 0.69±0.11 3.4±1.0 164

†

X-ray observation data used for the spectral fitting. C: Chandra. N: NuSTAR. S: Suzaku.
‡

References (see also the text). G1.9+0.3: Borkowski et al. (2017). Cassiopeia A: Patnaude and Fesen (2009). Kepler: Vink (2008);
Katsuda et al. (2008b). Tycho: Katsuda et al. (2010); Williams et al. (2013). G330.2+1.0: Borkowski et al. (2018). SN 1006: Winkler
et al. (2014). RX J1713.7−3946: Tsuji and Uchiyama (2016); Acero et al. (2017). RCW 86: Yamaguchi et al. (2016). Vela Jr.: Katsuda
et al. (2008a); Allen et al. (2015). HESS J1731−347: H. E. S. S. Collaboration (2011). SN 1987A: Frank et al. (2016).
∗ Expansion parameter.
⋆ Lower limit of magnetic field required for cooling-limited assumption.
⋄ RS: Assuming the reverse shock or reflection shock.
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Figure 4.6: vsh–ε0 diagram. Each plot is taken from the region having the largest ε0 (or the maximum vsh) in
each SNR, where the region is highlighted in Figure 4.4.
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4.4.2 Acceleration efficiency in individual source

G1.9+0.3

G1.9+0.3 is known as the youngest SNR in our galaxy. The observed strong absorption suggested that G1.9+0.3
is located near the galactic center, and the distance to the source is approximately 8.5 kpc. The age is roughly
150–190 years, estimated from its angular size of 1.5′ and the fast proper motion of ∼14000 km s−1 assuming
the distance is 8.5 kpc (Borkowski et al., 2014). The X-ray spectrum is strongly dominated by synchrotron
radiation in the bright rim of G1.9+0.3, whereas some thermal line emissions have been detected in the central
void region (Borkowski et al., 2010). The NuSTAR observations revealed hard X-ray morphology, detected up to
∼30 keV, was roughly in agreement with the soft X-ray (Zoglauer et al., 2015). Aharonian et al. (2017) found that
particle acceleration in G1.9+0.3 is approximately one order of magnitude more inefficient than the maximum
rate (i.e., Bohm factor with η ∼ 20) as derived from the measured cutoff energy and the shock speed. This
leads us to a new insight into particle acceleration in such a young SNR. Deeper follow-up observations using
Chandra and detailed analysis revealed the asymmetric expansion: the expansion velocity is ∼13000 km s−1 in
the east (E) to west (W) axis and ∼3600 km s−1 in the north (N) to south (S) axis (Borkowski et al., 2017). The
slower speed in the northern rim is indicative of an interaction between the SNR shock and the molecular cloud.
Although the X-ray image shows the bilateral structure, the (synchrotron) radio image is ring-like, and the north
part is brighter than the other regions (Borkowski et al., 2010). Brose et al. (2019) performed sophisticated
one-dimensional numerical simulations that simultaneously solved the cosmic-ray transport, magnetic field
transport, and hydrodynamical equations for gas flow. They suggested the morphological difference in radio
and X-ray is interpreted as the radio synchrotron emission comes from the reverse shock (RS), while the X-ray
synchrotron is attributed to the forward shock.
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Figure 4.7: The flux image and region definition (left), and vsh–ε0 diagram (right) in G1.9+0.3. The reverse
shock speed is calculated by Equation 4.6 in the N (the plot with ID of 5 in the right panel) and S (ID 6) rims.

We extracted the spectra using Chandra and NuSTAR from four subregions named N, E, S, and W, as well
as the entire remnant. The angular size of each subregion was 1.2′ × 1.2′. The energy band of NuSTAR was set
to be 3–40 keV. Figure 4.7 illustrates the relation between the observed ε0 and vsh, and the theoretical prediction
given by Equation 4.3. The cutoff energy parameter of the entire remnant was measured to be 1.2 keV. This
indicates the acceleration efficiency of η = 13 assuming a shock speed of 14000 km s−1, which was roughly
consistent with η ∼ 20 obtained in Aharonian et al. (2017).

The spatially resolved spectral fitting indicates that the cutoff energy parameters in the western and northern
regions were compatible with that of the entire remnant (ε0 ≈ 1.1–1.2 keV), whereas it was slightly higher in
the eastern rim (ε0 ≈ 1.4 keV) and lower in the southern part (ε0 ≈ 0.9 keV). It should be noted that these
differences in the measured cutoff energy parameters may have been underestimated because of the overlapped
subregions and the limited angular resolution of NuSTAR. In the case of forward shock, the Bohm factor was
estimated to be ∼10 in the bright rim of E and W, with the faster shock velocity of ∼13000 km s−1. However, η
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was 1–2 in the fainter area of N and S, with the slower shock speed of ∼4000 km s−1. If we assume the outward
proper motions in the N and S rims, which were measured in Borkowski et al. (2017), correspond to the reverse
shock, the upstream speed in the rest frame of the reverse shock is given by

u1 =
Rref

tage
− vobs, (4.6)

which is introduced in Sato et al. (2018). Indeed the reverse shock might play a major role in the northern
region where the radio synchrotron is strong and the proper motion is reduced, as proposed in (Brose et al.,
2019). Using Equation 4.6, u1 in N and S is approximately calculated to be 5000 km s−1, resulting in η ∼2–3
(Figure 4.7). We apparently see a significant difference in the acceleration efficiency across the remnant: The
Bohm factor in the bright E–W rim is approximately one order of magnitude higher than that in the N–S part in
the case of either the forward shock or reverse shock.
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Figure 4.8: Top: Same as Figure 4.7 for Cassiopeia A. The flux image is shown in a square-root scale. The
reflection shock is taken from Sato et al. (2018). Bottom: ε0 (left) and the η parameter (right) as a function of
the number density n0.

Cassiopeia A is a remnant of a core-collapse supernova explosion, which would likely be SN1680. Both of
its strong thermal and nonthermal X-ray emissions make Cassiopeia A one of the best-studied galactic SNRs.
It has been well-studied not only with X-rays but also with other wavelength observations from radio to TeV
gamma-rays. Synchrotron X-ray radiation was confirmed in the outer thin filaments, indicating a forward shock
and in the inner regions, indicating a reverse shock (Stage et al., 2006; Uchiyama and Aharonian, 2008). Stage
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et al. (2006) showed the significant variation of roll-off energies (using SRCUT5 in XSPEC) across the remnant,
resulting in the η value being lower in NE and SE assuming the shock speed is constant (5000 km s−1) throughout
the remnant. A later study confirmed that the proper-motion velocities were roughly comparable from region
to region (Patnaude and Fesen, 2009). Recent hard X-ray observations with NuSTAR revealed some interesting
aspects about particle acceleration in Cassiopeia A. Grefenstette et al. (2015) found a hard spot, which is located
in the interior of the remnant near the reverse shock and is dominant in the hard X-ray image above 15 keV. The
steeper spectrum of the hard spot, combined with the faster shock speed in the upstream region of the reverse
(or reflection) shock, results in η =3–8 in the inner shock but η ∼ 1 in the forward shock (Sato et al., 2018).

We defined six sectors (N1, NE1, E1, SE1, S1, and NW1), which are roughly compatible with the regions
Patnaude and Fesen (2009) measured proper motions. It has been previously shown that the proper-motion
speeds are constant (∼5000 km s−1) in these outermost rims, assuming a distance of 3.4 kpc. Because the widths
of all subregions are 15′′ and the lengths range from 26′′(S1) to 63′′(NE1), we used only the Chandra data for
spectral fitting. The Chandra spectra were fitted in 3.3–8 keV except for 6.4–6.8 keV (Fe lime emission) using
the absorbed ZA07 model with a fixed column density (NH ) of 0.8×1022 cm−2. The results were consistent
when fitting with the ZA07 plus thermal (VNEI) model in 0.5–8 keV. The cutoff energy parameters indicate
significant varieties, which were highest in the SE rim and lowest in the S region. Because of the constant shock
speeds and different cutoff energy parameters, the η values were also varied from ∼1 in SE and ∼8 in S, which
was consistent with the previous results of Stage et al. (2006). In the case of the forward shock in Cassiopeia A,
the variation of ε0 produced the different values of η, whereas the variable shock speed was responsible for the
differences of η in G1.9+0.3.

Because Cassiopeia A is the remnant of a core-collapse supernova explosion, a fluctuation in density likely
occurs due to the strong stellar wind of the progenitor. We also present the cutoff energy parameter as a function
of the number density (Figure 4.8) to investigate how particle acceleration depends on the fluctuating density.
In the plasma model, the normalization was characterized by using the emission measure (EM):

EM =
10−14

4πd2

∫
nenHdV (4.7)

=
10−14

4πd2 n2
0 Adl, (4.8)

where d, ne, and nH are the distance to the source, electron density, and hydrogen density, respectively. Here,
we assume n0 = ne = nH and a volume of plasma (dV) is given by a product of the surface area (A) of each
spectral extraction region and the line-of-sight plasma column depth (dl) of 0.25 pc corresponding to 15′′at
d = 3.4 kpc. The value of n0 was estimated from the EM parameter, which was obtained by fitting the spectrum
with the absorbed thermal (VNEI) plus ZA07 model. In Figure 4.8, the ε0 tends to be smaller in the denser
region. If the kinetic energy of shock is transferred to a greater extent to the thermal components in the denser
region, particle acceleration is expected to become inefficient and the cutoff energy in turn becomes smaller.
Therefore, the variable ε0 with the constant vsh in Cassiopeia A might be indicative of the difference in number
density.

Kepler’s SNR

Kepler’s SNR is well-known as one of the historical SNRs in the literature, namely, SN 1604, thus classifying it
as a young SNR with an age of 400 years. The SN explosion is expected to be Type Ia. The nonthermal filament
located in the outermost rim of the SNR has been studied using soft X-ray observations (Cassam-Chenaï et al.,
2004; Bamba et al., 2005). The proper motion of the outer rim has previously been measured: Vink (2008)
estimated the proper-motion velocities in equivalently divided six sectors, and Katsuda et al. (2008b) obtained
the proper-motion speeds from small 14 regions defined along the outermost rim. Both measurements showed
significant variations in proper motions from region to region of 3000–7000 km s−1.

The spectra of SE, with an angular size of 2.8′× 1.0′, were extracted using both Chandra and NuSTAR, and
fitted using the absorbed ZA07 plus thermal (VNEI + Gaussian line at 6.43 keV) model in an energy range

5SRCUT is a model of synchrotron radiation from a cutoff power-law distribution of electrons (Reynolds (1998); Reynolds and
Keohane (1999)). The cutoff shape has a simple form of exp(−E/E0) and is different from that in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007)
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Figure 4.9: Same as Figure 4.7 for Kepler.

of 2.5–7 keV using Chandra and 3–30 keV using NuSTAR. The column density and parameters of the thermal
emission were fixed based on Bamba et al. (2005); Sun and Chen (2019) (i.e., NH = 0.52×1022 cm−2, kT = 0.6
keV, and nt = 1010 cm−3 s). Five subregions (E, SE1, SE2, S, and W) were analyzed using only Chandra,
because these small structures could not be spatially resolved by NuSTAR due to the angular resolution of 1′.
The smaller elliptical radius of each subregion is roughly comparable to the width of the nonthermal filament
of ∼10′′. The spectral fittings of the subregions were performed in 2.5–8 keV using the absorbed ZA07 model.
Note the results were consistent when fitting using the ZA07 plus thermal (VNEI) model in 0.5–8 keV. Because
the plasma temperatures were as low as 0.3–1.2 keV, the spectra above ∼3 keV were dominated by nonthermal
(synchrotron) radiation.

The observed vsh–ε0 diagram is given as Figure 4.9. The nonthermal spectrum of SE1 using Chandra and
NuSTAR is nicely described with ε0 of 0.53 ± 0.01 keV. Combined with the shock speed of 5000 ± 1000 km s−1

in the SE rim, the Bohm factor was estimated to be 4.8 ± 2.0. Our analysis, for the first time, found that the
particle acceleration in Kepler at the evolutional age of ∼400 years significantly deviates from the maximum
rate (i.e., Bohm limit of η = 1).

The subregions (E, SE1, SE2, S, and W) correspond to the locations where the proper-motion velocities
were measured by Katsuda et al. (2008b). Therefore, we could directly produce and investigate the relation
between the cutoff energy parameter and the shock speed. Figure 4.9 shows a clear correlation of ε0 and vsh
(i.e., the higher the shock speed is, the larger the cutoff energy parameter is). In addition, the correlation is
well described with the theoretical curve with η of 3–5. This clarifies that the acceleration efficiency is constant
(η =3–5) and independent of the sites within the forward shock located in the outermost rim of Kepler.

Tycho’s SNR

Tycho is one of the best-studied Type Ia SNRs. Its age is approximately 440 years, as it is associated with
the historical supernova explosion SN 1572. The X-ray emission is mainly dominated by thermal components
radiated from shocked ejecta and shocked interstellar medium. The nonthermal (synchrotron) radiation is
detected from the forward shock, which is a thin and filamentary structure located at the outermost rim around
the remnant. The nonthermal emission is also dominant in the “stripe” structure located in the southwestern
part. This stripe structure is unique for Tycho, and the origin has been in debate. Katsuda et al. (2010) measured
the proper motion in Tycho, revealing that the expansion velocity of the forward shock varies from region to
region. With the NuSTAR observations, the spatially resolved hard X-ray was detected up to ∼50 keV, and
the hard X-ray above 10 keV is nearly concentrated in the stripe structure (Lopez et al., 2015). They also
investigated the relation between the roll-off energy (νroll in the SRCUT model in XSPEC (see Reynolds (1998);
Reynolds and Keohane (1999) for details) and the expansion speed (see Lopez et al. (2015) for more details
of the vsh–νroll relation in the other regions; note that the synchrotron model used in Lopez et al. (2015) (i.e.,
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SRCUT in XSPEC) was different from our model).
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Figure 4.10: Same as Figure 4.7 for Tycho. Only results of the regions dominated by nonthermal radiation are
shown. The box 17 (id 9 in the right panel) indicates the precursor and knot g (Lee et al., 2010; Ghavamian
et al., 2000).

Twenty subregions are defined along the outer rim. The angular sizes of the subregions using Chandra
and NuSTAR were 80′′ × 15′′ and 1.5′ × 1.5′, respectively. The Chandra spectra in 3–7 keV were separately
fitted from the NuSTAR spectra in 10–50 keV using the absorbed ZA07 model for both spectra with fixed NH

of 0.7 × 1022 cm−2. This resulted in approximately two times higher cutoff energy parameters in the NuSTAR
spectra than those in the Chandra spectra. We assumed the fitting results using Chandra were more acceptable
because the NuSTAR spectra of the larger area were heavily contaminated by the other emissions, such as the
thermal components.

Figure 4.10 presents the vsh–ε0 scatter plot measured in Tycho. Note that nine subregions (boxes 1, 2, 5, 10,
14, 15, 16, 18, and 19) are dominated by the thermal components, which result in larger reduced chi-squared
values with χ2

red ≥ 3 (Table 4.4), and these thermal regions are removed in Figure 4.10. This leads to Tycho
showing slightly variable and theoretical predicted plots with ε0 = 0.25–0.40 keV and vsh = 3000–4000 km s−1

(Katsuda et al., 2010; Williams et al., 2013). This corresponds to nearly constant acceleration efficiency with
η of 3–8 in the forward shock of Tycho. One exceptional region is box 17 located in the eastern rim. The η
value should be ∼1 on box 17, inferred from slow shock speed of 2000 km s−1 and a relatively higher cutoff
energy parameter of 0.39 keV. This synchrotron radiation in the E rim might be unique and behave differently
from the other parts because precursors have been detected (Lee et al., 2010) and dense clumps known as knot
g have been shown to be present (see, for example, Ghavamian et al. (2000)). The dense density might affect
the lower shock velocity in knot g. Our result was roughly consistent with that of Lopez et al. (2015), although
the model and region definition were different (i.e., they also showed the greater roll-off energies in the higher
shock speeds and the exception of knot g).

G330.2+1.0

G330.2+1.0 is known for its dominant synchrotron radiation. The thermal line emission was detected in a
smaller spot in the eastern part. The CCO, associated with this remnant, was previously confirmed (Park et al.,
2006). Nonthermal radiation was studied in Park et al. (2009). No significant spectral variation existed across
the remnant (Williams et al., 2018). The proper motion was measured in Borkowski et al. (2018), showing an
expansion speed of ∼7000–9000 km s−1 at a distance of 5 kpc. This very fast speed implied the SNR was at the
earlier evolutional stage, but the large uncertainty regarding the distance makes its age ambiguous.

The spectrum of the entire remnant was extracted using Chandraand fitted with an absorbed ZA07 model
in the energy range of 1–6 keV. The column density was fixed to 2.4×1022 cm−2 based on Williams et al.
(2018). This resulted in a cutoff energy parameter of 0.65+0.07

−0.06 keV. Combined with vsh = 7000 ± 2000 km s−1
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(Borkowski et al., 2018), the acceleration efficiency (η) was 6.0 ± 4.1. We note that the measured proper
motion slightly varied across the remnant, but we could not demonstrate the vsh–ε0 relation because of the large
uncertainties on these parameters.

SN 1006

SN 1006 is one of the best-studied and historical SNRs in our galaxy. The high galactic latitude of 14.6◦ makes
it an ideal laboratory to demonstrate supernova explosions or particle acceleration in an SNR shock. It has been
well-studied in multi-wavelengths from radio to TeV gamma-ray. The nonthermal (synchrotron) radiation of
SN 1006 is concentrated in the northeastern and southwestern limbs, whereas the thermal emission is detected
in the northwestern and southeastern limbs and in the interior region.
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Figure 4.11: Top: Same as Figure 4.7 for SN 1006. Bottom left: The azimuthal profiles of η, ε0, and vsh
(counterclockwise from the north). The two limbs in the NE and SW are highlighted with gray bands. Bottom
right: The η variation as a function of shock obliquity (assuming the shock inclination is 60◦ from the north).

The two limb regions, fil1–3 with an angular size of 5.0′ × 1.2′, were analyzed using both Chandra and
NuSTAR. The subregions NE1–7 and SW1–7 had angular sizes of 2.0′ × 2.0′, for which we used the results
obtained by Li et al. (2018). The other subregions (NE0, E1–3, S1, SW8–9, and NW1–4) were extracted with
Chandra and fitted using the absorbed ZA07 plus thermal (Vpshock) model.

The filaments in the NE and SW limbs were dominated by synchrotron emission. The spectra of fil1 (NE)
and fil2–3 (SW) represent the typical properties of the synchrotron radiation from this remnant. The fitting
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results of these spectra using Chandra and NuSTAR were as follows (see also Figure 4.11). In fil1 (NE), the
cutoff energy parameter was obtained as 0.40 ± 0.01 keV, resulting in η = 9.0 ± 1.7 with a shock speed of 5900
± 500 km s−1. In fil2 and fil3 (SW), the cutoff energy parameter was obtained as 0.32 ± 0.01 keV, resulting in
η ≈ 10 with a shock speed of 5500 ± 500 km s−1. Despite the relatively high shock speeds, the cutoff energy
parameters appeared somewhat small, suggesting inefficient particle acceleration in SN 1006 as compared to
the Bohm limit.

The vsh–ε0 plots of the subregions along the outermost rim of SN 1006 are shown in Figure 4.11. To produce
the plots of NE1–7 and SW1–7, we used the values in the literature (i.e., the shock velocities were taken from
Winkler et al. (2014), and the cutoff energy parameters were taken from Li et al. (2018) in which they derived
ε0 using Chandra and NuSTAR). The cutoff energy parameters in NE tended to appear larger than those in SW,
although the spectral property of each subregion may have been mixed with that of the neighbors due to the
limited angular resolution of NuSTAR, as noted in (Li et al., 2018). The other subregions (NE0, E1–3, S1,
SW8–9, and NW1–4) were analyzed using only Chandra, as NuSTAR covered only two limbs in the NE and
SW. We confirmed a possible tendency of smaller ε0 for larger vsh in Figure 4.11.

We also investigated azimuthal and shock-obliquity dependencies on particle acceleration in SN 1006. SN
1006 is a unique remnant of which the ambient magnetic field was reported to be along the galactic plane
that is approximately 60◦ counterclockwise inclined from the north (see, for example, Reynoso et al. (2013)).
This oriented magnetic field, combined with the Ia explosion in a high Galactic latitude of 14.6◦, makes SN
1006 an ideal laboratory for studying the dependence of particle acceleration on magnetic field configurations
(i.e., parallel or perpendicular shocks). We show the azimuthal dependence of the cutoff energy parameters in
Figure 4.11. The azimuthal variations of roll-off frequencies (with the SRCUT model in XSPEC) and shock
velocities were previously studied in Rothenflug et al. (2004); Miceli et al. (2009) and Winkler et al. (2014),
respectively. Our measurements of azimuthal dependencies on ε0 indicate the greater cutoff energy parameters
near the polar regions (NE and SW), which is consistent with the previous studies. The observed azimuthal
variations of ε0 and vsh enabled us to make a clear correlation between shock obliquity θBn and acceleration
efficiency η, as illustrated in Figure 4.11. To produce this scatter plot, we assumed the inclination of the
magnetic field to be 60◦ from the north. The shock-obliquity dependence on particle acceleration is discussed
in Section 4.4.3.

RX J1713.7−3946

The shell-type SNR RX J1713.7−3946 is well known for its strong nonthermal X-ray and gamma-ray emissions,
making it one of the best-studied particle acceleration sites (Tanaka et al., 2008; Abdo et al., 2011; H. E. S. S.
Collaboration, 2018b). The association between RX J1713.7−3946 and SN 393, one of the historical SNRs,
was previously discussed (Wang et al., 1997; Fesen et al., 2012). Recent measurements of the proper motions
in the NW and SE parts of this SNR (Tsuji and Uchiyama, 2016; Acero et al., 2017) revealed that the forward
shock speed is roughly 4000 km s−1. This suggests that RX J1713.7−3946 is indeed the remnant of SN 393 and
kinematically young, implying that it is still in the ejecta-dominated (ED) phase. Both the fast shock velocity
and early evolutional phase were found to be consistent with the efficient acceleration of particles in the SNR.

We performed spatially resolved spectroscopy in the NW shell of RX J1713.7−3946 using Chandra and
NuSTAR (see Tsuji et al. (2019) for details). We obtained ε0 of 1.14 ±0.06 keV and η of 1.36 ± 0.28 in the
large box as typical values representing the spectral properties of the NW rim. We also report the first result
of arcmin-scale spectral distribution in the hard X-ray band of the NW shell of RX J1713.7−3946. Six small
regions, as denoted by boxes (a)–(f), were selected for the following reasons. Boxes (a)–(f) include clearly edge-
and filament-like structures. We previously measured the proper motion velocities in these structures (Tsuji
and Uchiyama, 2016) and found that the speeds were significantly different from region to region. To test the
relation between the shock speed and cutoff energy, we defined boxes (a)–(f), which correspond to the regions
used in Tsuji and Uchiyama (2016). The size of each box was 1.5′ × 2′ (0.44 × 0.58 pc2), except for box (f)
with a size of 3′ × ′ (0.88 × 1.16 pc2). Figure 4.12 demonstrates the relation between the shock speed obtained
by Tsuji and Uchiyama (2016) and the cutoff energy parameter derived from the spectral fitting with the ZA07
model for each small box. The measured speeds contain uncertainties of being projected onto the line of sight.
However, these uncertainties can be small because boxes (a)–(f) are located in the outer regions of the shell, and
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Figure 4.12: Same as Figure 4.7 for RX J1713.7−3946 NW, taken from Tsuji et al. (2019). Open markers show
the projection-corrected velocities assuming a spherical shell with a radius of 30 ′(i.e., the position of box (a)).
The solid and dashed green lines refer to η of 1 and 2, respectively.

the radial component is expected to be dominant in these regions. The projection-corrected speeds, plotted with
open markers in Figure 4.12, are inferred by considering the projection effects (i.e., the line-of-sight velocity
components), assuming spherical shell expansion (see Appendix B for details).

As shown in Figure 4.12, vsh−ε0 relation of boxes (a) and d) can be explained by the theoretical relation with
η ∼1. TeV-scale electrons are accelerated at the maximum rate (Bohm limit) in these outermost regions, which
are likely just behind the forward shock. Note that box (d), which seems to be located inside the shell, is possibly
indicative of the projected forward shock (box (a)), because the projection-corrected speed is compatible with
that of box (a). However, the regions with lower speeds (boxes (b), (c), (e), and (f)) do not match the theoretical
prediction. This suggests that the current framework, in which we assume the synchrotron radiation derives from
electrons accelerated at the SNR shock through the standard DSA mechanism and is limited by the synchrotron
loss, is not applicable in these cases. The inner filament and/or edge at boxes (c), (e), and (f) may represent
locally enhanced magnetic fields rather than acceleration sites. Although box (b) exists at the outermost edge,
its slow speed and nonradial direction imply that the shock is decelerated and distorted because it interacts with
molecular clouds (Fukui et al., 2003, 2012; Sano et al., 2015). Therefore box (b) might not be the acceleration
site.

The magnetic field amplifications have been confirmed in filaments and small knot-like structures in previous
works on certain young SNRs. Estimated from the width of the filamentary structure of the SNR rim just behind
the shock wave, B is approximately 100 µG in these sub-parsec regions, 0.01–0.4 pc, (Bamba et al., 2005;
Berezhko and Völk, 2006). The magnetic field is expected to be more enhanced, that is, B ∼ 1 mG, in the
smaller (0.05 pc) region, which is derived from year-scale flux variation (Uchiyama et al., 2007; Uchiyama
and Aharonian, 2008). Boxes (b), (c), (e), and (f) can be different from these filamentary and small structures
in terms of location and size. The filament-like structure at box (c) and inner edge-like structure between
boxes (e) and (f) are 1.8 and 2.6 pc, respectively, located from the forward shock at box (a). The box size is
approximately 0.4–1 pc. We might require another scenario for magnetic field enhancement in these comparably
large sub-parsec regions that are isolated from the shock front.

The particle acceleration at reverse shock and/or reflection shock can be feasible for the observed higher
cutoff energy parameters and the slower velocities. The reflection shock, resulting from the interaction between
the SNR shock and the ambient molecular cloud is reasonable in the case of RX J1713.7−3946 NW, as discussed
in Okuno et al. (2018). The evidence of the molecular cloud and dense clump has been previously reported
(Fukui et al., 2003, 2012; Sano et al., 2015). The shock-cloud interaction causes the deceleration of the shock,
which is consistent with the measured slow speeds, and the magnetic field amplification (Inoue et al., 2012). If
a reflection shock at the filament or inner edge exists, it encounters the ejecta that is freely expanding outward.
Assuming SN393 is the supernova that created RX J1713.7−3946 (tage ≈ 1600 years), u1 (Equation 4.6) is
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estimated to be ∼2700 km s−1 at box (c) and ∼2900 km s−1 at box (e). When the obtained u1 is used as the shock
speed in Equation 4.3, the observed cutoff energy parameter still appears slightly greater than the theoretical
value (see Appendix B for details). This also suggests that the standard picture of DSA and synchrotron cooling
is not the case.

The presence of magnetic turbulence can considerably affect the spectral shape of the synchrotron radiation
(Zirakashvili and Aharonian, 2010; Bykov et al., 2008; Kelner et al., 2014). The turbulence can be described by
different physical quantities, for example, with a probability function or with a power spectrum. The effect of a
Gaussian-like distributed magnetic field in its probability function regarding the former quantity is presented in
Appendix C. The latter quantity is linked to the energy dependence of the diffusion coefficient. If the diffusion
coefficient deviates from the Bohm diffusion (i.e., α , 1), the cutoff shape becomes somewhat different, as
demonstrated in Chapter 6.

The spectrum integrated over the entire remnant indicates ε = 0.94± 0.03 keV based on observations using
Suzaku XIS and HXD (Tanaka et al., 2008; Zirakashvili and Aharonian, 2010). The expansion in the SE region
of RX J1713.7−3946 was measured with XMM-Newton, revealing that the proper-motion speed is comparable
to that in the NW, ∼4000 km s−1 (Acero et al., 2017). Therefore, the η value of the whole remnant can be
estimated to be 1.65 ± 0.48, assuming the shock speed is common across the remnant, that is, vsh ≈ 3900± 300
km s−1. The comparison of η in the NW shell and the entire SNR helps us understand the differences between
them in terms of the properties of particle acceleration. The cutoff energy parameter appears slightly higher
in the NW than in the whole remnant, whereas the η values are identical. This implies that the acceleration
efficiency is constant across the remnant, or that the bright region such as the NW shell smears the information
about the faint regions. Variations in the spectral properties and surface brightnesses across the remnant indeed
occur (Sano et al., 2015; Okuno et al., 2018). Sano et al. (2015) showed a correlation between the photon index
and surface brightness with a linear correlation coefficient of−0.62. The velocity of the forward shock, however,
is not significantly different in the NW and SE (Tsuji and Uchiyama, 2016; Acero et al., 2017). To clarify the
detailed picture of particle acceleration ongoing in the whole region of RX J1713.7−3946, measuring precise
values of ε0 while using hard X-ray observations with NuSTAR or Athenaand the proper-motion speeds in the
other parts are all necessary. This is beyond the scope of our study and will be discussed in the future.

RCW 86

RCW 86, also known as MSH 14–63 or G315.4−2.3, was produced by the possible historical supernova
explosion, SN 185 (Stephenson and Green, 2002). The distance of 2.8 kpc was estimated from optical
observation (Rosado et al., 1996), and we also assume d = 2.8 kpc in this thesis. RCW 86 is a complex of
thermal and nonthermal emissions: the NE rim has been studied with detection of Fe Kα line emission and
synchrotron radiation in (Vink et al., 2006; Yamaguchi et al., 2008, 2016). The nonthermal (synchrotron)
studies in the NW part were also conducted in detail (Castro et al., 2013). In the SW complex, the nonthermal
filament was found inside the thermal diffuse emission, suggesting the nonthermal emission can be attributed
to the reverse shock because the blast-wave shock speed of 600–800 km s−1as determined by optical (Hα)
observations (Rosado et al., 1996; Ghavamian et al., 2001) was too low to accelerate the electron radiating the
synchrotron X-ray (Rho et al., 2002). The thermal and nonthermal spectral maps were produced in Tsubone
et al. (2017). RCW 86 is the oldest SNR among those galactic, historical, and synchrotron-emitting SNRs,
making it a great target to explore the study of particle acceleration at the evolutional age of ∼2000 years.

It has been argued that the proper-motion speeds estimated by X-ray and optical observations are significantly
different. The optical observation of Hα line emission traces the temperature of postshock protons. For instance,
in the NE rim, Yamaguchi et al. (2016) derived the X-ray proper motion of ∼2000 km s−1, whereas Helder
et al. (2013) obtained the optical (Hα) proper motion of ∼1000 km s−1. Optical observations showed the
proper-motion velocities in the SW and NW were 600–800 km s−1 (Rosado et al., 1996; Ghavamian et al., 2001)
and ∼600 km s−1 (Long and Blair, 1990), respectively, but the X-ray proper motions have yet to be measured
in these parts. The differences in the X-ray and optical observations could be interpreted as follows: ambient
density is inhomogeneous. The synchrotron X-ray traces the electrons in the diluted region having a fast shock
speed, and the Hα emission comes from the protons in the dense region having a slow shock speed.

We analyzed the nonthermal (synchrotron) spectrum in the NE rim where the X-ray proper motion was
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well constrained. Note that the synchrotron radiation was also detected from the NW and SW, but the proper
motion has yet to be measured through X-ray observations, and the proper-motion speed with X-ray and optical
observations might be different. Yamaguchi et al. (2016) obtained the shock speeds in a bright region (“NEb” in
Figure 4.2) and a faint region (“NEf”), which were 1780±240 km s−1 and 3000±340 km s−1, respectively. This
variation may imply the existence of inhomogeneous density on a small-scale. The spectrum was fitted using the
absorbed ZA07 plus thermal (Vpshock) model in which the thermal components were fixed following Tsubone
et al. (2017). We measured the cutoff energy parameters in NEb, NEf, and an integrated large region (NE2) of
0.36 ± 0.02 keV, 0.28± 0.01 keV, and 0.30 ± 0.01 keV, respectively. Assuming the shock speed was 2000–3200
km s−1 in NE2, the η parameter was obtained as 2.1 ± 1.3. The η values in NEb and NEf were 0.9 ± 0.3 and
3.2 ± 0.9, respectively. We note that we obtained ε0 of ∼0.2 keV in NW and ∼0.4 keV in S, thus invalidating
the η values (i.e., η <1) when combined with small shock speeds measured with optical observations.

Vela Jr.

Vela Jr. (also known as RX J0852.0−4622 or G266.2−1.2) is embedded in a complex of Vela SNR. Vela
Jr. is well known for its strong nonthermal X-ray and TeV gamma-ray emission. Nonthermal X-ray studies
were presented in Bamba et al. (2005); Kishishita et al. (2013); Takeda et al. (2016); Fukuyama et al. (2019).
The proper motion was measured in the following two studies, which showed different values by a factor of
approximately 2. The expansion in the NW rim was measured to be 0.84 ± 0.23′′ year−1 (2800 ± 760 km s−1

assuming d = 0.7 kpc) based on XMM-Newton observations performed in 2001, 2003, 2005, and 2007 (Katsuda
et al., 2008a). By contrast, that in the similar region was estimated to be 0.42 ± 0.10′′ year−1 (1400 ± 330 km s−1

assuming d = 0.7 kpc) based on Chandra observations performed in 2003 and 2008 (Allen et al., 2015). Note
that the defined regions were not exactly identical. We used 1400–3000 km s−1 for the forward shock speed in
the NW. Allen et al. (2015) calculated the hydrodynamical properties of Vela Jr. based on the measured proper
motion and estimated an age of 2–4 kyr that included the uncertainty on the distance from 0.5 kpc to 0.9 kpc.
MHD simulations were also performed to reproduce the morphological and spectral properties of Vela Jr. (Lee
et al., 2013; Sushch et al., 2018).

We extracted the spectrum in the NW rim using Chandra and NuSTAR. We also used the spectrum from the
entire remnant with Suzaku–XIS, which is provided by Fukuyama et al. (2019). The cutoff energy parameters
of the NW filament and entire SNR were 0.54 ± 0.04 keV and 0.31 ± 0.01 keV, respectively. The higher value
of ε0 in the NW rim as compared to that in the whole remnant implies a more efficient acceleration in the
brighter NW region. Assuming the forward shock speed of 1400–3000 km s−1, the η value was estimated to
be 0.25–1.55 in the NE rim, indicating an acceleration approximating the maximum rate. Note that η would be
1.47 ± 0.90 for vsh = 2800 ± 760 km s−1 (Katsuda et al., 2008a) and 0.37 ± 0.20 for vsh = 1400 ± 330 km s−1

(Allen et al., 2015). The latter case is invalid since η should be larger than 1.

HESS J1731−347

Very bright shell-type TeV gamma-ray diffuse emission, that is, HESS J1731−347, was discovered with H.E.S.S.
and identified as a galactic SNR (H. E. S. S. Collaboration, 2011). Follow-up X-ray observations of the western
part with Suzaku (Bamba et al., 2012) and the entire remnant with XMM-Newton (Doroshenko et al., 2017)
revealed good spatial correlation between the nonthermal X-ray and TeV gamma-ray. They confirmed no
significant spectral variation and no thermal emission in X-ray across the remnant. The physical parameters,
such as the age and the expansion speed, were not well constrained. H. E. S. S. Collaboration (2011) roughly
estimated the physical parameters based on modeling the observed multi-wavelength spectral energy distribution
(SED) for the following two scenarios. In the hadronic scenario for the gamma-ray emission mechanism, the
SED was well reproduced with a parameter set of n ∼ 1 cm−3, vsh ∼ 410 km s−1, and tage ∼ 14000 years. In
the leptonic scenario, the parameter set was n ∼ 0.01 cm−3, vsh ∼ 2000 km s−1, and tage ∼ 2500 years. Note
the age was roughly estimated by the hydrodynamical evolution model (Truelove and McKee, 1999) assuming
the ejecta mass of 5M⊙. We adopted the latter case in this thesis because of the X-ray and TeV gamma-ray
morphological coincidence, the lack of thermal line emissions, and the flatter spectrum in the GeV gamma-ray
regime (Condon et al., 2017).
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The NE part of HESS J1731−347 was once observed using Chandra with an exposure time of 29 ks. Fixing
NH to 1022 cm−2 (Doroshenko et al., 2017), we obtained ε0 = 0.71–1.4 keV in the NE part of HESS J1731−347.
Because no spectral variation exists, the Bohm factor in this remnant can be estimated to be η = 0.1–1.0 with
vsh = 2000 ± 500 km s−1.

SN 1987A

SN 1987A is one of the most popular astrophysical sources, as it is not only an EM emitter but also a
neutrino source (see a recent review by McCray and Fransson (2016) and references therein). The soft X-ray
emitted from SN 1987A is dominated by thermal components. With soft X-ray studies (e.g., Frank et al.
(2016)), the X-ray spectrum below ∼10 keV is nicely reproduced by plasma with two temperatures: ∼0.3 keV
of collisional ionization equilibrium (Vequil model in XSPEC) and ∼1.8 keV of nonequilibrium ionization
(Vpshock). Nonthermal observations and studies on particle acceleration have not been fully conducted as
compared to thermal studies, as briefly summarized as follows. Radio synchrotron radiation was previously
detected, showing a spectral index (α) of 0.91 at 1517 days (in 1991) and 0.73 at 9280 days (in 2012), as reported
in Ng et al. (2013). Monitoring using Chandra has revealed that the expansion velocity in 0.5–8 keV decelerated
at 6000 days from 7000 km s−1 to 2000 km s−1, resulting from an impact of the shock and an equatorial ring that
surrounds the remnant (Frank et al., 2016). NuSTAR confirmed a hard X-ray continuum up to 25 keV (Reynolds
et al., 2015) in addition to the line emission of 44Ti (Boggs et al., 2015). The NuSTAR spectrum in 3–25 keV
itself is described using the power-law model with Γ = 3.4. Assuming the synchrotron origin of the hard X-ray,
the magnetic field should be greater than 60 µG to accelerate particles emitting synchrotron X-rays within 27
years. Although gamma-ray radiation has not been detected until recently (H. E. S. S. Collaboration, 2015),
Malyshev et al. (2019) reported possible detection of GeV gamma-rays from the sky in LMC containing SN
1987A.

The NuSTAR spectrum in 3–40 keV was fitted with fixed NH and soft thermal emissions (i.e., 6.6 keV
Gaussian line emission plus 1.8 keV Vpshock) to the values in Frank et al. (2016). Figure 4.13 presents the
SED of SN 1987A in a multi-wavelength. The radio waves, GeV gamma-rays, and TeV gamma-rays were taken
from Ng et al. (2013), Malyshev et al. (2019), and H. E. S. S. Collaboration (2015), respectively. The NuSTAR
plots indicate the best-fit model to describe only nonthermal contributions. The ε0 parameter was estimated to
be 0.69 keV, resulting in η of ∼8 for the shock speed of 6700 km s−1. If we assume the nonthermal X-ray is
attributed to the reverse shock, the Bohm factor was approximately 4 with u1 ∼ 5000 km s−1 in Equation 4.6.

Summary

To summarize the properties of particle acceleration in the individual sources, significant variations across
the remnants were confirmed in G1.9+0.3, Cassiopeia A, Kepler, Tycho, SN 1006, and the NW of RX
J1713.7−3946Ḣowever, spatially resolved studies could not be conducted in the other SNRs. Figure 4.14
shows the vsh–ε0 scatter plots of the six former SNRs, which showed significant varieties, indicating four types
of vsh–ε0 dependencies. In G1.9+0.3 and RX J1713.7−3946 NW, the cutoff energy parameters showed no
variations, but the shock speeds were different from region to region. This was the opposite case in Cassiopeia
A (i.e., the cutoff energy parameters were variable), whereas the shock speeds were nearly constant. Only
Kepler and Tycho (expect for knot g) presented the vsh–ε0 scatter plots nicely described with the theoretical
prediction of ε0 ∝ v2

sh, whereas SN 1006 showed an inverse trend, in which the cutoff energy parameters tended
to be smaller in the higher shock-speed regions.

These features were interpreted as follows. Particle acceleration in Kepler and Tycho exhibited the theoret-
ically predicted vsh–ε0 relation. Therefore, the standard framework was applicable in these SNRs. However, in
the other SNRs in which observed vsh–ε0 plots were not described by the theoretical curve, particle acceleration
may have been strongly affected by the surrounding environment. In the case of SN 1006, particle acceleration
was probably determined by the ambient magnetic field, because the resulting Bohm factors were correlated
with the shock obliquities. In the case of Cassiopeia A, the acceleration efficiency was affected by the ambient
number density. For G1.9+0.3 and RX J1713.7−3946 NW, the different shock speeds may have been caused
by differences in the ambient density, resulting in variable Bohm factors across the remnant. It is more likely
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Figure 4.13: SED of SN 1987A. The purple, red, blue, and green plots are the radio (Ng et al., 2013), NuSTAR
(this work), GeV (Malyshev et al., 2019) observations, and TeV upper limit H. E. S. S. Collaboration (2015),
respectively.

that G1.9+0.3, at the age of ∼190 years, was too young to accelerate sufficiently energetic particles, and our
framework of the cooling-limited electron was not appropriate if particle acceleration in G1.9+0.3 was limited
by the age. Finally, the NW rim of RX J1713.7−3946 showed the maximum rate (η ≈ 1) of acceleration in the
forward-shock regions and the invalid values of η < 1 in the slower-shock regions. The latter case may imply
that the X-ray emission was not attributed to the acceleration site but rather to the enhancement of the magnetic
field.
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Figure 4.14: vsh–ε0 scatter plots in G1.9+0.3, Cassiopeia A, Kepler, Tycho (expect for knot g), SN 1006, and
RX J1713.7−3946-NW. SN 1006 does not include the subregions defined in Li et al. (2018).
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4.4.3 Acceleration efficiency in young SNRs

We obtained the η values that are indicative of acceleration efficiency (Bohm factor) in the 11 individual SNRs.
This subsection presents the systematic trend of η when all these SNRs are considered together. Because six
SNRs showed significantly different properties of particle acceleration depending on the sites (Figure 4.14), we
investigated the systematical η values estimated from the selected regions based on the following criteria: the
largest-ε0 regions, reverse shock, and supernova explosion types.

Largest-ε0 (maximum-vsh) region: evolution of η
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Figure 4.15: η as a function of the age (left) and expansion parameter m (right).

We investigated acceleration efficiency (η) obtained in the region with the largest ε0 of each SNR. Note that
the largest-ε0 region nearly corresponded to the fastest-vsh region, except for SN 1006, which showed an inverse
correlation between ε0 and vsh. Figure 4.15 (left) presents the relation between the estimated η value and the age
of each SNR. We confirmed a tendency in which η decreased as the age of SNR increased. In SNRs younger
than a few 100 years, the acceleration efficiency substantially deviated from the Bohm limit (i.e., η > 1). In the
later evolutional stage older than a few 1,000 years, the acceleration proceeded at the most efficient rate (i.e.,
Bohm limit with η ≈ 1).

To quantify the relation between η and tage, we fit the observed diagram using an experimental equation:

η = Cage

(
tage

1 kyr

)−δage

, (4.9)

where Cage and δage indicate a constant value of η at the age of 1 kyr and a slope of the η–age relation, respectively.
With chi-squared fitting, we obtained δage = 0.46 ± 0.08 and Cage = 1.6 ± 0.2 with χ2 of 37.7 and degree of
freedom (dof) of 10. It should be noted that the correlation coefficient of the plots in Figure 4.15 (left) was
approximately −0.67 with a significance of 2.6σ. The best-fit model is indicated by the grey line, and the 1 σ
uncertainty is indicated by the light grey region in Figure 4.15. Equation 4.9 nicely reproduces the observation,
although G1.9+0.3 and SN 1006 (and perhaps Cassiopeia A) deviate from the best-fit model. The deviations
in these SNRs might arise from the fact that they are limited by some different factors, such as magnetic field,
ambient density, or age, as mentioned in the summary of the previous section.

Figure 4.15 (right) indicates the observed relation between the η value and an expansion parameter m, which
is an alternative parameter indicating the evolutional phase of SNRs. Note that m refers to the evolutional
stage at which the SNR currently resides, whereas the age depends on the physical parameters surrounding the
supernova explosion, such as ambient density, progenitor mass, and total energy of SNe. The radius of the SNR,
R, and m are described respectively with

R ∝ tm, (4.10)
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and

m ≡ vobs

R/tage
, (4.11)

where vobs is the observed expansion velocity. m = 1 indicates the earliest evolutional stage (also known as the
free expansion phase or ED phase). m = 2/5 corresponds to so-called Sedov stage at which the SNR continues
to expand self-similarly. As the SNRs evolve from m = 1 to 2/5, η decreases to reach ∼1 in Figure 4.15 (right).
We also fit the observed η–m diagram using an experimental model given by:

η = Cmmδm . (4.12)

The best-fit values were δm = 4.5 ± 0.7 and Cm = 6.5 ± 1.1 with χ2 of 37.0 and dof of 10. The correlation
coefficient of the plots in Figure 4.15 (right) was approximately 0.57 with a significance of 2.2σ.

Table 4.6: Properties of particle acceleration in the largest-ε0 regions of young SNRs.

Name Region Age vsh m ε0 η Blow
(yr) (km s−1) (keV) (µG)

G1.9+0.3 E 190±50 13000±1000 1.1±0.2 1.43±0.09 12.1±2.6 36
Cassiopeia A SE1 335±20 5157±644 0.7±0.1 1.87±0.34 1.4±0.6 23

Kepler SE1 415±10 5726±910 1.0±0.2 0.74±0.10 4.5±2.0 27
Tycho SW (box 9) 440±10 4060±634 0.6±0.0 0.37±0.04 4.6±1.9 33

G330.2+1.0 whole 700±300 7000±2000 0.9±0.3 0.83±0.09 6.0±4.1 18
SN 1006 NE (fil1) 1010±10 5900±500 0.5±0.1 0.40±0.01 9.0±1.7 18

RX J1713.7−3946 NW 1600±10 3900±300 0.7±0.1 1.14±0.06 1.4±0.3 9
RCW 86 NE2 1835±20 2500±700 0.3±0.1 0.30±0.01 2.1±1.3 13
Vela Jr. NW (reg1) 3000±1000 2000±600 0.5±0.2 0.55±0.04 0.7±0.5 8

HESS J1731−347 NE 2500–14000 2000±500 0.5±0.1 0.97+0.46
−0.26 0.4+0.6

−0.3 6
SN 1987A whole 30 6711±787 0.9±0.1 0.60±0.10 7.6±3.1 172

The evolution of acceleration efficiency, as previously mentioned and shown in Figure 4.15, was observa-
tionally revealed for the first time in this study. In the following, we discuss how to interpret the observational
results. The Bohm factor η indicates the diffusion coefficient and is explicitly related to the magnetic turbulence.
η can also be described as:

η ≡
(

B0

δB

)2
, (4.13)

where B0 and δB are the initial background magnetic field and the turbulent magnetic field, respectively, as
derived in Section 2.4.2. A higher value of η (i.e., a higher diffusion coefficient) implies that an insufficient
turbulent magnetic field exists to scatter the particles. A lower value of η (i.e., a lower diffusion coefficient)
implies that the magnetic field is sufficiently turbulent to scatter the particles. The observed η–age plots may
suggest generation of the turbulent magnetic field is related to the evolution of SNRs: Figure 4.15 implies
the turbulence of magnetic field growing with time. Here we address some open issues, such as quantitative
explanation or physical meaning of the growth slope of −δ.

The acceleration efficiency depends on a Mach number of the shock wave, as studied in Caprioli and
Spitkovsky (2014a,b,c) using numerical simulations. Caprioli and Spitkovsky (2014c) derived the relation (Eq.
(16) therein),

η ∝ M−1/2, (4.14)
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where M is the Mach number of the SNR shock. However, the Mach number decreases with the evolution of
SNRs because the shock is decelerated, and η increases following Equation 4.14. Thus, the theoretical η–M
relation predicts the opposite tendency of the observation.

The shock obliquity (θBn) also plays a critical role in particle acceleration in SNRs (Petruk et al., 2011;
Caprioli and Spitkovsky, 2014a). Whether the acceleration occurs at parallel (θBn ∼ 0◦) or perpendicular
(θBn ∼ 90◦) shocks remains controversial. Some numerical calculations have suggested a quasi-parallel shock
produces particle injection more efficiently and generates a more amplified magnetic field (e.g., Caprioli and
Spitkovsky (2014a)). They found that acceleration efficiency (εcr)6 drastically drops off for θBn ≥45◦. SN
1006 is the only target to investigate the dependence on shock obliquity, as we have known the direction of
the field. Although one should be cautious about the different definitions of acceleration efficiency, our result
also indicates inefficiency (larger η) above ∼40◦ for shock obliquity in SN 1006, as shown in Figure 4.11. The
observed gradual decrease of acceleration efficiency for increasing θBn might be consistent with the simulation
result with a higher Mach number, for example M = 50. From a morphological point of view, G1.9+0.3 and
Vela Jr. resemble bilateral structures similar to SN 1006, but shock obliquities are unknown. If the initial
ambient field is aligned, the acceleration efficiency could depend on the shock obliquity in the earlier phase,
as confirmed in SN 1006. In the later evolution stage or in the preexisting randomly turbulent field, the shock
obliquity is averaged over the outer rim, resulting in efficient acceleration.

Another possible explanation for the evolving η is a nonlinear effect. In the test-particle limit, the shock
front is presumed to have a clear jump. Considering the backreation of accelerated particles, the shape of the
shock is modified, and the configuration of acceleration becomes different (see, for example, Reynolds (2008)
for a review of SNRs and references therein). For a fast shock wave in a young SNR, the nonlinear effect is not
important. However, for a slow shock in an older SNR, the nonlinear effect becomes non-negligible, changing
the acceleration efficiency.

It should be noted that the observed η–age plot is somewhat biased as a selection problem in systematical
analyses. There might exist SNRs with larger Bohm factors at the older ages (a few 1,000 years), but they cannot
be observed because of the inefficient acceleration. At that point, the η–age plot is considered as the lower limit
of η as a function of age. Our analysis determined that younger SNRs (of a few 100 years) exhibiting efficient
acceleration with η ∼ 1 are hardly present except for the effective acceleration at the lower density region in
Cassiopeia A.

Figure 4.16 shows the cutoff energy parameters and shock velocities taken from the same regions in
Figure 4.15 as a function of age (and m). Although the decreasing vsh (shock deceleration) is naturally expected,
the ε0 does not show any correlation with time. Moreover, the shock speed varies by a factor of ∼6 at most,
which should generate a difference in ε0 by ∼36 if the η parameter is constant. The observed cutoff energy
parameters range from 0.3 to 2 keV, corresponding to the difference of a factor of ∼7. This inconsistency is also
supportive of the time dependence on η, which is determined by the balance between ε0 and vsh.

Reverse shock

The mechanism of particle acceleration in the reverse shock has been less understood as compared to forward
shock. The location of the reverse shock inside the shell of the SNR and the contamination by the projected
forward-shocked components make it more difficult and challenging to observe and examine the property of
reverse shock. Currently, only three SNRs exist in which the nonthermal radiation associated with the reverse
shock has been reported: G1.9+0.3, Cassiopeia A, and SN 1987A.

In this section, we present the acceleration efficiency of reverse shock. The η value of the hard X-ray spot in
Cassiopeia A was obtained to be 3–8 (Sato et al., 2018). Our analysis shows the acceleration efficiency was 2–3
in the N and S regions of G1.9+0.3, assuming the proper motion measured in X-ray traces the reverse shock,
whereas the forward shock indicates η ∼ 20 in the E and W rims. This lower value of η of the reverse shock
as compared to that of the forward shock in G1.9+0.3 appears opposite to what has been seen in Cassiopeia A.
The synchrotron radio emission from SN 1987A is expected to originate from the reverse shock. If we assume

6εcr is defined as the fraction of the postshock energy density of particles with energies greater than a certain threshold energy. This
is different from our definition of acceleration efficiency with the Bohm factor, η.
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Figure 4.16: ε0 as a function of the age (top left) and expansion parameter m (top right), and vsh as a function
of the age (bottom left) and expansion parameter m (bottom right).

the NuSTAR X-ray component is synchrotron radiation associated with the reverse shock, η is inferred to be
approximately 4 with u1 = 4800 km s−1 in Equation 4.6.

Figure 4.17 illustrates the η value of reverse shock in all SNRs as a function of their age. The results are
also shown in Table 4.7. We found all of the η values of reverse shock were roughly identical, ranging from 2
to 6. The best-fit parameters of the η–age plot were δage = 0.081 ± 0.21 and Cage = 2.4 ± 1.4.
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Figure 4.17: Left: vsh–ε0 diagram of the reverse-shocked regions. Right: η–age.
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Table 4.7: Reverse-shock properties

Name Region Age u1 m ε0 η

(yr) (km s−1) (keV)
G1.9+0.3 N-RS 190±50 5000±1000 0.4±0.2 1.18±0.09 2.2±1.0
G1.9+0.3 S-RS 190±50 5000±1000 0.4±0.2 0.87±0.06 2.9±1.4

Cassiopeia A Reflection shock (Sato et al., 2018) 335±20 8000±1000 0.7±0.1 1.15±0.25 5.7±2.6
SN1987A RS 29 4767±300 0.9±0.1 0.69+0.14

−0.10 3.4±1.0

Supernova explosion type

In this subsection, we present the η values from two types of SNe. A Type Ia SN is driven by a thermonuclear
explosion of a white dwarf star, and Type II is a core-collapse explosion. In general, the ambient interstellar
medium of a Type Ia SNR is rarefied and thus takes longer to produce magnetic field turbulence, whereas
the circumstellar medium surrounding a core-collapse SNR is clumpy and complex due to stellar wind from a
massive progenitor star.

In our analysis, G1.9+0.3, Kepler, Tycho, SN 1006, and RCW 86 are classified as Type Ia, and Cassiopeia
A, G330.2+1.0, RX J1713.7−3946, Vela Jr., HESS J1731−347, and SN 1987A are classified as core-collapse
SNRs. We group SNRs with the CCOs as Type II. It should be noted that this may not be a precise classification.
Figure 4.18 is an η–age diagram of Type Ia (left panel) and Type II (right). The best-fit parameters are
(δage, Cage) = (0.49 ± 0.18, 4.4 ± 0.9) for Type Ia and (δage, Cage) = (0.43 ± 0.11, 1.3 ± 0.2) for Type II. The
core-collapse SNRs have a slightly (not significant) flatter slope and a significantly lower η value at 1 kyr. For
Type Ia SNRs, over 10,000 years are required for η to reach unity, whereas ∼3000 years are required for Type
II SNRs. Overall, η of core-collapse SNRs appears smaller than that of Type Ia SNRs at tage ≲ 10000 years.
We should be careful regarding the small number of data samples and the fact that Type II SNRs presented here
consist of relatively older SNRs.
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Figure 4.18: η–age diagram of Type I (left) and Type II (right).

4.4.4 Limited by cooling or age?

Acceleration in SNR is expected to be limited by either energy loss (cooling), age, or escape. Our models
(Equation 4.1; Equation 4.2; Equation 4.3) were based on the assumption of the cooling-limited case. We
needed to first test the validity of this assumption. The characteristic timescale of electrons to gain energy via
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DSA is generally given by:

τacc ∼ D
u2

1
, (4.15)

where the diffusion coefficient of D is now assumed to be the product of η and the gyroradius. The characteristic
timescale of electrons at the energy around the cutoff energy parameter (E ≈ E0) to suffer the synchrotron
cooling is described by:

τsynch =
E0

b(E0)
(4.16)

= 53
( vsh

3000 km s−1

)−1
(

B
100 µG

)− 3
2

η
1
2 yr, (4.17)

which is the same as (23) in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) for κ =
√

11
−1

and γs = 4. Here, b(E) denotes
the energy loss rate of synchrotron radiation: b(E) = 4q4B2E2/9m4c8. In the synchrotron-cooling-limited
case, the acceleration timescale is comparable to the synchrotron-cooling timescale and is shorter than the
characteristic dynamical timescale of the source, such as the age of the accelerator. Therefore, to fulfill our
assumption, the condition that follows should be satisfied:

τacc ≈ τsynch ≤ τage. (4.18)

One can put a lower limit value on the magnetic field by imposing the condition of τsynch ≤ τage,

B ≥ Blow = 12
(

tage

1 kyr

)− 2
3
(

u1

4000 km s−1

)− 2
3

η
1
3 µG. (4.19)

For example, with the parameter set of RX J1713.7−3946 NW (i.e., u1 = 3900 km s−1, η = 1.4, and τage = 1600
yr), B should be greater than 10 µG. The lower limits of B calculated for the other SNRs are listed in Table 4.6.
Blow is estimated to be 8–18 µG in the galactic SNRs older than G330.2+1.0. This can be reasonably achieved
given the magnetic field strength in the interstellar medium of ∼ 4 µG and the standard shock compression of
4. For the younger SNRs, we obtained Blow of 30–40 µG, which is still acceptable when considering magnetic
field amplification. Indeed, it has been reported that the magnetic field strength is enhanced up to ∼100 µG,
estimated from the filament width (e.g., Bamba et al. (2005); Berezhko and Völk (2006)). An exceptionally
high value of Blow = 172 µG for SN 1987A might be challenging, considering the extremely young age of the
remnant. We conclude that the synchrotron-cooling-limited condition is reasonable for all of the galactic SNRs
analyzed in this thesis, and the case of SN 1987A might be challenging.

4.4.5 Maximum attainable energy: Are SNRs PeVatrons?

The maximum energy attainable in SNRs was presented in Section 2.3. Because the timescale for the energy
loss of a proton is significantly longer than the age of SNR in the earlier evolutional phase, such as SNRs
analyzed in this study, the maximum energy of a proton is expected to be limited by its age. With the governing
equation of τacc = τage, the maximum energy of the accelerated proton is derived as:

Emax,age =
3
20

q
c

tv2
shBη−1. (4.20)

We simply assume that the shock velocity is constant in ED phase and is given by a self-similar solution in the
Sedov-Taylor (ST) phase:

vsh(t) ∝
{

t0 (ED)
t−3/5 (ST). (4.21)
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Note that sophisticated analytical solutions to express a smooth connection between ED and ST have been well
studied (e.g., Truelove and McKee (1999); Tang and Chevalier (2017)). However, the evolution of the magnetic
field is not well understood. We presume that B is dependent on the evolutional age as:

B(t) ∝ t−µ . (4.22)

This work suggests that the η value also depends on the time evolution of SNR. Thus, we apply:

η(t) ∝ t−δ . (4.23)

We assume that this empirical relation holds until η becomes unity with δ being ∼ 0.5 (see Figure 4.15 and
Equation 4.9). Substituting into Equation 4.20, we obtain time dependence on the maximum energy of the
proton:

Emax,age ∝
{

t1−µ+δ (ED)
t−1/5−µ+δ (ST). (4.24)

Equation 4.24 insists that Emax,age can be greater than expected because of the newly added term of δ. Our
result, δ ∼ 0.5, suggests that Emax,age increases as t0.3 even in the ST stage on the assumption of µ = 0.

Here, an example of Tycho is presented. The GeV gamma-ray spectrum seems likely to have a π0 bump
that is a characteristic feature in the hadronic scenario, and the TeV gamma-ray spectrum shows exponential
cutoff at ∼2 TeV. Therefore, the maximum energy of the proton in Tycho is estimated to be roughly 44 TeV
(Archambault et al., 2017). Tycho is obviously not a PeVatron in the current stage with its age of 440 years. If
we apply δ = 0.5 and µ = 0 for Equation 4.24, the maximum energy of the proton becomes 1.5 PeV at ∼5000
years when the η value reaches 1, assuming it is still in the ED phase. This maximum energy is approximately
three times greater than that in the same later stage with δ = 0, which has been sometimes assumed. The time
evolution of η may suggest that SNR may accelerate particles up to the PeV range.

Defining when exactly an SNR enters into the ST phase is difficult. The transition between ED and ST stages
is most likely smoother than as described in Equation 4.21. The SNRs we analyzed in this study included those
in both ED and ST phases, but most them were relatively young and might be in the very transition stage from
ED to ST. Altogether, they indicate the Bohm factor decreases until it becomes close to unity. Our work could
not fully determine the behavior of η in the later phase, particularly the phase that has significantly transitioned
into ST.

4.5 Conclusions

We analyzed X-ray observations of 11 young SNRs to determine the cutoff energy parameter in the synchrotron
spectrum and constrain the corresponding Bohm factor of each SNR. Our model of synchrotron radiation is
based on the framework that the accelerated electron is limited by synchrotron cooling and Bohm diffusion.
This assumption is reasonable for SNRs older than 1,000 years if B = 8–18 µG and for SNRs as young as a few
100 years if B = 30–40 µG. We should be cautious about G1.9+0.3 (150–190 years) and SN 1987A (30 years)
because B should be much larger for the assumption to be valid in these sources, and it is questionable for such
young SNRs to be capable of enhancing magnetic fields in their short lifetimes.

The ε0–vsh relations obtained for the six individual SNRs are interpreted as the following cases:

1. The ε0–vsh scatter plot is nicely represented by the theoretical curve, ε0 ∝ v2
shη

−1, with constant η
throughout the remnant in the cases of Kepler and Tycho.

2. The acceleration is affected by a surrounding density in the case of Cassiopeia A. The different η values are
attributed to the different cutoff energy parameters, which are more correlated with the ambient number
density. The kinetic energy of shock is transferred to acceleration and heating in the lower and higher
densities, respectively.

3. The acceleration is affected by a surrounding magnetic-field configuration in the case of SN 1006. The
ε0, vsh, and η show an azimuth variation, and we can confirm that the acceleration is more efficient near
the polar limbs where quasi-parallel shocks are expected to form.
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4. The different η values are attributed to the different shock speeds, which in the case of the youngest SNR
in our Galaxy is G1.9. It should be noted that the cooling-limited assumption might not be appropriate
for this remnant.

5. In the case of the northwest of RX J1713.7−3946, the particle acceleration is required to proceed in
the regime close to the Bohm limit near the forward shock. However, we require another scenario to
explain the higher cutoff energy than theoretically predicted in the regions with slow speeds, such as the
inner edge and the filamentary structure. The parsec-scale amplification of the magnetic field and/or the
acceleration at the reflection shock might be the case.

With all 11 SNRs together, including G330.2+1.0, RCW 86, Vela Jr., HESS J1731−347, and SN 1987A,
the systematic tendency of the Bohm factor has been unveiled for the first time. The η in the maximum-ε0
(or maximum-vsh) region of each SNR depends on the evolutional age as η = 1.6(tage/1 kyr)−0.46 or on the
expansion parameter as η = 6.5m4.5. This can be related to the turbulent generation (i.e., the turbulence becomes
more self-generated as particles become more accelerated with time). Comparing the time dependence on η
between Types I and II supernova explosions, Type II shows a relatively lower η value and a flatter rate of the
growth. Although the difference between SNe is not significant, a lower η of Type II might be expected because
it exploded in the more complex surroundings of the circumstellar medium and could facilitate the turbulence
to grow. We also present the evolution of η at the reverse shock. In addition to the known reverse shock of
Cassiopeia A, possible reverse shocks were reported in G1.9+0.3 and SN 1987A, showing η greater than 1.
Finally, if we consider the time dependence on η as η ∝ t−δ with δ ≈ 0.46, which has not been expected before,
and assume this condition holds until η reaches unity even in the Sedov-Taylor phase, the attainable maximum
energy appears greater by the term of δ, possibly in the PeV range.



Chapter 5

Gamma-ray observations of young supernova
remnants: Bohm diffusion

The nonthermal gamma-ray spectrum can be a new diagnostic method to investigate accel-
eration efficiency in shock waves of supernova remnants. We apply the same prescription
presented in Chapter 4 to the TeV gamma-ray spectra of SNRs. There are two problems
to be addressed: the gamma-ray spectrum here is assumed to be dominated by leptonic
components (inverse Compton scattering radiation), but this is very controversial in some
SNRs. The other issue is that the gamma-ray spectrum was obtained as an integrated
spectrum over a larger area, and thus lost its local and smaller structures, such as a thin
rim or a filament, because of the limited spatial resolution. We found the cutoff shape
of the TeV gamma-ray spectrum is nicely reproduced by the model of IC emitted from
electrons limited by cooling and Bohm diffusion, resulting in the cutoff energy parameter
of the parental electron of 20–50 TeV. Combined with the shock speed, we estimate Bohm
factor, which tends to be slightly larger than that estimated with X-ray observations. This
could be attributed to different regions to extract the X-ray and gamma-ray spectra and an
underestimation of magnetic field strength probably caused by the spatial difference of the
spectra. Future gamma-ray telescopes (e.g., Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA)), would
provide us with more spatially resolved spectra in the TeV gamma-ray range, allowing to
determine Bohm factor with higher accuracy.

93
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5.1 Gamma-ray observations

We apply our model (presented in Section 2.6) to five TeV gamma-ray emitting SNRs: SN 1006, RX
J1713.7−3946, RCW 86, Vela Jr., and HESS J1731−347, shown in Figure 5.1 and Figure 5.2. The gamma-ray
spectra of these SNRs presented in this thesis are taken from the literature, as summarized in Table 5.1. It
should be noted the radiation mechanism of the observed gamma-ray is controversial for some sources (e.g., RX
J1713.7−3946). In order to apply the electron model and compare the results with X-ray observations, it is pre-
sumed that the gamma-ray is a leptonic origin (i.e., IC radiated from high-energy electrons). This assumption is
supported by relatively flatter GeV gamma-ray spectra with Γ = 1.5–1.8 and good spatial correlations between
the synchrotron X-rays and TeV gamma-rays. GeV gamma-rays are expected to be radiated from electrons
that are not affected by the synchrotron cooling, while TeV gamma-rays are subject to the cooling-steepened
electrons. Therefore we use only the TeV gamma-ray spectrum taken with H.E.S.S. to determine the cutoff
shape including the cutoff energy parameter.

A deeper observation makes it possible to provide the spatially resolved spectroscopy at arcmin scale with
H. E. S. S. The spatially resolved spectral analysis was performed, for example, in RX J1713.7−3946 by dividing
the entire remnant into 29 regions with each box size of 4.8×4.8 arcmin2 (H. E. S. S. Collaboration, 2018b).
We utilize the TeV gamma-ray spectrum of the NW region (Reg 09 in (H. E. S. S. Collaboration, 2018b)) in
addition to the integrated spectrum. For SN 1006, the spectra of two limbs in the northeast and southwest are
individually provided (Acero et al., 2010). The integrated spectra over the entire remnant are used for the other
SNRs.

Table 5.1: Dataset of gamma-ray observations

Name Distance GeV spectrum TeV spectrum B†

(kpc) (µG)
SN 1006 2.0 Condon et al. (2017);

Xing et al. (2019)
Acero et al. (2010) 24

RX J1713.7−3946 1.0 Abdo et al. (2011); Fed-
erici et al. (2015)

H. E. S. S. Collaboration
(2018b)

15

RCW 86 2.0 Ajello et al. (2016) Aharonian et al. (2009) 10.2
Vela Jr. 0.7 Tanaka et al. (2011) H. E. S. S. Collaboration

(2018c)
12

HESS J1731−347 3.2 Condon et al. (2017) H. E. S. S. Collaboration
(2011)

25

† The magnetic field, B, is taken from each literature, which was estimated from the observed flux ratio of the X-ray and
gamma-ray spectra.

5.2 Spectral fitting and results

We apply the IC model radiated from electrons that are limited by synchrotron cooling and Bohm diffusion, as
described with Equation 2.106 and recalled below,

N0 ∝ p−4

[
1 + 0.523

(
p
p0

) 9
4
]2

exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)2
]
. (5.1)

Naima (Zabalza, 2015)1 is used for modeling and calculating IC radiation including the Klein-Nishina effect.
Note that we obtain directly the cutoff energy parameter of the electron (E0 = cp0) with KN-regime model. The

1A python package for computation of nonthermal radiation from relativistic particle populations and Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) fitting of radiative models to observed spectra (https://naima.readthedocs.io/en/latest/).
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RX J1713SN 1006

HESS J1731

Vela Jr.RCW 86

Figure 5.1: H. E. S. S. images which are taken from the previous studies in Table 5.1, except that RCW 86 is
taken from the image of H. E. S. S. Galactic Plane Survey (HGPS; H. E. S. S. Collaboration (2018d)).

spectra with the best-fit models are shown in Figure 5.3, and the best-fit parameters are listed in Table 5.2. We
assume that the target photon is only CMB with the temperature (T) of 2.72 K and the energy density of 0.261
eV cm−3.

In addition to the physical model introduced above, we fit the spectra with power law and power law with a
super exponential cutoff. The cutoff power-law model is described as

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−Γ exp

[
−

(
ε
εc

)βγ ]
, (5.2)

where Γ, εc, and βγ are the photon index, cutoff energy, and cutoff slope, respectively. For the cutoff power-law
model, we present the results with all three parameters (Γ, εc, and βγ) free and with fixed photon index to 2.
The best-fit parameters are shown in Table 5.3.

Our model well reproduces the gamma-ray cutoff spectral shape, as shown in Figure 5.3 and Table 5.2. The
power-law models are confidently rejected from the chi-squared values, but the differences between the cutoff
power-law models and our physical model are not significant with the current dataset (Table 5.2 and Table 5.3).
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Table 5.2: Spectral fitting in Bohm diffusion

Name E0 We B vsh ηγ χ2 dof
(TeV) (1045 erg) (µG) (km s−1)

SN 1006 (NE) 47 +31
−11 24 ±2 24.0 5000±1000 2.9 +4.0

−1.8 9.6 11
SN 1006 (SW) 24 +10

−6 16 ±3 24.0 5000±1000 12 +11
−7.5 10.6 4

RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) 48 +4
−3 360 +7

−8 15.0 3900±300 2.7 +0.7
−0.6 45.9 26

RX J1713.7−3946 (NW; Reg09) 35 +5
−4 25 ±1 15.0 3900±300 5.2 +1.6

−1.4 34.7 23
RCW 86 (whole) 26 ±2 440 +25

−28 10.2 2500±700 5.4 +3.2
−3.2 30.5 18

Vela Jr. (whole) 33 +3
−23 250 +7.6

−8.4 12.0 2200±800 2.3 +1.7
−1.7 13.8 11

HESS J1731−347 (whole) 19 ±2 480 +32
−22 25.0 2000±500 2.6 +1.6

−1.5 15.8 20

Table 5.3: Best-fit parameters with power-law (PL) and cutoff power-law (CPL) models

Name Model Γ εc βγ χ2 dof
(TeV)

SN 1006 (NE) PL 2.2±0.1 — — 4.8 11
SN 1006 (SW) PL 2.3±0.1 — — 8.8 5
SN 1006 (SW) CPL 2 (fixed) 14±6.5 0.93±1.3 6.5 4

RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) PL 2.3±0.02 — — 147.2 26
RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) CPL 1.8±0.3 2.7±7 0.46±0.25 35.3 24
RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) CPL 2 (fixed) 15±1.6 0.78±0.1 37.7 25
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) PL 2.3±0.04 — — 66.8 23
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) CPL 1.6±0.7 1.8±7.9 0.53±0.53 32.0 21
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) CPL 2 (fixed) 11±1.9 1.1±0.28 33.2 22

RCW 86 (whole) PL 2.9±0.1 — — 72.5 18
RCW 86 (whole) CPL 2 (fixed) 8±2.2 1.2±0.31 13.6 17
Vela Jr. (whole) PL 2.3±0.03 — — 77.4 11
Vela Jr. (whole) CPL 2 (fixed) 11±1 1.5±0.28 7.6 10

HESS J1731−347 (whole) PL 2.4±0.1 — — 11.9 20
HESS J1731−347 (whole) CPL 1.9±1.0 2.7±16 0.65±1.4 6.8 18
HESS J1731−347 (whole) CPL 2 (fixed) 4.3±1.7 0.8±0.41 6.9 19

Note that the cases which are not well fitted (i.e., CPL with Γ being free) are omitted here.
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Figure 5.2: Gamma-ray spectra which are taken from the previous studies in Table 5.1.

5.3 Discussion

The observed cutoff energy parameter of the electron, combined with the shock speed and magnetic field (B),
puts a constraint on the Bohm factor (ηγ). In Klein-Nishina regime, we obtain the electron cutoff energy
parameter directly from spectral fitting, then we estimate ηγ by formulating Equation 2.105:

η =
27m4c4

2q3γ2
s

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)−2
u2

1

(
Bp2

0

)−1
(KN regime). (5.3)

For B, the value in the literature (Table 5.1) is used (i.e., it is estimated from the flux ratio of the observed
synchrotron X-ray and IC gamma-ray radiation). We showed that the gamma-ray observation can be a new
tool to estimate Bohm factor by using Equation 5.3 based on the assumption of leptonic-dominated gamma-ray
radiation.

Figure 5.4 presents the Bohm factor obtained with gamma-ray observations (referred to as ηγ) and that with
X-ray observations (ηX). In Figure 5.4, ηγ is roughly comparable with ηX , although is tends to be slightly larger
than ηX in some SNRs. This might arise from the fact that the spectral regions are not exactly identical in X-ray
and gamma-ray observations. The X-ray spectrum is extracted from a relatively small and filamentary region
where the accelerated electron is concentrated, while the gamma-ray spectrum is taken from a larger region due
to the limited angular resolution of the current telescope and the poor statistics. Indeed, the different regions in
X-ray and gamma-ray spectra cause an underestimate of the magnetic field. B could be much locally enhanced,
in particular in such a filament and rim observed in X-rays. This underestimation of B results in larger Bohm
factor (see Equation 5.3) obtained with the gamma-ray observations, while B does not depend on determination
of ηX . Thus we might have obtained the larger ηγ than ηX , as shown in Figure 5.4.

To avoid the issue of the different size of the spectra, an integration of the X-ray spectrum with larger area
is a possible solution at the current stage. However this does not help because the integrated X-ray spectrum
smears the smaller structures such as a filament or a narrow rim. In fact the larger ηγ appears in the NW and
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(a) SN 1006 (NE) (b) SN 1006 (SW) (c) RX J1713.7−3946 (whole)

(d) RX J1713.7−3946 (NW; Reg 09) (e) RCW 86 (whole) (f) Vela Jr. (whole)

(g) HESS J1731−347 (whole)

Figure 5.3: The gamma-ray spectra (plots) with the best-fit models (blue solid lines) in KN regime. The blue
and green plots present the H.E.S.S. and Fermi spectra, respectively.

the entire remnant of RX J1713.7−3946, of which the spectra are extracted from the roughly same regions. To
compare the X-ray and gamma-ray spectra in details, we need a gamma-ray spectroscopy of which the angular
resolution is as good as that of the X-ray spectroscopy.

The integrated gamma-ray spectrum over the larger area might smear a contribution of a reverse shock,
which should be taken into account separately from the forward shock (e.g., Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2010)).
Another possibility is that the observed gamma-ray spectrum contains a non-negligible hadronic component,
making the assumption of the leptonic-dominated gamma-ray spectrum invalid. In either case, the future
IACT, such as CTA (promising IACT), will spatially resolve TeV gamma-ray, providing us with a more precise
comparison with X-ray observations.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of Bohm factor (η) obtained with X-ray and gamma-ray observations. The grey line
indicates ηX = ηγ.





Chapter 6

Non-Bohm diffusion

6.1 Introduction

Cosmic rays diffusively travel in space. This motion is characterized by a diffusion coefficient (D), which is in
general described as

D(E) = k0DBohm(Ec)
(

E
Ec

)α
. (6.1)

Here α indicates energy dependence on the diffusion coefficient, and D is the product of a constant k0 and the
Bohm-limit diffusion coefficient at characteristic energy of E = Ec. The coefficient of Bohm-limit diffusion is
described with

DBohm(E) = 1
3

crg =
1
3

cE
qB

. (6.2)

In the interstellar medium, the diffusion coefficient is constrained to be ∼ 1028 cm2 s−1 at 10 GeV with α = 1/3,
inferred from the observations of CR B/C ratio (e.g., The AMS Collaboration (2016)). The diffusion coefficient
of ISM is shown in Figure 6.1. Recent measurements of multi-TeV gamma-rays with Water Cherenkov Detector,
High-Altitude Water Cherenkov (HAWC), placed a new constraint on the diffusion coefficient of CRs. They
detected multi-TeV gamma-ray diffuse emissions (referred to as “TeV halo”), that are spatially extended up to the
radii of 20 pc, around two nearby pulsars, Geminga and PSR B0656+14 (Abeysekara et al., 2017). This implies
that the diffusion coefficient is required to be ∼ 5 × 1027 cm2 s−1 at 100 TeV assuming α = 1/3 to explain these
extended sources. It turned out that the diffusion coefficient of these TeV halos is about two orders of magnitude
lower than that of ISM, which suggested CRs accelerated in the pulsars are confined in the TeV-halo regions.
The discovery of the TeV halos drew attention to the diffusion of CRs and encouraged theoretical studies to
reproduce the lower diffusion coefficient in the TeV halo: a two-zone model of the diffusion coefficient, for
example, has been proposed (Tang and Piran, 2019).

At the acceleration site (or in DSA), Bohm diffusion (α = 1) is widely accepted. In Bohm diffusion, the
coefficient is given by the product of Bohm factor η and Bohm-limit diffusion coefficient (Equation 6.2). In
order for a particle to get accelerated up to at least the TeV range in a typical lifetime of young SNRs (a few
thousand years), the mean free path of the particle should be as large as its gyroradius (η ≈ 1). In fact, numerical
calculations successfully produced Bohm-like (α = 1) diffusion coefficient (Caprioli and Spitkovsky, 2014c).
The Bohm diffusion coefficient is much lower than that of ISM and the TeV halo detected by HAWC, as shown in
Figure 6.1. The CR diffusion coefficient changes not only its absolute value (k0) but also its energy dependency
(α) as cosmic rays transit from being accelerated in the sources to propagating in the ISM. The validity of
Bohm diffusion in the acceleration site, however, has barely been demonstrated. Especially non-Bohm type
diffusion (i.e., α , 1) should be observationally tested. It is technically too difficult to simulate realistic
situations including an accurate treatment of both MHD shock waves and individual relativistic particles. The
results in Caprioli and Spitkovsky (2014c) were, therefore, limited to mildly relativistic particles. Observational
constraints on the diffusion coefficient of particles, especially, in the relativistic regime are desired. The energy
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dependence on the diffusion coefficient (α) is related to the wave spectrum described with W(k) ∝ k−p as
α = 2 − p (see also Section 2.4.1 and Table 6.1). Since the mechanism of turbulent generation is not fully
understood with theoretical studies, it is meaningful to put observational constraints.

In this chapter, we explore arbitrary (non-Bohm) diffusion cases with arbitrary α parameters. Note that
the case of Bohm diffusion was presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. In Section 6.2, we investigate the
model of electrons on the assumption of the non-Bohm diffusion regimes. We also derive the corresponding
radiation models of synchrotron X-ray and IC gamma-ray. The applications to nonthermal X-ray and gamma-ray
observations of young SNRs are presented in Section 6.3 and Section 6.4, respectively.

109 1010 1011 1012 1013 1014 1015
E (eV)
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1024
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2 /s
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ISM

HAWC halo

Bohm

Figure 6.1: Diffusion coefficient of CRs. For the value in the ISM, see, e.g., Yüksel et al. (2009); Adriani et al.
(2014). The value of the HAWC halo is taken from Abeysekara et al. (2017). Bohm diffusion is shown with
B = 10–100 µG.

Table 6.1: Diffusion coefficient and turbulent wave spectrum

Cooling-limit Age-limit Escape-limit

α p † β‡ β‡ β‡

Bohm 1 1 2 2 1
Kolmogorov 1/3 5/3 4/3 2/3 1/3
Kraichnan 1/2 3/2 3/2 1 1/2
Wave dumping due to ion-neutral collision ≈ 2 0 3 4 2
Constant 0 2 1 0 0

† Diffusion coefficient (D ∝ Eα) and wave spectrum (Ek ∝ k−p) are related as α = 2 − p.
‡ Electron spectrum (dNe/dE ∝ exp(−Eβ)) is related to diffusion coefficient as β = α + 1 in synchrotron-cooling-limited
case, β = 2α in age-limited case, and β = α in escape-limited case.
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6.2 Model

In Section 2.6, the analytical expression of electrons around the SNR shock wave in Bohm diffusion is derived.
Here the calculation is expanded to non-Bohm diffusion regimes.

6.2.1 Electron

In Section 2.6, we present the electron distribution at the shock front (N0; Equation 2.97), upstream (F1(p);
Equation 2.98), and downstream (F2(p); Equation 2.99). Here we recall these equations:

N0 ∝
√

b
p

exp

[
−γ

2
s

u2
1

(
1 +

1
√
ξκ

)2 ∫ p

0

dp′

p′2 b(p′)D(p′)
]
, (6.3)

F1(p) =
ξ

1 +
√
κξ

u1p
γsb(p)N0(p), (6.4)

F2(p) =
√
κξ

1 +
√
κξ

u1p
γsb(p)N0(p). (6.5)

Equation 6.3, Equation 6.4, and Equation 6.5 represent the general spectral forms in the higher energies which
particles effectively lose their energies. In the lower energies, since the energy loss is negligible, the particles
are simply distributed in the power-law form. Note that one should perform numerical calculations to obtain
the transition between the lower and higher energies. This is beyond the scope of this thesis, and the results of
numerical calculations are taken from Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) and Blasi (2010).

Spectrum in full-energy band

In the lower energies, the particle distribution that is not cooled by synchrotron radiation can be predicted from
the standard DSA:

N0 ∝ p−γs, (6.6)
F1, 2 ∝ p−(γs+1), (6.7)

where a spectral index is γs = 3σ/(σ − 1) = 4 for a strong shock with a compression ratio of σ = 4. In the
higher energies, the synchrotron cooling becomes non-negligible. Now we apply the arbitrary diffusion for
D(p) (Equation 6.1 for p = E/c) and synchrotron cooling for b(p) (Equation 2.101) to the general expression
given by Equation 6.3, then we obtain

N0 ∝ p
1
2 exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)α+1
]
, (6.8)

where a cutoff energy parameter, p0, is described as

p0 =

[
γ2
s

u2
1

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)2 4q3

27m4c4
1
β

k0Bp2
c

]− 1
β

pc . (6.9)

Note that energy E and momentum p can be replaced by E = pc. In Equation 6.8, we derive an important
relation between the energy dependence on the diffusion coefficient (α) and the cutoff energy slope of the
electron spectrum in the higher energies (β):

β = α + 1. (6.10)

The exponential cutoff form of the electron spectrum deviates from a simple form such as exp(−p) unless we
assume the non-energy-dependent diffusion coefficient with α = 0. It should be noted that the cutoff form
appears sharper than the simple cutoff (i.e., exp(−pβ) with β > 1 for α > 0). We also note that Equation 6.10
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is valid for the cooling-limited case, whereas β = 2α in the age-limited case (Kang et al., 2009) and β = α in
the escape-limited case (Ohira et al., 2010).

In the entire energy band, the asymptotic expression of the electron spectrum is given by

N0 ∝ p−4

[
1 + a

(
p
p0

)b]c
exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)β]
, (6.11)

where a, b, and c are constant parameters. The transition function, T(p) =
[
1 + a

(
p
p0

)b]c
, is determined by

performing a numerical calculation of diffusion-convection equation (Equation 2.88) and requiring a smooth
connection between the lower and higher energy bands. In the higher energies (p ≫ p0) in Equation 6.11, N0
becomes proportional to p−4+bc exp(−pβ). This should be identical to the solution in the higher energies given
by Equation 6.8, then we obtain the condition of bc = 9/2.

Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007) obtained the analytical expression in the case of Bohm diffusion, as
presented in Section 2.6. Blasi (2010) also derived the electron spectrum in the same framework that assumes
injection of accelerated electrons in the shock front, the energy loss due to synchrotron emission, and the
diffusion in the arbitrary regime. Although the method in Blasi (2010) somewhat differs from Zirakashvili
and Aharonian (2007) at a point of its semi-analytically solving the diffusion convection equation, their results
are consistent. In addition to Bohm diffusion, Blasi (2010) calculated the cases of constant and Kolmogorov
diffusion with α of 0 and 1/3, respectively. The parameters of the transition function (a, b, c) are listed in
Table 6.2, and the model spectra in those diffusion cases are shown in Figure 6.2. It is clear that the difference of
α appears in the higher energies (i.e., the smaller α is, the flatter the spectrum becomes). Therefore the precise
measurement of the spectral shape in the higher energies would distinguish the α parameter.

Cutoff energy parameter of electron

In Equation 6.9, let us suppose that the characteristic energy pc, which determines the diffusion coefficient, is
comparable to p0. Note the choice of pc is completely arbitrary, and the assumption of pc = p0 means one can
estimate the value of the diffusion coefficient at the cutoff energy parameter of the electron. We define Π as
the product of the electron cutoff energy parameter and square-root magnetic field: Π = cp0

√
B. Governing

pc = p0 in Equation 6.9 gives

Π0(β, k0, u1) = β
1
2

[
γ2
s

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)2 4q3

27m4c4

]− 1
2

k
− 1

2
0 u1. (6.12)

Equation 6.12 is indicative of the cutoff parameter of the electron limited by synchrotron cooling and arbitrary
diffusion.

Table 6.2: Model spectral parameters of electron, synchrotron radiation, and inverse Compton scattering.

α β a b c βX a b c βγ a b c

electron synchrotron IC†

Bohm 1 2 0.523 9/4 2 1/2 0.38 0.5 11/4 1/2 0.31 0.6 25/8
Constant 0 1 0.28 1.1 4.1 1/3 0.25 0.37 4.5 1/3 0.18 0.40 5.4

Kolmogorov 1/3 4/3 0.40 1.6 2.8 2/5 0.33 0.45 3.4 2/5 0.24 0.49 4.2

Bohm case is presented in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007). Constant and Kolmogorov cases are presented in Blasi
(2010).
† Calculated in Thomson limit (see Appendix D.2).
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Figure 6.2: The electron spectrum limited by the synchrotron-cooling and non-Bohm diffusion regime. The
x-axis is normalized by the cutoff energy which gives a e−1 drop.

6.2.2 Synchrotron X-ray

This section presents the synchrotron X-ray model radiated from electrons limited by the arbitrary (non-Bohm)
diffusion regime and synchrotron cooling, as described in Section 6.2.1. In the lower energy band, the
synchrotron photon spectrum is distributed in the power-law form:

dNX

dε
∝ ε−

γs
2 , (6.13)

since it is radiated from the electron in the lower energies: F(p) ∝ p−(γs+1). In the higher energy band, the
synchrotron spectrum is radiated from the electron in the higher energies, which is distributed in the cutoff
power-law form (Equation 6.8). Recalling Section 2.6, the synchrotron X-ray spectrum, which is radiated from
the cutoff power-law distribution of electrons with a spectral index of s, cutoff energy of Ec, and cutoff slope of
β, is described as

dNX

dε
∝ ε

− 2s+3β−2
2(β+2) exp

[
−

(
ε

ε0

)βX
]
. (6.14)

Here the cutoff shape slope of the X-ray spectrum (βX) is given by βX = β/(β + 2). Because the electron
spectrum at the shock front in the higher energies is obtained to be Equation 6.8, and the integrated spectrum
F(p) is described with F(p) ∝ N0p−1 ∝ p−1/2, applying the spectral index of s = 1/2 to Equation 6.14, the
photon spectrum is obtained:

dNX

dε
∝ ε

− 3β−1
2(β+2) exp

[
−

(
ε

ε0

)βX
]
. (6.15)

The cutoff energy parameter in the synchrotron X-ray spectrum is described as, recalling Equation 2.114,

ε0 = ℏβ

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]1/β

3q
2m3c3 Bp2

0. (6.16)
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In the entire energy band, the solution can be described with

dNX

dε
∝ ε−

γs
2

[
1 + a

(
ε

ε0

)b]c
exp

[
−

(
ε

ε0

)βX
]
. (6.17)

The transition function, T(ε) =
[
1 + a

(
ε
ε0

)b]c
, is determined by the numerical calculation, requiring the

smooth connection between the lower and higher energy bands. In the higher energies (ε ≫ ε0) in Equation 6.17,
dNX/dε becomes ε−2+bc exp(−εβX ). This should be compatible with Equation 6.15, so we obtain the condition
of bc = (β + 9)/2(β + 2) for the X-ray spectrum.

In addition to Bohm diffusion, Blasi (2010) calculated the electron spectra in constant and Kolmogorov
diffusion with α of 0 and 1/3, respectively. The analytical expressions of the electron spectrum in these cases
are presented in Section 6.2.1. We obtain the parameters of the transition function for the synchrotron spectrum
(a, b, c) by calculating synchrotron radiation from the electron spectrum described in Section 6.2.1 and fitting
with Equation 6.17. The obtained parameters are listed in Table 6.2, and the model spectra in these diffusion
regimes are shown in Figure 6.3. The difference of α clearly appears in the higher energies. The smaller α
parameter shows the flatter spectrum above ∼ ε0.

Cutoff energy parameter of synchrotron X-ray

The cutoff energy parameter in the synchrotron spectrum is given by Equation 6.16. Substituting the electron
cutoff energy (Equation 6.12) gives

ε0 = ℏβ
2

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]1/β

81mc
8q2γ2

s

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)−2
βk−1

0 u2
1. (6.18)

This equation is the cutoff energy parameter of synchrotron X-ray radiated from electrons limited by synchrotron
cooling and arbitrary diffusion. We note β = 2 (Bohm diffusion) gives the ε0–vsh equation, which was introduced
as Equation 4.3 presented in Chapter 4.

6.2.3 Inverse Compton gamma-ray

IC spectrum in Klein-Nishina regime

As mentioned in Section 2.6, since it is too complicated to obtain the analytical expression of IC spectrum in
Klein-Nishina regime, we make use of Naima (Zabalza, 2015) to calculate the IC spectrum emitted from the
loss-limited electron in the arbitrary diffusion given by Equation 6.11 and Table 6.2. We apply the model to the
observed gamma-ray spectrum in the TeV range, in which the effect of KN is not negligible. Thus the inverse
Compton model in KN regime is favored in this thesis. The case of Thomson limit is presented in Appendix D.
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Figure 6.3: The synchrotron X-ray spectrum in non-Bohm diffusion. The x-axis is normalized by the cutoff
energy which gives a e−1 drop.
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Figure 6.4: The IC gamma-ray spectrum in non-Bohm diffusion and in Klein-Nishina regime, calculated for
E0 = 1 TeV. The x-axis is normalized by the cutoff energy which gives a e−1 drop.
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6.3 Nonthermal X-ray diagnostics

6.3.1 Application to X-ray observations and results

We make use of the same spectra extracted in Chapter 4. To distinguish the different models with the arbitrary
α parameters, the broadband spectrum including NuSTAR is preferred since the difference appears clear in the
higher energy band (Figure 6.3). We apply the model to the following specific regions in the young SNRs: the
entire remnant of G1.9+0.3, the northeast and southwest limbs in SN 1006, the NW rim in RX J1713.7−3946,
the NE rim in RCW 86, the entire remnant and NW rim in Vela Jr, and the NE rim in HESS J1731−347. They
are synchrotron-dominated SNRs and strong TeV gamma-ray emitters (except that G1.9+0.3 is not a gamma-ray
emitter).

The model is described as an absorbed synchrotron radiation spectrum from the synchrotron-cooling-limited
electron in non-Bohm diffusion regime: the analytical expression of the synchrotron spectrum is described by
Equation 6.17 and the parameters of the model are listed in Table 6.2. Note that the synchrotron model contains
only two free parameters, the cutoff energy parameter ε0 and the normalization. The interstellar absorption is
taken into account using TBabs model in XSPEC.

Table 6.3: Best-fit parameters of spectral analysis

Model NH Γ εc/ε0 βX χ2 dof Π0 k0(
1022 cm−2) (keV) (TeV µG 1

2 )
G1.9+0.3 (whole)

Bohm 6 ± 0.04 – 1.2 +0.06
−0.05 – 902 585 270 ± 6 16 ± 1.4

Constant 6 ± 0.04 – 0.08 (fixed) – 959 585 71 ± 2 72 +6.6
−6.4

Kolmogorov 6 ± 0.04 – 0.29 ± 0.01 – 915 585 130 ± 3 34 +3
−2.9

PL 6.4 ± 0.05 2.5 ± 0.02 – – 1301 585
CPL/Equation 6.19 5.6 ± 0.08 1.7 ± 0.1 8.3 +0.76

−0.66 1 (fixed) 787 584
Equation 6.19 5.4 ± 0.09 0.8 ± 0.1 0.58 +0.11

−0.08 0.5 (fixed) 775 584
Equation 6.19 5.3 +0.08

−0.04 <0.001 0.015 ±0.003 0.3 (fixed) 773 584
Equation 6.19 5.3 ± 0.09 0.4 ± 0.2 0.1 ± 0.02 0.4 (fixed) 773 584

SN 1006 (NE; fil1)
Bohm 0.07 (fixed) – 0.4 ± 0.01 – 526 407 150 ± 2 6.5 ± 2.6

Constant 0.07 (fixed) – 0.026 ± 0.001 – 587 407 40 ± 1 29 ± 12
Kolmogorov 0.07 (fixed) – 0.092 ± 0.002 – 528 407 74 ± 1 14 ± 5.5

PL 0.07 (fixed) 2.5 ± 0.01 – – 1770 407
CPL/Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 2.1 ± 0.02 5.5 +0.32

−0.29 1 (fixed) 572 406
Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 1.6 ±0.04 0.66 +0.073

−0.063 0.5 (fixed) 505 406
Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 1.2 ± 0.1 0.03 +0.005

−0.004 0.3 (fixed) 496 406
Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 1.4 ± 0.1 0.15 +0.022

−0.018 0.4 (fixed) 499 406
SN 1006 (SW; fil2)

Bohm 0.07 (fixed) – 0.32 ± 0.01 – 469 297 140 ± 2 8 ± 3.2
Constant 0.07 (fixed) – 0.02 ± 0.001 – 519 297 34 ± 1 39 ± 16

Kolmogorov 0.07 (fixed) – 0.073 ± 0.002 – 479 297 66 ± 1 17 ± 7
PL 0.07 (fixed) 2.6 ± 0.01 – – 1197 297

CPL/Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 2.1± 0.03 4.8 +0.37
−0.33 1 (fixed) 467 296

Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 1.6 ± 0.1 0.5 +0.08
−0.06 0.5 (fixed) 471 296

Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 1 ± 0.1 0.02 +0.005
−0.004 0.3 (fixed) 479 296

Equation 6.19 0.07 (fixed) 1.3 ± 0.1 0.11 ± 0.02 0.4 (fixed) 476 296
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW)

Bohm 0.75 ± 0.01 – 1.1 +0.064
−0.058 – 250 149 260 ± 7 1.4 ± 0.2

Constant 0.76 ± 0.01 – 0.082 ± 0.005 – 241 149 70 ± 2 5.7 +1
−0.9

Kolmogorov 0.75 ± 0.01 – 0.27 +0.015
−0.014 – 247 149 130 +4

−3 2.9 ± 0.5
PL 0.84 ± 0.01 2.4 ± 0.02 – – 337 149

CPL/Equation 6.19 0.78 ± 0.01 2.1 ± 0.04 19 +4.2
−3 1 (fixed) 247 148

Equation 6.19 0.77 ± 0.02 1.9 ± 0.1 4.2 +2.1
−1.2 0.5 (fixed) 235 148

Equation 6.19 0.76 ± 0.02 1.6 ± 0.1 0.35 +0.26
−0.14 0.3 (fixed) 233 148
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Table 6.3: Best-fit parameters of spectral analysis (continued)

Model NH Γ εc/ε0 βX χ2 dof Π0 k0(
1022 cm−2) (keV) (TeV µG 1

2 )
Equation 6.19 0.76 ± 0.02 1.8 ± 0.1 1.4 +0.79

−0.5 0.4 (fixed) 234 148
RCW 86 (NE; NE2)

Bohm 0.33 (fixed) – 0.3 ± 0.01 – 467 407 130 ± 2 2.2 ± 1.2
Constant 0.33 (fixed) – 0.02 (fixed) – 483 407 33 ± 1 10 ± 5.9

Kolmogorov 0.33 (fixed) – 0.07 (fixed) – 470 407 64 ± 1 4.7 ± 2.6
PL 0.33 (fixed) 2.7 ± 0.01 – – 677 407

CPL/Equation 6.19 0.33 (fixed) 2.1 ± 0.07 3.9 +0.53
−0.42 1 (fixed) 470 406

Equation 6.19 0.33 (fixed) 1.5 ± 0.1 0.38 +0.1
−0.08 0.5 (fixed) 460 406

Equation 6.19 0.33 (fixed) 0.9 +0.2
−0.3 0.014 ± 0.005 0.3 (fixed) 458 406

Equation 6.19 0.33 (fixed) 1.2 ± 0.2 0.08 +0.03
−0.02 0.4 (fixed) 459 406

Vela Jr. (NW)
Bohm 0.67 (fixed) – 0.55 +0.04

−0.036 – 138 122 180 +7
−6 0.9 ± 0.7

Constant 0.67 (fixed) – 0.032 ± 0.003 – 134 122 44 ± 2 4.7 ± 3.4
Kolmogorov 0.67 (fixed) – 0.12 +0.01

−0.009 – 136 122 86 ± 3 2 ± 1.5
PL 0.67 (fixed) 2.7 ± 0.04 – – 183 122

CPL/Equation 6.19 0.67 (fixed) 2.3 ± 0.1 11 +3.8
−2.3 1 (fixed) 132 121

Equation 6.19 0.67 (fixed) 1.9 ± 0.2 1.7 +1.3
−0.62 0.5 (fixed) 133 121

Equation 6.19 0.67 (fixed) 1.5 ± 0.3 0.08 +0.13
−0.036 0.3 (fixed) 134 121

Equation 6.19 0.67 (fixed) 1.7 +0.2
−0.3 0.44 +0.42

−0.2 0.4 (fixed) 134 121
Vela Jr. (whole†)

Bohm 0.67 (fixed) – 0.31 ± 0.008 – 509 265 140 ± 2 1.6 ± 1.2
Constant 0.67 (fixed) – 0.017 ± 0.001 – 454 265 32 ± 1 8.7 ± 6.4

Kolmogorov 0.67 (fixed) – 0.069 ± 0.002 – 486 265 64 ± 1 3.6 ± 2.6
PL 0.67 (fixed) 2.9 ± 0.02 – – 370 265

HESS J1731−347 (whole†)
Bohm 1 (fixed) – 0.97 +0.46

−0.26 – 102 86 240 +57
−32 0.42+0.47

−0.44
Constant 1 (fixed) – 0.073 +0.041

−0.022 – 101 86 66 +19
−10 1.7 +1.9

−1.7
Kolmogorov 1 (fixed) – 0.23 +0.11

−0.061 – 102 86 120 +27
−16 0.89+0.98

−0.92
PL 1 (fixed) 2.3 ± 0.08 – – 98 86

CPL/Equation 6.19 1 (fixed) 2.3 +0.08
−0.16 >20 1 (fixed) 98 85

†

The spectra are hardly fitted by Equation 6.19 with fixed βX .

The best-fit parameters are listed in Table 6.3, and the spectra are presented in Figure 6.5 with the best-fit
models. Figure 6.6 shows the best-fit values of ε0 and χ2 of each model. The cutoff energy parameter (ε0) is
obtained to be variable with different models. For instance in RX J1713.7−3946-NW, it is 1.1, 0.27, and 0.082
keV in Bohm, Kolmogorov, and constant diffusion models, respectively. It should be noted that ε0 does not
give exact cutoff energy (εc) which deviates from the power law by e−1, because of the transition function in
addition to the cutoff power-law form (Equation 6.17). As mentioned in Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007),
the cutoff energy εc is about one order of magnitude larger than ε0 in Bohm diffusion. Our analysis shows that
εc/ε0 ∼ 17 for Bohm diffusion in the NW of RX J1713.7−3946. In Figure 6.6, we also show 1σ, 90%, and
3σ confidence levels compared to the best synchrotron model that gives the smallest chi-squared value. For the
NW of RX J1713.7−3946, the NW rim of Vela Jr., and the NE rim of HESS J1731−347, the χ2 values of the
three models (Bohm, Kolmogorov, and constant diffusion) are comparable and cannot be distinguished at 3σ
confidence level. For G1.9+0.3 and the NE limb of SN 1006, however, the Bohm diffusion model is the most
favored, and the constant diffusion model is rejected at 3σ. Even the Kolmogorov model is also excluded at 3σ
in G1.9+0.3. Although the chi-squared value itself might imply that the Bohm model is the best, the differences
of the three diffusion models appear prominent in the higher energy band above ∼30 keV (Figure 6.5). The
more accurate measurement of the cutoff shape, by deeper observations with NuSTAR or the next X-ray satellite
such as FORCE and Athena, is necessary to distinguish the models more confidently.

In addition to the physical model derived in Section 6.2, we fit the spectrum with a power law with
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Figure 6.5: The unfolded and absorption-corrected X-ray spectra. The pink and light-blue plots respectively
indicate the Chandra and NuSTAR spectra (except for the entire spectrum of Vela Jr. taken with Suzaku provided
by Fukuyama et al. (2019)). Note that the spectra are jointly fitted by setting the spectral shape tied and only the
normalization free. The best-fit models here are shown to match the NuSTAR spectra (or the Chandra spectra
if no NuSTAR observations are available).

super-exponential cutoff that is given by

dNX

dε
= Kε−Γ exp

[
−

(
ε

εc

)βX
]
. (6.19)

Here the normalization K , the photon index Γ, and the cutoff energy εc are set to be free, while the cutoff
shape slope βX is fixed as follows. We remind that the cutoff slope of the synchrotron X-ray spectrum (βX) is
determined by the cutoff slope of the electron spectrum (β): βX = β/(β+2). Therefore βX should be less than 1.
When setting the βX parameter free in Equation 6.19, the smallest χ2 value is sometimes obtained with βX > 1.
Since the case of βX > 1 is not physical, we fix βX to be 1/2, 2/5, and 1/3, which correspond to the cutoff
slope of Bohm, Kolmogorov, and constant diffusion, respectively. We also use a power-law (powerlaw; PL in
XSPEC) model and a conventional cutoff power-law model (cutoffpl; CPL), which the same as Equation 6.19
for βX = 1.

The best-fit parameters with the conventional models (PL, CPL, and Equation 6.19 with fixed βX =

1/2, 1/3, 2/5) are also shown in Table 6.3. The power law is confidently excluded for all the spectra. Some
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SNRs showed that the photon index derived with Equation 6.19 significantly deviates from 2, which is expected
for the synchrotron-cooling-limited electron. In G1.9+0.3, although the models given by Equation 6.19 are
favored than those of the physical models at over 3σ confidence level, inferred from F-test, the photon indices
derived with Equation 6.19 indicate unrealistic values such as Γ ≤ 1. The northeast limb in SN 1006 also prefers
to Equation 6.19 than the physical models. For the other SNRs, the differences in the simple cutoff power-law
and physical models are not significant, inferred from F-test.
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Figure 6.6: Best-fit parameters of ε0 (in blue) and χ2 (red). The horizontal lines indicate the minimum χ2,
1σ, 90%, and 3σ significances from the bottom.

6.3.2 Discussion: Estimation of diffusion coefficient

We obtained the cutoff energy parameter with each diffusion model from the spectral fitting. This ε0 value is
used to estimate the diffusion coefficient, combined with the shock velocity. The diffusion coefficient, written as
Equation 6.1, is determined by k0 and Ec (that is assumed to be equal to E0 here) for a certain α. Equation 6.18
leads us to

k0 = ℏβ
2

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]1/β

81mc
8q2γ2

s

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)−2
βε−1

0 u2
1. (6.20)
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Furthermore from Equation 6.16, we derive Π0 = E0B1/2:

Π0 =

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]−1/2β (

2m3c5

3qℏβ

)1/2
ε

1/2
0 . (6.21)

In summary, we make use of Equation 6.20 and Equation 6.21 to estimate respectively k0 and Π0 which are the
characteristic parameters to determine the diffusion coefficient. The obtained k0 and Π0 are listed in Table 6.3
and plotted in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.7: Best-fit parameters of k0 and Π0

We finally constrain the diffusion coefficient by the estimated k0 and Π0, assuming a certain value of B.
Given the magnetic field strength in the literature (see Chapter 5 for details), the diffusion coefficients with
α = 1, 1/3, and 0 are shown in Figure 6.8. Although we independently estimate the diffusion coefficients in
Bohm, Kolmogorov, and constant diffusion cases, they are overlapping in a small region. This region is hereafter
referred to as the characteristic range with energy of Ech and diffusion coefficient of Dch. For example, Ech is
∼100 TeV and Dch is 3×1026 cm2 s−1 in RX J1713.7−3946 NW with B = 15 µG. In spite of the insignificant
determination of the best model by the χ2 test, we could constrain Dch at E = Ech that is independent of the
model (i.e., the α parameter).
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(a) G1.9+0.3 (whole) (b) SN 1006 (NE) (c) SN 1006 (SW)

(d) RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) (e) RCW 86 (NE) (f) Vela Jr. (NW)

(g) Vela Jr. (whole) (h) HESS J1731−347 (NE)

Figure 6.8: The constrained diffusion coefficient in arbitrary diffusion regimes. The scatter plots show the
values of Ec and D(Ec). The blue, green, and red lines show Bohm, Kolmogorov, and constant diffusions,
respectively. The grey and light-blue regions indicate the range with D ≤ DBohm and the observed X-ray band,
respectively.

Dividing Equation 6.1 by DBohm and replacing E by Π = EB1/2, we obtain

D(E)
DBohm(E) = k0

(
Π

Π0

)α−1
. (6.22)

It should be emphasized that Equation 6.22 can be calculated from the observations without determining the
value of the magnetic field. Equation 6.22 in the cases of α =1, 1/3, and 0 is presented in Figure 6.9.

Here we consider a simple condition: the diffusion coefficient should be greater than Bohm limit. In
Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9, the diffusion coefficient smaller than Bohm limit is shown with the grey band, which
is inconsistent with the condition. In the upper x-axis of these figures, we show the characteristic synchrotron
energy corresponding to the electron in the lower x-axis. The condition should be satisfied at least in the
energy bands which we are observing with Chandra (0.5–7 keV) and NuSTAR (from 3 to 20–50 keV). For
example, in G1.9+0.3 and SN 1006, all the models (Bohm, Kolmogorov, and constant diffusion) show the
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diffusion coefficient with an order of magnitude larger than Bohm limit, resulting in that the condition is always
fulfilled in the Chandra + NuSTAR energy bands. On the other hand, in RX J1713.7−3946, Vela Jr., and HESS
J1731−347, the diffusion coefficient of Kolmogorov and constant diffusion models appear smaller than Bohm
limit in the observed energy bands, in particular, the NuSTAR chennel. We propose two scenarios for the latter
case. 1.) Bohm-type diffusion is acceptable to be consistent with the condition, and 2.) the diffusion coefficient
has a break (up-turn) structure around Ech; it follows Kolmogorov or constant diffusion regimes at E ≤ Ech and
Bohm diffusion at E ≥ Ech. The broken power-law diffusion has not been considered before. Although it might
be interesting to calculate and discuss the case of the diffusion coefficient with a break, this is beyond the scope
of the thesis.
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Figure 6.9: Diffusion coefficient over Bohm limit (Equation 6.22). The red, green, and blue lines show Bohm,
Kolmogorov, and constant diffusion, respectively. The best-fit k0 and Π0 are also plotted with grey markers.
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6.4 Nonthermal gamma-ray diagnostics

6.4.1 Application to gamma-ray observations and results

We apply our model to five TeV gamma-ray emitting SNRs: SN 1006, RX J1713.7−3946, RCW 86, Vela Jr.,
and HESS J1731−347, presented in Chapter 5. We utilize the IC model radiated from the electron that is
limited by synchrotron cooling and non-Bohm diffusion, described with Equation 6.11. Naima (Zabalza, 2015)
is used to calculate IC radiation the including the Klein-Nishina effect. Note that we obtain directly the cutoff
energy parameter of electron (E0) with KN-regime model. The spectra with the best-fit models are shown in
Figure 6.10, and the best-fit parameters are listed in Table 6.4. We assume that the target photon is only CMB
with the temperature (T) of 2.72 K and the energy density of 0.261 eV cm−3.

Table 6.4: The best-fit parameters with IC model in KN regime

Name Model E0 We B vsh ηγ/k0 χ2 dof
(TeV) (1045 erg) (µG) (km s−1)

SN 1006 (NE) Bohm 47 +31
−11 24 ±2 24.0 5000±1000 2.9 +4.0

−1.8 9.6 11
SN 1006 (NE) Kolmogorov 27 +7.5

−8.3 25 +2
−3 24.0 5000±1000 5.7 +3.8

−4.1 9.8 11
SN 1006 (NE) Constant 21 +9.7

−3.7 24 ±2 24.0 5000±1000 7.2 +7.3
−3.9 9.6 11

SN 1006 (SW) Bohm 24 +10
−6 16 ±3 24.0 5000±1000 12 +11

−7.5 10.6 4
SN 1006 (SW) Kolmogorov 18 +14

−4.2 15 ±3 24.0 5000±1000 13 +21
−8.2 10.4 4

SN 1006 (SW) Constant 12 +4.4
−2.5 15 ±3 24.0 5000±1000 24 +21

−14 10.6 4
RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) Bohm 48 +4

−3 360 +7
−8 15.0 3900±300 2.7 +0.7

−0.6 45.9 26
RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) Kolmogorov 31 +2.1

−2.4 360 ±7 15.0 3900±300 4.5 +0.9
−1.0 41.6 26

RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) Constant 21 +1.8
−1.6 350 ±7 15.0 3900±300 7.3 +1.7

−1.6 38.4 26
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) Bohm 35 +5

−4 25 ±1 15.0 3900±300 5.2 +1.6
−1.4 34.7 23

RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) Kolmogorov 22 +2.2
−2.4 24 ±1 15.0 3900±300 8.4 +2.1

−2.3 34.2 23
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) Constant 15 +2.4

−1.6 24 ±1 15.0 3900±300 14 +5
−4 34.5 23

RCW 86 (whole) Bohm 26 ±2 440 +25
−28 10.2 2500±700 5.4 ±3.2 30.5 18

RCW 86 (whole) Kolmogorov 15 +1.4
−1.4 450 ±26 10.2 2500±700 11 ±6 32.0 18

RCW 86 (whole) Constant 9 +0.79
−0.68 470 +23

−28 10.2 2500±700 23 ±14 39.3 18
Vela Jr. (whole) Bohm 33 +3

−23 250 ±8 12.0 2200±800 2.3 ±1.7 13.8 11
Vela Jr. (whole) Kolmogorov 22 +1.6

−1.6 240 ±7 12.0 2200±800 3.5 ±2.6 14.1 11
Vela Jr. (whole) Constant 14 +1.5

−1 240 ±8 12.0 2200±800 6.1 +4.6
−4.5 16.6 11

HESS J1731−347 (whole) Bohm 19 ±2 480 +32
−22 25.0 2000±500 2.6 +1.6

−1.5 15.8 20
HESS J1731−347 (whole) Kolmogorov 13 +2.7

−1.4 480 ±30 25.0 2000±500 4.2 +2.8
−2.3 15.7 20

HESS J1731−347 (whole) Constant 8.1 +1.3
−1 470 ±30 25.0 2000±500 7.5 +4.5

−4.2 15.1 20

6.4.2 Discussion: Comparison of X-ray and gamma-ray results

Table 6.4 summarizes the fitting results of application of non-Bohm diffusion models to the TeV gamma-ray
observations. With the current dataset, the three diffusion models (i.e., α = 0, 1/3, and 1) are not firmly
distinguished at least 3σ confidence level, inferred from the chi-square values.

Although the fitting itself does not distinguish the significance of α, we try to explore another way to put
a constraint on the α parameter, particularly combining the X-ray and gamma-ray observations. Given the
magnetic field strength listed in Table 5.1, which is inferred from the X-ray and gamma-ray flux ratio, the
Π0 = E0B1/2 value can be also estimated from the gamma-ray spectral fitting. Figure 6.11 compares Π0 taken
with the X-ray and gamma-ray observations in the different α models. Note that the X-ray results are extracted
from the narrower regions compared to the gamma-ray observations because of the better angular resolution. In
the case of the entire remnant from Vela Jr., Π0 with the X-ray and gamma-ray spectrum becomes comparable
for α = 1/3 (Kolmogorov-type diffusion): the combination of X-ray and gamma-ray observations implies that
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Figure 6.10: The gamma-ray spectra with the best-fit models with Bohm (shown in blue), Kolmogorov (red),
and constant (green) diffusion regimes in KN regime. The blue and green plots present the Fermi and H.E.S.S.
spectra, respectively.

Kolmogorov diffusion is preferred. The other SNRs show the larger Π0 values with X-ray observations than
those with gamma-rays, except for the two limbs of SN 1006. It should be cautious that the different region of
spectral extraction causes underestimating the B value. In fact, changing B results in Figure 6.12 for the case of
the NW rim in RX J1713.7−3946 with B = 50 µG. This shows the coincidence of the Π0 parameter in the all
models.

We present the scatter plots of k0 andΠ0 obtained with X-ray and gamma-ray spectra in Figure 6.13. Because
the Π0 values are significantly different in the X-ray and gamma-ray observations as shown in Figure 6.11, the
resulting k0 values are also different. The k0–Π0 plots with X-ray and gamma-ray are not identical, except for
Vela Jr. in the α = 1/3 case. We could not test the validity of α with the present dataset. This will be more
constrained with deeper observations and/or more spatially resolved gamma-ray observations provided with the
next-generation IACT, such as CTA.
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of the Π0 parameters obtained with X-ray (shown in blue) and gamma-ray (red)
observations.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we investigate the validity of Bohm diffusion (D ∝ Eα with α = 1) near the SNR shock by using
the spectral shape of the particle (electron) distribution. Expanding calculation of Zirakashvili and Aharonian
(2007), we derived the spectral cutoff shape with arbitrary α and obtained the full-energy-band analytical
expressions of the electron distribution, and the corresponding synchrotron and IC radiation. The difference
in α appears much clear in the higher energies (e.g., the spectrum becomes flattened for the smaller α). We
applied the models with α = 0, 1/3, and 1, which respectively correspond to constant, Kolmogorov, and Bohm
diffusion regimes, to the nonthermal X-ray and TeV gamma-ray spectra presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
The spectral fitting, unfortunately, does not enable us to demonstrate the different values of α due to the limited
statistics of the current data, in particular, in the higher energy domains. However, a combination of X-ray and
gamma-ray results suggested that the α parameter can be more constrained, as already Vela Jr. may show an
indication of α = 1/3. The future gamma-ray telescope, CTA, will provide us with more spatially resolved TeV
gamma-ray observations, allowing to compare with X-ray observations with greater accuracy. This would put
a tight constraint on α, that is, the corresponding self-generated turbulent spectrum which is difficult to access
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Figure 6.12: Same as Figure 6.11 for NW of RX J1713.7−3946 with B = 50 µG.

and demonstrate with theoretical studies or with numerical simulations.
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Figure 6.13: k0–Π0 diagram. Thick plots are obtained with gamma-ray observations, while thin and open
markers are with X-ray observations.





Chapter 7

Summary and conclusions

A particle diffusively moves back and forth across an astrophysical shock wave and stochastically gains energy
in DSA. The standard DSA predicts that the energy spectrum of the accelerated particle is distributed in a power-
law form of E−2. The particle accelerated in the shock via DSA diffuses into the upstream and downstream
regions and loses its energy due to effective radiation. We assume that the diffusion is Bohm-type of which the
diffusion coefficient is proportional to the particle energy as D(E) ∝ E , and that the energy loss is limited by
synchrotron emission. This picture is applicable to accelerated electrons in the vicinity of the SNR shock. In
this framework, one derives an analytical expression of the electron spectrum as ∝ E−3 exp(−(E/E0)2). The
corresponding synchrotron spectrum is described as ∝ ε−2 exp(−(ε/ε0)−1/2) with the cutoff energy parameter
of ε0 ∝ v2

shη
−1. Since it is too complicated to analytically solve the given conditions to obtain the inverse

Compton gamma-ray spectrum in Klein-Nishina regime, we make use of Naima to calculate the IC spectrum.
We apply these radiation models to the nonthermal observations of SNRs in order to determine the cutoff energy
parameter. The obtained cutoff energy parameter, combined with the shock speed in the literature, leads to
Bohm factor (η) that is indicative of an acceleration efficiency.

We analyzed X-ray observations of 11 young SNRs, measured the cutoff energy parameter in the synchrotron
spectrum, and constrained the corresponding Bohm factor of each SNR. The ε0–vsh relations of the six individual
SNRs showed a variety. The obtained ε0–vsh scatter plot is well reproduced by the theoretical curve in the cases
of Kepler and Tycho (standard acceleration), while it is hardly explained by the theoretical curve in the other
SNRs (i.e., not standard acceleration). For the latter case, the acceleration could be more affected by the
surrounding environment, such as a number density in Cassiopeia A and a magnetic field obliquity in SN 1006.
In addition, our assumption of the cooling-limited electrons might not be applicable for G1.9+0.3 and the interior
region in the northwestern rim of RX J1713.7−3946 most likely because of a young age and slow shock speeds,
respectively. With all 11 SNRs together, including G330.2+1.0, RCW 86, Vela Jr., HESS J1731−347, and SN
1987A, the systematic tendency of the Bohm factor has been unveiled for the first time. In the maximum-ε0 (or
maximum-vsh) region of each SNR, the η parameter depends on the evolutional age as η = 1.6(tage/1 kyr)−0.46

or on the expansion parameter as η = 6.5m4.5. This might imply that the magnetic field becomes turbulent and
more self-generated as particles become more accelerated with time. If we consider the time dependence on η
as η ∝ t−δ with δ of 0.46, the maximum energy achieved in SNRs appears greater by the term of δ and possibly
in the PeV range.

The inverse Compton gamma-ray model, calculated with Naima, is applied to the TeV gamma-ray spectra
of five SNRs taken with H.E.S.S. These five SNRs are strong TeV emitters and have flatter GeV spectra,
which support for the leptonic (IC) scenario. It should be noted that there may exist non-negligible hadronic
components, but we assume the leptonic radiation in order to compare the gamma-ray and X-ray results. We
utilize the magnetic field estimated by the ratio of the X-ray and gamma-ray flux in this leptonic framework.
The TeV gamma-ray spectra are well reproduced by the IC model. The estimated Bohm factor with gamma-rays
appears compatible with or slightly larger than that with X-rays. This might arise from the different size of
spectral extraction, since the gamma-ray spectrum is extracted from a larger area due to its angular resolution.

While Bohm diffusion is widely accepted, one needs to demonstrate non-Bohm diffusion type. It is quite im-
portant to put observational constraints on the diffusion type which is reflected by the turbulent field, because the
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turbulent spectrum is difficult to determine by theoretical studies or numerical simulations. In the case of an arbi-
trary diffusion regime (i.e., D(E) ∝ Eα), the cutoff shape of the electron spectrum is derived as exp(−(E/E0)α+1),
and the corresponding synchrotron spectrum follows the cutoff shape of exp(−(ε/ε0)(α+1)/(α+3)). The different
α appears clear in the higher energies above ∼20 keV in X-ray and ∼30 TeV in gamma-ray. To distinguish
the difference in α, a deeper observation is required to measure the cutoff shape with more accuracy, or a
combination of the X-ray and gamma-ray observations with better angular resolution, such as CTA, would be
able to constrain the α value. Observational constraint on α is desired for theoretical studies, leading us to the
determination of the unknown turbulent spectrum and the mechanism of turbulent production.

In summary, we obtained the cutoff energy parameter and constrained the relevant diffusion coefficient
of accelerated particles around the SNR shock by making use of the nonthermal X-ray and TeV gamma-ray
observations. We showed that the spatially resolved analysis with Chandra, combined with the available
NuSTAR data, provides us with precise measurements of the cutoff energy parameters. This unveils the variable
properties of particle acceleration in the young SNRs and the evolving acceleration efficiency as an overall
tendency. It is difficult and challenging to determine the diffusion type due to the current limited statistics and
the angular resolution of gamma-ray observations. We finally address the prospect for tight constraints on the
diffusion coefficient in the forthcoming CTA era.
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Appendix A

Radiation spectrum from cutoff power-law
electron

This section represents a detailed calculation to derive the model spectrum of synchrotron radiation (Section A.1)
and inverse Compton scattering (Section A.2) radiated from cutoff power-law electrons. The electron is described
using the momentum p = E/c), and the photon is described using the frequency ω = ε/ℏ).

A.1 Synchrotron radiation

Here we assume that the energy distribution of electrons has a power-law form with an exponential cutoff,

F(p) ∝ p−s exp

[
−

(
p
p0

)β]
, (A.1)

where s, p0, and β are a spectral index, cutoff energy, and cutoff slope. The synchrotron spectrum is obtained
by

J(ω) =
∫

dpF(p)p2R
(
ω

ωc

)
, (A.2)

where

R
(
ω

ωc

)
=

1.81 exp
(
− ω

ωc

)
√(ωc

ω

)2/3
+

(
3.62
π

)2
. (A.3)

Substituting Equation A.1 and Equation A.3 to Equation A.2,

J(ω) =
∫

dp f (p) exp
[
−g(p)

]
, (A.4)

where

f (p) = p2−s 1.81√(
ω
Ap2

)2/3
+

(
3.62
π

)2
, (A.5)

g(p) =
(

p
p0

)β
+
ω

ωc
=

(
p
p0

)β
+

ω

Ap2 . (A.6)

Here we denote ωc by Ap2 with A being 1.5qB/m3c3.
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The function f (p) and g(p) are shown in Figure A.1. As seen in Figure A.1, g(p) has the minimal value
at p = p∗. In the following, we expand exp(−g(p)) around p∗, assuming that the contribution around p∗ is
dominant. p∗ which gives g′(p∗) = 0, g(p∗), and g′′(p∗) are, respectively,

p∗ =

[
2ωpβ0
βA

] 1
β+2

, (A.7)

g(p∗) =
2 + β
β

ω

Ap2
∗
, (A.8)

g′′(p∗) = 2(2 + β) ω

Ap4
∗
. (A.9)

Expanding the function g(p) around p∗,

g(p) ≃ g(p∗) + g′(p∗)(p − p∗) +
1
2
g′′(p∗)(p − p∗)2 (A.10)

≃ 2 + β
β

ω

Ap2
∗
+ (2 + β) ω

Ap4
∗
(p − p∗)2. (A.11)

Then we substitute this to Equation A.4 and expand the function f (p) around p∗ as well,

J(ω) =
∫

dp

[
f (p∗) + f ′(p∗)(p − p∗) +

1
2

f ′′(p∗)(p − p∗)2
]
× exp

[
−

{
2 + β
β

ω

Ap2
∗
+ (2 + β) ω

Ap4
∗
(p − p∗)2

}]
= f (p∗) exp

[
−2 + β

β

ω

Ap2
∗

]
×

∫ ∞

−∞
dp exp

[
−(2 + β) ω

Ap4
∗
(p − p∗)2

]
= f (p∗) exp [−g(p∗)] ×

∫ ∞

−∞
dp exp

[
−1

2
g′′(p∗)(p − p∗)2

]
= f (p∗) exp [−g(p∗)]

√
2π

g′′(p∗)
(A.12)

In the expansion of f (p), the first order differentiation is zero, and the second order differentiation is ignored
approximately. To derive the last form of Equation A.12, we use Gauss integration1. The final expression of
the synchrotron spectrum is given by Equation A.12, where f (p) is Equation A.5, p∗ is Equation A.7, g(p∗) is
Equation A.8, and g′′(p∗) is Equation A.9.

If we take only the power-law component of the synchrotron spectrum given by Equation A.12, the energy
spectrum is described as

J(ω) ∝ ω
6−β−2s
2(β+2) , (A.13)

and the photon spectrum is described as,

dNX

dε
= Jω−1 ∝ ε

− 2s+3β−2
2(β+2) . (A.14)

Hence the photon index is obtained to be Γ = 2s+3β−2
2(β+2) .

We furthermore expand the exponential cutoff part in Equation A.12 to obtain the cutoff shape:

J(ω) ∝ exp [−g(p∗)]

∝ exp
−

{(
(β + 2)β+2

4

)1/β
ω

βAp2
0

} β
β+2 

∝ exp

[
−

(
ω

ω0

) β
β+2

]
, (A.15)

1Gauss integration:
∫ ∞
−∞ dx exp(−ax2) =

√
π/a
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Figure A.1: Left: Function f (E). Right: Function g(p).

where

ω0 = β

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]1/β

3q
2m3c3 Bp2

0. (A.16)

Here we obtain the relation between the cutoff slope of the electron (β) and synchrotron (βX) spectra as
βX = β/(β + 2).

A.2 Inverse Compton in Thomson limit

At the higher energies ω ≫ γ2kT/ℏ, the IC emissivity from a single electron in Thomson regime is given by
ϵIC ∝ ω exp(−ℏω/4γ2kT). Integrating the emissivity over the electron of Equation A.1, the IC spectrum is
described as

J(ω) =
∫

p2dp ϵIC F(p), (A.17)

=

∫
dp p−s+4 exp

[
−

{
ℏ

4kTm2c2
ω

p2 +

(
p
p0

)β}]
. (A.18)

Here we assume that the up-scattered photon energy is proportional to the electron energy squared (i.e.,
ε ∝ γ2 ∝ p2). Equation A.18 can be reduced to Equation A.4 by replacing s → s − 2 and 4kTm2c2/ℏ → A.
Therefore the replacements simply lead to the IC spectrum by the same procedure mentioned in Section A.1.
Supposing that the resulting IC photon spectrum is given by

dNγ

dε
= ε−Γ exp

[
−

(
ω

ωγ

)βγ ]
, (A.19)

the photon index and the cutoff energy parameters are respectively obtained as

Γ =
2s + 3β − 6

2(β + 2) , (A.20)

ωγ = β

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]1/β

4kT
m2c2 p2

0, (A.21)

βγ =
β

β + 2
. (A.22)





Appendix B

Projection effect on proper-motion
measurements

Here, we argue the effect of the projection regarding the X-ray observations of the northwest rim of SNR RX
J1713.7−3946. The measured proper-motion velocities in Tsuji and Uchiyama (2016) have the uncertainty of
being projected onto the line of sight. We present three types of corrected speed: projection-corrected velocity
(Vcor), projected velocity of the forward shock onto each box (Vproj), and upstream velocity in the rest frame (u1).

Vcor indicates the projection-corrected speed of each box assuming the spherical shell. This is given by

Vcor, box(X) = Vobs, box(X)
θbox (a)
θbox (X)

, (B.1)

where Vobs, box(X) and θbox(X) are respectively the observed speed and the radius from the SNR center of each
box. Here we assume that the remnant has a spherical shape with the radius being at the position of box (a)
(probably tracing the forward shock), therefore θbox(a) is fixed to 29.8 arcmin, i.e., 8.68 pc assuming the distance
of the SNR is 1 kpc.

Vproj is the projected speed of the forward shock, box (a), assuming the spherical shell:

Vproj, box(X) = Vobs, box(a)
θbox (X)
θbox (a)

. (B.2)

u1 describes the upstream speed in the rest frame of each box. In the rest frame of each box, the shock hits
the ejecta that is freely moving outward. The speed of the free expansion is described with θbox(X)/tage, where
tage is the age of the SNR, namely 1618 (=2011−393) years. Then the upstream speed is given by

u1, box(X) = θbox(X)/tage − Vobs, box(X), (B.3)

which is same as Equation 4.6. See also, e.g., Sato et al. (2018).
The results of these corrected speeds are listed in Table B.1. The vsh–ε0 relation, using these corrected

velocities above as the shock speed, is illustrated with the open markers in Figure B.1 for the κ =
√

11
−1

case
and in Figure B.2 for the κ = 1 case.
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Table B.1: Proper motion measurement

Velocity Radius Ûθ/θ Vcor Vproj R/tage u1 m†

box Ûθ (′′ yr−1) V (km s−1) θ (′) R (pc) (kry−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1) (km s−1)
(a) 0.82 ± 0.06 3900 ± 300 29.8 8.68 0.459 — — 5246 1345 0.74±0.06
(b) 0.25 ± 0.06 1200 ± 300 29.6 8.62 0.141 1200 ±300 3873 ± 298 5210 4010 0.23±0.06
(c) 0.30 ± 0.05 1400 ± 200 23.5 6.84 0.213 1800 ±300 3073 ± 236 4134 2734 0.34±0.05
(d) 0.61 ± 0.05 2900 ± 200 22.3 6.50 0.456 3900±300 2921±225 3928 1028 0.74±0.05
(e) 0.17 ± 0.06 800 ± 300 20.1 6.11 0.135 1100 ±400 2745±211 3692 2892 0.22±0.08

† m is the expansion parameter: R ∝ tm, where m is derived as (proper motion) / R/tage.
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Figure B.1: Relation between the cutoff energy parameter and the shock velocity in the case of κ =
√

11
−1

,
with the open markers being the projection velocity (Vproj) in the left panel, and the upstream velocity at the rest
frame of the shock (u1) in the right panel.
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Figure B.2: Relation bewteen the cutoff energy parameter and the shock velocity in the case of κ = 1, with the
open markers being the projection-corrected velocity (Vcor) in the top panel, the projection velocity (Vproj) in the
bottom left panel, and the upstream velocity at the rest frame of the shock (u1) in the bottom right panel.





Appendix C

Synchrotron radiation in distributed field

When magnetic field is distributed (or turbulent) rather than it is described with a single (monochromatic)
value, configuration of synchrotron radiation is modified. For instance, in the case of Gaussian-like turbulence
of magnetic field, the cutoff shape of synchrotron spectrum follows exp(ε−1/3) rather than exp(ε−1/2) that is
derived with the single value of the field. This chapter gives a brief description of the turbulent-field model
(Section C.1) and applications to the observations (Section C.2).

C.1 Model

The synchrotron emissivity introduced in Section 2.6 presumes that magnetic field is monochromatic where B
is given by a single value. In realistic cases, the field can be more distributed (turbulent), and the strength of
magnetic field consists of various values. Let assume the magnetic field is described with probability of P(B).
The synchrotron emissivity using P function is given by

ϵ(ω) =
√

3q3

2πmc2

∫
dBP(B)

∫
p2dpN(p)R

(
ω

ωc

)
. (C.1)

Note that Equation C.1 yields the same as Equation 2.108 in the single-value (B0) field with P(B) = δ(B − B0).
Zirakashvili and Ptuskin (2008) found that the probability distribution of P(B) was written in an analytical

form:

P(B) = 6B
B2

rms
exp

(
−
√

6B
Brms

)
, (C.2)

based on numerical simulations of non-resonant streaming instability. Here Brms =
⟨
B2⟩1/2 indicates the square

root of the mean square of the random magnetic field. When the field is distributed like in Equation C.2, the
analytical expression of the R function, which gives the synchrotron power radiated by a single electron, is
described as

R1(x) = 1.50x1/3
(
1 + 1.53x1/2

)11/6
exp

(
−961/4x1/2

)
, (C.3)

where x = ω/ωc (Zirakashvili and Aharonian, 2010). Figure C.1 compares the R functions in the single-value
and distributed fields.

Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2010) obtained an analytical expression of synchrotron radiation in the dis-
tributed magnetic field using the same method by Zirakashvili and Aharonian (2007), i.e., they calculated the
emissivity using the R function of Equation C.3 instead of Equation A.3. The spectral model of synchrotron
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radiation in the entire energies is

dNX

dε
∝ ε−2

[
1 + 0.185

(
ε

ε1

)0.4
]25/(12×0.4)

exp

[
−

(
ε

ε1

) 1
3
]

(κ = 1/
√

11), (C.4)

dNX

dε
∝ ε−2

[
1 + 0.172

(
ε

ε1

)0.46
]25/(12×0.46)

exp

[
−

(
ε

ε1

) 1
3
]

(κ = 1), (C.5)

where Bohm diffusion (β = 2) is assumed. The cutoff energy parameter, denoted by ε1, is described as

ε1 =

√
6

128(1 + κ1/2)2
ℏmc
q2 v2

shη
−1. (C.6)

Equation C.4 is shown in Figure C.1, together with the ZA07 model which is obtained in single-value magnetic
field. Equation C.4 and Figure C.1 indicate that the synchrotron spectrum appears somewhat flatter, particularly,
in the higher energy band. Therefore precise measurement of the cutoff shape of the synchrotron spectrum,
which can be accessible with NuSTAR, would verify whether or not the magnetic field is distributed rather than
monochromatic.

Figure C.1: Left: R(x) functions in the case of single-value field (blue) and distributed field (red). Right:
Synchrotron radiation spectrum in the case of single-value field (blue) and distributed field (red). The plots show
the unfolded and absorption-corrected spectrum of RX J1713.7−3946-NW with Chandra (blue) and NuSTAR
(green).

C.2 Application to observations

We apply the synchrotron radiation model in the distributed magnetic field to the nonthermal X-ray observations
of supernova remnants. The same spectra extracted in Chapter 4 are used. The best-fit parameters are listed in
Table C.1. The fitting results using the single-value model (referred to as “ZA07”) are also shown to compare
with the distributed model (“ZA10”). The limited statistics, especially in the higher energies, make it difficult
to distinguish the two models. G1.9+0.3 and the northeast limb of SN 1006, however, significantly prefer to the
single-value model at the confidence level of σ > 3, inferred from the chi-squared value. This may imply that
the field is not distributed and more concentrated in the single value in the two remnants. Although it seems
challenging to demonstrate the distributed field with only X-ray data, a combination with more spatially-resolved
gamma-ray observation would be a powerful tool because the magnetic field does not affect the inverse Compton
spectrum.
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Table C.1: Best-fit parameters of synchrotron radiation in distributed field

Name Region Model NH ε0/ε1 χ2 dof(
1022 cm−2) (keV)

G1.9+0.3 whole ZA07 6 ±0.04 1.3 +0.059
−0.055 902.2 585

G1.9+0.3 whole ZA10 6 ±0.04 0.052 ±0.003 936.0 585
Cassiopeia A SE1 ZA07 0.8 (fixed) 1.9 +0.5

−0.3 158.8 178
Cassiopeia A SE1 ZA10 0.8 (fixed) 0.083 +0.024

−0.016 158.7 178
Kepler SE1 ZA07 0.52 (fixed) 0.74 +0.12

−0.10 116.5 109
Kepler SE1 ZA10 0.52 (fixed) 0.03 +0.006

−0.005 115.7 109
Tycho SW (box9) ZA07 0.7 (fixed) 0.37 +0.05

−0.04 165.8 95
Tycho SW (box9) ZA10 0.7 (fixed) 0.013 ±0.002 162.7 95

G330.2+1.0 whole ZA07 2.4 (fixed) 0.65 +0.07
−0.06 356.2 166

G330.2+1.0 whole ZA10 2.4 (fixed) 0.027 ±0.003 349.8 166
SN 1006 NE (fil1) ZA07 0.068 (fixed) 0.4 ±0.01 526.7 407
SN 1006 NE (fil1) ZA10 0.068 (fixed) 0.016 ±0.0004 550.7 407

RX J1713.7−3946 NW ZA07 0.75 ±0.008 1.1 ±0.06 250.5 149
RX J1713.7−3946 NW ZA10 0.76 ±0.008 0.048 ±0.003 243.4 149

RCW 86 NE ZA07 0.33 (fixed) 0.38 ±0.02 286.8 128
RCW 86 NE ZA10 0.33 (fixed) 0.015 ±0.001 295.9 128
Vela Jr. NW (reg1) ZA07 0.67 (fixed) 0.54 ±0.04 138.5 122
Vela Jr. NW (reg1) ZA10 0.67 (fixed) 0.021 ±0.002 134.8 122

HESS J1731−347 NE ZA07 1 (fixed) 0.97 +0.46
−0.26 102.7 86

HESS J1731−347 NE ZA10 1 (fixed) 0.042 +0.022
−0.012 102.4 86





Appendix D

Inverse Compton scattering in Thomson
regime

We adopted the inverse Compton spectrum model in the Klein-Nishina regime in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6,
because the TeV gamma-ray spectrum analyzed in this thesis is notably modified by the KN effect. Although
it is too complicated to obtain an analytical expression for the IC spectrum by calculating the cross section in
the KN regime, one can derive an analytical model in the Thomson limit. The results using the Thomson-limit
model are presented as follows.

D.1 Thomson regime in Bohm diffusion

The IC model in Thomson regime is given by Equation 2.127 and recalled here:

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−2

[
1 + 0.31

(
ε
εγ

)0.6
]25/8

exp
[
−

(
ε
εγ

)1/2
]
. (D.1)

We obtain the gamma-ray (εγ) with Thomson-limit model. The fitting results in Thomson limit are listed in and
Table D.1.

In Thomson limit, Equation 2.126 leads us to the Bohm factor (ηγ) and E0 parameter described as

ηγ =
27m2c2kT

2q3γ2
s

(
1 +

1
√
κξ

)−2
B−1ε−1

γ u2
1 (Thomson limit), (D.2)

E0 = mc2
( εγ

kT

)1/2
(Thomson limit). (D.3)

The ηγ and E0 values estimated in Thomson regime are listed in Table D.1. Compared to the results of KN
regime (Table 5.2), the cutoff energy parameter of the electron is smaller. Since the Thomson-limit model is
not suppressed in the higher energies, the smaller E0 (or εγ) reproduces the observed spectrum. This results in
a higher value of ηγ than that in KN-regime model. The different results between Thomson and Klein-Nishina
models clarify that the accurate treatment of the KN effect is required for the observed gamma-ray spectrum,
which is radiated by multi-TeV electrons in the leptonic scenario.

D.2 Thomson regime in non-Bohm diffusion

In Thomson limit, the analytical expression of IC spectrum can be derived as follows. In the lower energy band,
the IC spectrum, which is radiated from the electron in the lower energies as described by F(p) ∝ p−(γs+1), has
the power-law form:

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−

γs
2 . (D.4)
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Table D.1: Spectral fitting in Thomson regime (Bohm diffusion)

Name εγ E0 B vsh ηγ χ2 dof
(TeV) (TeV) (µG) (km s−1)

SN 1006 (NE) 0.59±0.49 26±11 24.0 5000±1000 9.8±9 6.4 11
SN 1006 (SW) 0.53±0.071 24±2 24.0 5000±1000 11±4.6 6.6 5

RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) 0.53±0.039 24±1 15.0 3900±300 10±1.8 29.2 20
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) 0.38±0.058 21±2 15.0 3900±300 15±3.2 32.6 23

RCW 86 (whole) 0.25±0.043 17±2 10.2 2500±700 14±8.1 13.3 18
Vela Jr. (whole) 0.38±0.038 21±1 12.0 2200±800 5.8±4.2 7.0 11

HESS J1731−347 (whole) 0.16±0.036 14±2 25.0 2000±500 5.3±2.9 7.4 20

Integrating the IC emissivity in Thomson limit (Equation 2.122) over the electron in the higher energies given
by Equation 6.8, the photon spectrum is obtained:

dNγ

dε
∝ ε

− 3β−5
2(β+2) exp

[
−

(
ε

ε0

)βγ ]
, (D.5)

where βγ = β/(β + 2). The cutoff energy parameter in the IC spectrum in Thomson regime is derived as

εγ = β

[
4
(

1
2 + β

)2+β
]1/β

4kT
m2c2 p2

0 (Thomson limit). (D.6)

See Appendix A for the detailed derivations.
In the entire energy band, the solution is described by

dNγ

dε
∝ ε−

γs
2

[
1 + a

(
ε

εγ

)b]c
exp

[
−

(
ε

εγ

)βγ ]
. (D.7)

The transition function, T(ε) =
[
1 + a

(
ε
εγ

)b]c
, is determined by the numerical calculation, requiring the

smooth connection between the lower and higher energy bands. In the higher energies (ε ≫ εγ) in Equation D.7,
dNγ/dε becomes ε−2+bc exp(−εβγ ). This should be compatible with Equation D.5, so we obtain the condition
of bc = (β + 13)/2(β + 2).

In the case of non-Bohm diffusion, we obtain the parameters of the transition function for the IC spec-
trum (a, b, c) by calculating IC radiation from electron spectrum described in Section 6.2.1 and fitting with
Equation D.7. The parameters in the α = 0 and 1/3 are listed in Table 6.2.

The IC model in Thomson regime, given by Equation D.7, is applied to the observations. We obtain
the gamma-ray cutoff energy parameter (εγ) with Thomson-limit model. The best-fit parameters are listed in
Table D.2.

Table D.2: The best-fit parameters with IC model in Thomson regime

Name Model εγ E0 B vsh ηγ/k0 χ2 dof
(TeV) (TeV) (µG) (km s−1)

SN 1006 (NE) Bohm 0.59±0.49 26±11 24.0 5000±1000 9.8±9 6.4 11
SN 1006 (NE) Kolmogorov 0.14±0.11 15±6.1 24.0 5000±1000 20±18 6.0 11
SN 1006 (NE) Constant 0.053±0.053 10±5 24.0 5000±1000 32±35 5.6 11
SN 1006 (SW) Bohm 0.53±0.071 24±1.6 24.0 5000±1000 11±4.6 6.6 5
SN 1006 (SW) Kolmogorov 0.15±0.025 15±1.3 24.0 5000±1000 18±7.8 6.4 5
SN 1006 (SW) Constant 0.053±0.011 10±1.1 24.0 5000±1000 32±14 6.4 5
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Table D.2: The best-fit parameters with IC model in Thomson regime (continued)

Name Model εγ E0 B vsh ηγ/k0 χ2 dof
(TeV) (TeV) (µG) (km s−1)

RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) Bohm 0.53±0.039 24±0.89 15.0 3900±300 10±1.8 29.2 20
RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) Kolmogorov 0.16±0.014 16±0.67 15.0 3900±300 17±2.9 21.6 20
RX J1713.7−3946 (whole) Constant 0.056±0.0056 10±0.52 15.0 3900±300 29±5.4 20.6 20
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) Bohm 0.38±0.058 21±1.6 15.0 3900±300 15±3.2 32.6 23
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) Kolmogorov 0.11±0.019 13±1.1 15.0 3900±300 23±5.3 32.8 23
RX J1713.7−3946 (NW) Constant 0.041±0.008 8.8±0.86 15.0 3900±300 40±10 34.9 23

RCW 86 (whole) Bohm 0.25±0.043 17±1.5 10.2 2500±700 14±8.1 13.3 18
RCW 86 (whole) Kolmogorov 0.056±0.0096 9.3±0.79 10.2 2500±700 29±17 17.2 18
RCW 86 (whole) Constant 0.015±0.0027 5.3±0.48 10.2 2500±700 67±39 22.1 18
Vela Jr. (whole) Bohm 0.38±0.038 21±1 12.0 2200±800 5.8±4.2 7.0 11
Vela Jr. (whole) Kolmogorov 0.11±0.013 13±0.78 12.0 2200±800 9.3±6.8 12.0 11
Vela Jr. (whole) Constant 0.04±0.0056 8.7±0.61 12.0 2200±800 16±12 19.0 11

HESS J1731−347 (whole) Bohm 0.16±0.036 14±1.5 25.0 2000±500 5.3±2.9 7.4 20
HESS J1731−347 (whole) Kolmogorov 0.049±0.013 8.7±1.1 25.0 2000±500 8.6±4.8 6.9 20
HESS J1731−347 (whole) Constant 0.017±0.0053 5.7±0.87 25.0 2000±500 15±9 6.8 20
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